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Tehran Radio Takes Conciliatory Tone

Students Reject Council's
Plea For Hostage Release
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BAPTIST CENTER: Under construction near the Murray State University campus is the new story-and-a-half Baptist
Student Center, the center, costing $575.000, is scheduled for completion in April 1981. 111 the left background is Hester Hall,
a residence hall for women on the 238-acre main campus.

Brown's Inaugural Parade On
Tuesday To Precede Oath Taking
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
inauguration day parade next Tuesday
for Gov.-elect John Y. Brown Jr. is
scheduled to last exactly two hours and
11 minutes, according to • inaugural
committee planners.
Twenty-six bands and 14 floats will
form at Main and Wilkinson streets in
downtown Frankfort shortly before
noon for the march of almost one mile
to the Capitol, led by a car containing
Brown and his wife, Phyllis.
After watching the parade from a
reviewing stand, Brown, a Democrat,
will be sworn in at 2 p.m. in front of the
Capitol.
A reception is scheduled at 7 p.m.,
then the grand march within the Capitol
at 8 p.m., to be followed by a ball there
which will conclude the somewhat

Three Plead Guilty,
One Found Guilty In
Circuit Court Tuesday
Three persons pleaded guilty and one
was found guilty in a jury trial in
Calloway County Circuit Court
Tuesday. The four were sentenced by
Judge James M. Lassiter.
A jury found Roger Dale Jones guilty
of the "joyriding" statute. Jones,
charged with theft by unlawfully taking
over $100, was fined $500.
Harry Gill pleaded guilty to third
degree burglary and was sentenced to
five years in the penitentiary.
David Reese, who pleaded guilty to
third degree burglary, received four
years in the penitentiary.
Jack McLeod, charged with third
degree assault, pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to six months in the county
jail. The sentence was suspended
provided he meets court-stipulated
conditions.

Calloway County
District Court
Hears 42 Cases
Judge Sid Easley heard 42 cases
Monday in Calloway County District
Court. The following were among the
cases heard and disposed of.
Henry Mitchell was sentenced to 90
days in the county jail and a fine of 8500
after pleading guilty to driving under
the influence, reckless driving, and
wanton endangerment in the second
degree, which included eluding a police
officer within the city limits of Murray
and driving at speeds of up to 70 miles
per hour.
Carol Colson, who entered a plea of
guilty to the offense of cold checking,
was sentenced to 60 days in the county
jail and received a fine and court costs
of $50.50, plus restitution on the check.
The jail sentence was suspended
provided she meets court-stipulated
conditions.
Stacey Bruckner, charged with first
degree assault, waived his right to a
preliminary hearing. His case will be
heard before the next term of the
Calloway County Circuit Court grand
jury.
Phillip D. Bogard was sentenced to 15
days in the county jail following a plea
of guilty to a charge of disorderly
conduct.

shortened and simplified events.
The cost has not been estimated yet,
according to inaugural officials, who
also said private businesses are being
solicited for some donations to offset
expenses.
The parade has been telescoped
considerablP. Customarily it lasts more
than three hours.
Some post-inaugural activities in the
afternoon also have been eliminated,
which will give thousands of visitors
free time until the reception and ball.
And by arranging for Brown to take
his oath of office on the Capitol steps, an
estimated $20,000 may be saved for
construction of a wooden speaker's
platform.
The governor-elect also will depart
from tradition by holding pre-inaugural
services at Walnut Street Baptist
Cliurch in Louisville instead of Frankfort. The church has room for 1,400
persons.
The inaugural balls previously have
been a Frankfort extravaganza, being
held simultaneously at four buildings.
This time, the Capitol ball is the only
one.
Many schools sought to enter bands
and floats in the inaugural parade, but

bands for next Tuesday have been
limited to two per congressional district
plus selected drill bands.
The floats will range from a Kentucky Fried Chicken exhibit — Brownbecame a multimillionaire heading that
fast food firm — to promotions for
University of Kentucky basketball and
state tourism.
'"They were selected on the basis of
quality, based on descriptions given to
us," an inaugural aide said.
One guess is that 10,000 persons may
attend the inaugural oath ceremony.
but that depends partly on the weather.
The National Weather Service, according to the planners, has given a 10-'
year average which indicates a 50
percent chance of rain, 70 percent
chance of partly cloudy skies, a high of
48 and. low of 24 and seven out _of 10
chances there will be no snow on the
ground.
"We get many calls asking for tickets
and how much they cost," one
inaugural aide said. "Tell the people
everything is free and no tickets are
necessary to any event." s
That includes a concert Tuesday
night at the Frankfort Sportscenter

By ALEX EFTY
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN,Iran (AP) — The students
holding 50 Americans hostage in the
U.S. Ambassy today rejected a Security
Council appeal for their immediate
release, but Tehran state radio took a
more conciliatory tone, saying the U.N.
action "left the way open for
negotiations."
The radio statement was seen as a
hopeful sign in the monthlong crisis, but
the difference between the hard line of
the embassy militants and the approach of Iranian officials again
pointed to conflict on the Iranian side.
The students at the embassy also
issued an appeal for the oil workers of
Saudi Arabia to rise against "Eastern
and Western plunderers ... led by
America" and commended them for
pro-Khomeini demonstrations late lust
month.
"Today an uprising against America
is a divine duty, and you Moslems of
(Saudi) Arabia shoulder this duty more
than others" because the nation was the
birthplace of Islam and.is the world's
leading oil exporter.
Tehran's
largest
afternoon
newspaper, Ettelaat,splashed a banner
headline across its front page citing
Sen. Edward Kennedy's "serious attack .against the shah and the U.S.
government."
Other
Iranian
newspapers apso carried accounts of
Kennedy's comment that the shah "ran
one of the most violent regimes in the
history of mankind" before he fled Iran
in Jantiary.
.
Washington reports said the U.S.
government planned a series of new
diplomatic and economic steps to
pressure Iran into freeing the hostages.
CBS News said the new moves, short of
military action, would begin this week
and intensify over the next two or three
weeks.
On Tuesday, Ayatollah RuholLah
Khomeini's regime made new and
stronger threats against the captives.
Meanwhile,the U.S. Navy carrier force
south of the Persian Gulf doubled in
size.
The Security Council resolution was
adopted Tuesday on the fourth consecutive day of a debate in which every
speaker called for,the release of the
hostages. Iran boycotted the meeting,
claiming it was rigged in favor of the
United States.
The resolution contained no condemnation of the Iranians. Besides the
appeal on behalf of the hostages, it
called on Iran and the United States to

"resolve peacefully the remaining
issues between them" and urged them
to "exercise the utmost restraint" and
refrain from "the threat or use of
force."
A spokesman for the embassy
militants said of the appeal for the
hostages' release, "Since the Security
Council is orchestrated by the United
States, it is obvious it would say such
things because it is the defender of the
superpowers and embarked on its
deliberations according to the orders it
received.
"As it is also obvious that the United
States has great influence on this
council, which has nothing to do with
the oppressed people of the world, its
opinion is worthless as far as we are
,concerned and will not affect us in any
way," he told The Associated Psess„by
telephone.
But Tehran Radio, in the first semiofficial commentary on the resolution,
seemed to stress its positive aspects —
from the Iranian viewpoint — ignoring
the call for the hostages' release.
"The Iranian government has not
been condemned and the United States
has been warned, indirectly, against
military intervention, and this has left

Murray Post Office
To Have Additional
Christmas Dispatch
The Murray Post Office will have an
additional out-of-town dispatch leaving
Murray at 1 p.m. beginning Monday,
Dec. 10, and continuing through
Monday, Dec. 24.
The additional dispatch is part of the
local facility's effort to give its
customers better service on Christmas
mailings, according to Postmaster
Virgil R. Gilliam.
Mail will be collected from the boxes
in the Bel-Air Shopping Center and
Central Shopping Center at noon.
Gilliam said that mail must be in the
post office no later than 12:45 p.m. to
make the early dispatch.

the way open for negotiations," the
radio said.
The radio commentary also contrasted with preNrious statements by
Khomeini rejecting any decision by the
Security Council in advance as dictated
by the United States.
The Iranians seized the embassy and
those inside it on Nov. 4, demanding
that the United States surrender
deposed Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi to Iran for trial. The Carter
administration refused and on Tuesday
joined the 14 other Security Council
members in unanimous adoption of the
resolution urging the release of the
captives.
Pentagon officials said six U.S.
warships led by the aircraft carrier
Kitty Hawk had arrived in the Arabian
Sea, joining another such force headed
by the carrier Midway. This put more
than 135 planes within reach of the
entrance to the Persian Gulf and the oil
tankers moving to and from Iran.
A White House official indicated to
reporters in Washington Tuesday that
the students holding the embassy were
threatening the hostages with execution
if they did not confess to the charges of
espionage and pro-shah activity being
drawn up against them.
-
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy and turning
cooler tonight. Lows in the mid
30s. Partly sunny and pleasant
Thursday. Highs in the mid 50s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday fair
and mild. Highs in the 50s and
lows in the 30s.

'Peanut Mon, Wild Bill Hagey To Be Present

Game Entertainment Efforts Not In Vain

An effort to provide some special,
colorful entertainment at the Murray
State-Lehigh NCAA Division 1-AA
playoff football game at Roy Stewart
Stadium Saturday has not been in vain
after all.
NCAA officials, according to Murray
athletic director Johnny Reagan, have
amended an earlier decision
prohibiting any extra attraction at the
game and have consented to permit two
of five originally announced personalities to be present at the game,
which will be televised regionally by
ABC-TV.
The two for whom permission has
been granted are Roger Owens, "the
peanut man" for the Los Angeles
Dodgers, and Wild Bill Hagey, the
Baltimore taxi driver who led cheers
for the Orioles during the 1979 World
Series.
The three who will not be performing
as originally planned are: Dusty
Hudson, Rattletrap and Backfire, all
regulars from the Six Flags over MidAmerica family amusement center
near St. Louis.
Earlier, the Murray State public
information office had released plans
for all five to appear at the game before
Reagan returned from a NCAA officials' meeting in Orlando, Fla., with
the pronouncement that any special
entertainment at the game would not be
permitted.
Arrangements for their appearances
had been revealed by student government and alumni officials as an effort to
provide additional color for the game
much the same as is done at other
university events such as the
Homecoming weekend.
With Owens and Hagey already under
contract, NCAA officials again were
contacted by Reagan, the circumstances explained to them and
authorization obtained for Owens and
Hagey to appear.
Their activities, however, Reagan
said, will be restricted to the stands.

Only cheerleaders and one costumed
mascot for each team will be permitted
on the sidelines during the game in
compliance with NCAA playoff
regulations.
Owens has become famous for his

artistry in tossing bags of peanuts
behind his back, between his legs or
with regular overhand delivery to fans
as far as 40 rows away then catching
their money in return.
He has become a legend among
•

THE PEANUT MAN: Roger ()arc • -the peanut man," is almost as famous
In Los Angeles' Dodger Stadium as t)on Sutton, aid he will be in Murray Saturday to treat fans attending the Murra!, State-Lehigh NCAA Class I-AA playoff
.game with his peanut pitehin' prow

venders and fans alike because of his
peanut pitchin' prowess. He is said to be
able to throw two bags simultaneously
behind his back, and as the bags rise,
cause them to separate and the peanuts
arrive on target—one bag to one fan

and one to another.
Hagey became a familiar figure to
millions of television viewers during
the World Series this past fall as he led
cheers for his beloved Orioles from atop
the Baltimore dugout.

WILD BILL HAGEY — Baltimore taxi driver is shown in the pose he made
familiar to millions of television viewers during the 1979 World Series while
rooting for the Orioles in the 1979 World Series. He will be in the stands for the
Murray State-Lehigh NCAA Division 1-AA playoff game Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
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HEALTH
Possible prostate problem

kft

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
..--

Golden Anniversary
Celebration Sunday

Thursda), Dec.6
"Z," a French film will be
shown at 1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
The introduction will by Prof.
Bertrand Ball of the MSU
Goshen United Methodist Department OW Foreign
Church Women are scheduled Languages.
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
West Fork Baptist Church
WMU will have a breakfast at
Missions organizations of 8 a.m. at the home of Beverly
the Flint Baptist Church are Carter.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Zeta Department, Murray
the church.
Woman's Club, will meet at
p.m. at Gene & Jo's
Baptist Women, Baptist 7:30
Note change in date
Florist.
of
Young Women,and Acteens
place.
and
Cherry Corner Baptist Church

Wednesday,Dec.5
County
Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce will
have its 53rd banquet at
Beshear Gym, Murray State
University, at 6:30 p.m.

Lawrence E_Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - Um
writing to say my husband
thinks he has prostate trouble.
He's never mentioned this to
his doctor I found out by accident that he has made an electrical instrument. He puts this
into his rectum and gives himself a shock. He says they
treat prostates this way.
Someone told him they gave
him electric shock to help
him I don't doubt this but
shouldn't this be done by
someone who knows what he
is doing? I worry that he will
injure himself in some way.
DEAR READER - Ouch.
That's not the way to treat
prostate trouble and it's also
dangerous. I think you'd better tell your husband to stop

this shocking treatment and
get an evaluation by his doctor first to find out if he does
have prostate trouble and
second, if tie does, to get some
proper treatment.
Meanwhile. I am sending
you The Health Letter number I-6.-Prostate Gland. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
It will give your husband a
better understanding of his
problem and what can be done
about it.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I read
an article on unnecessary pro-

cedures and decided to ask
you about the validity of the
routine episiotomy. Why can't
the perineal tissue be left
intact allowing for the possibility of tearing but also for
allowing for the chance that it
remains intact? I can't help
but feel that an incision into
healthy muscle and nerve tissue is really not beneficial
unless the baby's life is somehow in danger.
DEAR READER - It's a
good question but I can assure
you that it's a necessary procedure in many cases. For
those unfamiliar with the
term, an episiotomy is a simple incision that's made at the
outlet of the birth canal during birth. It's most commonly
used in a woman giving birth
to her first baby.
Because the tissues have
not been stretched before and
often are fairly tight, the head
of the baby is too large for the
opening. All the obstetrician
does is make an incision just
large enough to allow the
Why's head to emerge.
If the- tissues are tight and
such an incision is not made.
the tissues will be torn. The
tear can get completely out of
control and will quickly rip
through the tissues. This can
extend into the muscles
around the rectum and the
woman may be left with real
difficulties in controlling her
bowels afterward.
It's really an example of
intelligent prevention of
complications. The small incision is made in an area where
it's not likely to interfere with
the normal function of the
muscles in that part of the
body. The.uncontolled tear
can OccUr anywhere and
cause a number of difficulties.
The use or need for such
preventive measures in the
eoperating-room should be left
to the good judgment of the
obstetrician. During the birth
the mother is hardly in any
position to provide much
intelligent judgment as to
whether one should cut or not
cut.

White Home Scene
Of Monthly Meet,
Paris Road Club

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Barbara White opened her
home for the Nov. 13th
meeting of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club with
Margaret Roach, president,
presiding and discussing
coming events and crafts for
the new year.
Lessons presented were
"Decorating On A Budget" by
Mary Alice Gee; "Put It In A
Frame-and-Put-It-OwA
by Louise Dunn; "Generic
Drugs" by Robbie Blalock.
It was announced that the
crafts lesson was held at the
home of Mrs. Gee with Topsy
Brandon giving the lesson.
Christmas decorations were
made. Sally Henson had the
roll call with members answering with something for
which they were thankful.
Amy Wilson directed the
recreational period.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. White. Others present
were Lucille Hart, Gladys Sue
Carlin, Charlene Curd, Mattie
Lee Buster, Alice Steely, and
Ola McIntosh, members, and
Carol Smith, visitor.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Dec. 11, at the
home of Gladys Sue Carlin, A
Christmas potluck dinner will
be served and gifts will be
exchanged.

There are many *ass to be seduced
Joe Tynan knows them alt.
ALAN ALDA
BARBARA HARRIS

THE SEDUCTION
OF JOE TYNAN R

17:15,9:15 1

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Keith Gillhaus of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah

ED
CARRIER NEED
of 16th
Area of 800 Block
Waldrop Dr.
College Farm Rd.
Come by or Call

753-1916
Mtirray
Ledger lk Times

Friday, Dec.7
Olga Hampton Group of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a family potluck
supper at the church at 7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Missions' Breakfast will be
held at the borne of Connie
White at 9 a.m.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Churcti will
have its annual Christmas
dinner at6 p.m.
Annual Christmas Open
House will continue from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Murray
Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
Street.

are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Recital by Murray State
University Faculty Brass
Quintet will be held at 8:15
p.m, in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

IIr. and 11r.. 11,,tt ard Perkin.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Perkins of Riveria Courts, Murray,
will be honored on their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 9, with a reception at theRonununity Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples Ban1Q1orth 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr.and Mrs. Perkins were married on Dec. 11, 1929, by the
Rev. Earl Hamlett in Paris, Telal.
Mrs. Perkins,the former Zollie Beaman,is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry,Bearaan. Mr. Perkins is the son
of the late Mr. and.Mrs.john Perkins of Minden Mines, Mo.,

Shopping for Senibç,Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Wilford Mills of Hardin
has beet i distnissed front
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.

Mr. And Mrs. Miller
Make Germany Trip

Acteens of First Baptist
Church, Debbie Bell, leader,
will conduct a candlelighting
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Orr there the couple visited in
service and mini-drama at the Miller recently spent two East Berlin and other points of
church at 6:45 p.m.
weeks with their son-in-law interest in the Berlin area.
IA. Stinnett is serving with
and daughter, IA. and Mrs.
Thursday: Dec.6,
Lester Stinnett of West Berlin. the Army. Mrs. Stinnett is the
United Methodist Youth Germany.
former Sherry Miller. They
Fellowship, Sub-District, will
The couple made the trip by left for their European tour of
meet at 7 p.m. at the South airplane flying from Mem- duty in January 1978 and will
Pleasant Grove Church.
phis, Tenn., to New York, complete their service there in
Frankfurt. and Berlin. While January 1981.
Welcome Wagon Club will
nave a potluck supper fot
1 114WISINIIIPIA10.1N1
:
1141
421:NrIX.:
members and their families at
.p.m. at the Communit
30
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank.
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_Christmas dinner for all
units of the Woodmen of the
World will be at 6:30 p.m. at
the WOW Hall.
Golden Age Club will meet
at 12 noon at the First United
Methodist Church for the
Christmas dinner.

Deatt.A66t
By Abigail Van Buren

Fed Up With
Spoiled Hams
DEAR ABBY: In response to ACTRESS, who criticized
those in the audience for rushing out of the theater the
minute the performance is over instead of sticking. around
for all the curtain calls:
I go to the ticket windov.., lay down my hard-earned
money hoping to get my money's worth in entertainment. I
sit through the performance. then down comes the curtain.
End of show. Then I -get up and leave.
Why should I either remain in my seat or stand up and
keep applauding those egomaniacs and shouting "Bravo!"
like a nincompoop'? I paid THEM to perform for ME. I
should be applauded for buying the ticket. Without me. and
others like me, they would be in the unemployment line
because those ego-loaded showoffs would rather starve to
death than do menial work.
Why should entertainers be treated like gods? Have you
ever heard of three curtain calls for a neurosurgeon?
JOE S. IN SALEM.N.Y.
DEAR JOE: No. But it could be "curtains" for the patient
of a neurosurgeon who turns in a poor performance!
DENR ABBY: About six months ago my husband started
acting nervous and preoccupied. He also started working
late at his office and on weekends -something he rarely did.
We've been married lb years, have a nice family,and have
often said that ours was one of the few really "good" mar•
riages we knew of.
A week ago. I receiviid a phone call in the middle of the
afternoon from a woman who refused to identify herself, but
said she thought I should knim that my husband was having
an affair with a young woman who works in his office. Then
she mentioned the woman's name. I recalled my husband
telling me that he had emploved a young. unmarried woman
by that name about a year ago. I fell apart.
When my husband came home, I told him about the call
and knew from his reaction it was true. I cried. He cried, too,
and then confessed that he had had an affair with her, but
broke it off two weeks ago, telling her it was a regrettable
mistake, and he would get her a job elsewhere. He said she
seemed to accept his decision. Then he asked me to listen in
on the telephone extension w Fide he called someone. I did. I
recognized the voice at once as the woman who had phoned
me! She called, hoping I would throw niy husband out and
give her a clear field!
I've forgiven my husband, hut I'm still hurting some. I'm
glad I didn't act foolishly in haste. Perhaps some other wife
will be wiser for my experience.
If you print this, please don't use my name.
GETTING OVER IT
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to LONGING FOR"
MOTHERHOOD was the worst! She wanted a baby but had
no husband or boyfriend, so she was considering asking a
fellow to do her a favor and father her child. You told her
"scrap the idea!" Why?
If a woman wants a baby, why should she have to marry a
man she may not love just to have one? If she's longing for
motherhood, married or not, that's the time to do something
_
about it.
Today a woman has the right to have an abortion if she
wants- one, so why shouldn'i she have the right to have a
baby if that's what she want.'
FREEDOM FOR ALL
DEAR FREEDOM: I'm all lor• woman's right to have a
baby if she wants one. But I could not in good conscience go
along with her idea of "asking a fellow to do her a favor" to
achieve motherhood.
If you need help in ;writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send 81 and a long,
stamped 128 centsl, self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

The
MONEY TREE
Is Coming To Big K

Check The Murray
Ledger I Times For Details
1:1NiZINiZiNitAiktAP41/~

Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club,.will
meet at 10 a.m. for a workshop
for the card party in March. A
potluck luncheon will . be
Served at noon with the
meeting to follow at 1 p.m.
including a fun gift exchange.
•
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Pre-Walkers.
A brand new holiday
gift idea.

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.

Holidaylime-is-a-g-reat-time-to-give these
beautiful Pre-Walkers to your favorite baby.
Pre-Walkers are a brand new line of little shoes
with that special Stride Rite R attention to
detail, and a lot of style and imagination.
And don't forget. they're also
perfect gifts for showers and
for all year 'round

Xi Alpha Delta- Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to nieet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Calloway County Library
Board of Teustees is scheduled
to meet at 8. p.m. at the
library.
First Baptist Church Week
of Prayer Program will be at
10 a.m. in the Fellowship Hall.

willpaWati

Adult II Department of First
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas dinner at the
Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m.

gra
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Murray Art Guild will be
open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with its Christmas exhibit.
The public is invited.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
is scheduled to be open from I
to 3 p.m.

8trideRiti
The right choice for growing feet.

Christmas Craft Bazzar,
by 'Housing
sponsored
Programming Council at
MSU, will open at the Hart
Hall Coffeehouse at 7 p.m.

•

Big Pre-Christmas Sale

20

" 1114

/0

OFF EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

(EXCEPT CRAFT ITEMS)

v Dinnerware & Acc. Pieces
v Crystal & Wine Sets
v Wicker & Baskets
Many Items Under

$500 $1000

Dishes -11-Things
Open Late Fri. 8 Sat. Nights
1-6 Sunday Nights Until Christmas
1 Mile Out On 94 East

753-8738
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A southern paradise is the
best way I know to describe
Boca Raton, Floitila, which is
located about 25 miles from
Palm Beach, Florida, an
island surrounded by the
Atlantic Ocean and Lake
Worth. Boca Raton, which
means "mouth of the rat" in
Spanish, is just as elegant and
posh as Palm Beach.
The Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association held
its convention in Boca last
month, and several of the
newspaper people and their
wives from Kentucky were
there.
The convention is held in the
Spanish-designed, very pink.
U-shaped building, known as
the Boca Raton Hotel and Club
with
spacious
a c..oiranodations, golf courses,
1111111g
wit& and 'clay
tennis courts.
• itt this particular convention the powers that be
provide ways to meet most of
the folks attending, which is
really fun.
Sonic of you may have
heard of Ginny Payette, whose
husband, Bill, owns United
Features Syndicate. Ginny
writes a human interest
column for about 130 daily
newspapers.
Also, Kit and Stewart Bryan
attended. Stewart is publisher
of the Richmond, Virginia.
Times-Dispatch and News

Nashville Banner, John,Jay
Hooker and Brown Lee Curry.
Brown Curry came into the
tennis_ tournament Like a road
agent, and took the whole
show.
John Jay was introducing
his young young wife all
around.
It was good to see Jim
Williams' brother, Bryant and
Julia Williams from the Paris
Post-Intelligencer.
The grand ole' man of
newspaper, Carrnage Walls
and his dynamo wife, Molly,
are an addition to. any convention.
Attending for the first time
is the present "darling" of the
newspaper world, Attorney
Bob Bill and his wife Betty,
from Nashville, Tenn. Bob is
an expert in newspaper labor
relations.
All of us Kentuckians enjoy
each other, so we tend to play
together.
While all of South Florida's
Atlantic resorts are known as
The Gold Coast, it is Palm
Beach and Boca Baton that
are true 24-karat treasures.

SAILORS TAKE advantage of a calm day as they pass the
Tower of the Boca Raton Hotel and Club.
Leader. They were recently
written up in Town and
Country.
Another
attractive
publisher is a former King of
Mardi-Gras, Rowland Weeks,
,and his wife, Debbie. Rowland

is publisher of the BiloxiGulfport, Miss. Herald and
Sun. He was chosen Mardi
Gras King about ten years
ago,and did he have a ball!
Making quite a stir in Boca
were the new publishers of the

- ;rtitul Officers--

To Conduct District OES School
Mrs: Wilma Robinson,
worthy grand matron of the
Grand Chapter, Order of the
Eastern Star of Kentucky, will
conduct the District 22 School
on Saturday. Dec. 8, starting
at 1 p.m. at the Masonic
Temple, Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray.
The worthy grand matron,
Mrs. Robinson, from Hazard

Clinton on Monday,Dec. 10;at
7:30 p.m.; Cuba on Tuesday,
Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m.; Mayfield
on Wednes4;lay, Dec. 12, at 7:30
p.m.; Hickman on thursday,
Dec. 13, at 7:30 p.m.
.All members of the Order
are invited to attend the school and inspections,officials said.

THE

The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will hold its
annual Christmas dinner on
Saturday, Dec. 8, at 6,p.m. at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray.
Meat will be furnished by
the club with the wagonmasters, C. W. and Dortha
Jones, assisted by Harry and
Betty Cartwright- and Toni
and Helen Hogancamp, to
furnish the bread, drinks, and
plates. Members are to bring

tricks.
A third heart was ruffed
dummy's king and a
with
when you know that you
club was ruffed with South's
would
lie
if
you
were
in
his
Loyd Waggoner
place." -- Henry L. Menck- seven. Another heart was
Worthy Grand Patron
ruffed with dummy's trump
en.
jack and next came the cru-Edisoir-Buriteen of Alford---iscial play.
deputy grand patron of
The spade deuce was led
West didn't know what to
District 22.
The school will be preceded believe when declarer flung from dummy and, when
by - a proficiency test by Mrs. out his unusual play. West East followed low, declarer
Hutson at 10 a.m. A luncheon guessed wrong as many inserted his nine. The ace
and queen of spades drew
will be served by the con- would do and, after that,
East's trumps and declarer
ductresses and associate declarer played flawlessly
to bring in his ambitious could now cash the heart
conductresses of District 22
king for his 10th trick.
game.
11
from
to
a.m.
at
p.m.
12:15
Wilma Robinson
The defense took a club, a
East won the club king
the Masonic Temple.
Worthy Grand Matron
and continued with the ace, heart ruff and a diamond
Murray Star Chapter No. which declarer
ruffed. and South had scored a
will be joined by Loyd 433 OES will be hosts at a
Declarer played the ace of game and had himself a
Waggoner, worthy grand banquet beginning at 6 p.m. at hearts
and, when East good story.
patron, Louisville, and other the First Christian Church, dropped the
jack, declarer
NORTH
12-5-A
grand chapter officers from North Fifth Street.
muddied the waters by leadthroughout the state for .the
The Murray Star Chapter ing a low heart to dummy's
•K J 4
school.
'Will be inspected at 7:30 p.m. 10.
10 5
Mrs. Iota Hutson of Murray Saturday.
•J 98 53
What would you have
•10 5 3
is deputy grand matron and
Other inspections include done with the West hand?
Yes, like you, I would also
WEST
EAST
have played the queen -- on
:41
1 this
+3
+10862
hand. But what if East •
Q76 4 3
•J
had been dealt the doubleton •KQ106
•7 2
king and jack?
4Q 8 4
4AKJ762
So West guessed wrong
SOUTH
and ducked and dummy's
•AQ975
heart 10 forced East to ruff.
II A K 9 8 2
East's diamondturn was
•A 4
Is Coming To Big K
+9
won by declarer i ace and
there
was
still
lots
of
Check The Murray
work
to be done.
Ledger & Times For Details
South was Richard Ryder
Vulnerable: None Dealer
of Los Angeles and here's
South. The bidding:
how he brought in his 10
South
West
North East
1•
2•
2•
3,
4+
Pass Pass Pass
"It is hard to believe that

a man is telling the truth

The
MONEY TREE f,
N.

1-J
:
11;..4201NOItiZietki43

'SOWS
OPEN NIGHTS
'TIL 8:30 PM
SUNDAYS 1 TO
West Side Court Square

•

December Wedding
Planned At Church

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
What kind of day will
tornarrowbe? To find ouf What
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

DECEMBER 6, 1979
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You should really enjoy
your work now.;Take pride in
accomplishment. Examine all
facets of questions related to
domestic welfare.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Optimism about love puts
you in a party mood. Share
thoughts with friends, who
then in turn will show you
their loyalty and affection.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
4111E
Family a source of inner
strength. Keep personality out
of career dealings. Concentrate on new ways to increase earning potential.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Charm and sociability aid
career progress. If unsatisfied
with something at home,
make necessary changes.
Heed family wishes.
TAUgUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pleasure about a distant
matter. Listen to the innovative ideas of close ones.
Mental rapport with partners
aids the course of love.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A good time to buy SCORPIO
something for the house, but ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Good news from a friend,
keep spending within affordable limits. Choose a perhaps an invitation. A time
quality item. Work goes well. to begin holiday planning.
Consult with travel agencies.
CANCER
Make reservations.
(June 21 to July 22)
Words of love make you SAGITTARIUS
content and free to express (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(44
0
Financial progress, but
inner convictions. Creative
pursuits and hobbies also add don't brag about it. A friend
could become envious. Keep
to your happiness.
financial dealings private.
Investigate all angles.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)id
You should be especially
happy about a trip or romance
at a distance. Progress in
relations with others. Your
individuality is appreciated.
two dishes and silverware.
The
"Schanbacher AQUARIUS
Scramble" will be featured in (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Passible agitation with cothe exchang'e of $5 gifts by the
couples. The children will workers, but progress on the
job indicated. Work .in
.bring $2 gifts for exchange.
cooperation with higher-ups.
The club held its November Present
new ideas.
campout at Piney Cam- PISCES
pground in the Land Between (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
the Lakes with Fred and,
Make plans for a trip with a
Martha Butterworth as loved one. The social scene
wagonmasters, assisted by brightens. Enjoy cultural
Hugh and La Rue Wallace.
pursuits. A green light for
A stew supper was served at creative projects.
the Butterworth campsite on
YOU BORN TODAY are
Saturday at 4 p.m.,and vesper
services were held there on artistic and practical and are
often found in businesses
Sunday morning.
Families attending the allied with the arts. You have
responsibility
November campout were a keen sense of
would make a good
Butterworth, Wallace, Harry and
teacher. If you will enlarge
Cartwright, Jack Wagar, Ned
your sphere of interest to the
Wilson, B. C. Grogan, Nix
problems that affect mankind,
Crawford, Lloyd Jacks, you'll make an impact on the
Jimmy Graham, Charlie world at large. Literature,
Adams, Andy Rogers, T. G. music,acting and painting are
Shelton, J. B. Burkeen, T. B. other endeavors which would
Hogancamp,
Rudolph bring you happiness and
Howard, and Don Pritchard, success. You work well with
the latter family as guests.
groups, though personally
need encouragement. I3irthdate of: Joyce Kilmer, poet;
Dave Brubeck,jazz musician;
and Wally Cox, actor.
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Annual Holiday Dinner To
Be Held By Twin Lakers

ACE
'
S IRA G. CORN. JR

It

Your Individual
Horoscope

Opening lead: Four of clubs
Bid with Corn

South holds

12-5-B

•A Q 9 7 5
V A K 982
•A 4
+9
South
I.

North
I NT

ANSWER: Three hearts
Force to game with the intention of playing in either
major.
Send bridge questions to The ft,c•
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 7S22
with self-addressed, stamped enveiiir,
for reply
CaprrOt 1979
l'nited Feature Syndicate Inc

HOSPIT31,PATIENT
Mrs. Agnes Summers
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Coldwater Club Has
Lesson Meeting At
The Bazzell Home riljWyr5
,
1
,
11
17/1The home of Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell was the scene of the
Nov. 13th meeting of the
Coldwater Homemakers Club
with the vice president, Mrs.
Ronnie Bazzell, presiding.
Members answered the roll
call with what they were
thankful
the
at
for
Thanksgiving season. Good
health and friends were
mentioned most frequently.
Mrs. Ralph Bennett gave
the devotion. Visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hill of
Pontiac, Mich., guests of the
hostess.
The craft lesson was on "a
of
made
doll
chair
clothespins," which will make
a beautiful gift for little girls
with the stained or painted
glass, the lesson leader said.
They can be made from empty
bottles, wide mouth peanut
butter jars, and other junk
containers.
The leader said recycling
many things from items which
would otherwise become
garbage can be creative fun
when
the results are
decorative accents for the
home or unique personalized
gifts. She also showed glass
insulators which had been
-Converted to candle holders.
The hostess was assisted in
serving by her houseguest,
Mrs. Hill. Also attending were
Doores, Arlene
Esther
Adams, Mable Fuqua, and
Master Brett Bazzell.
.The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Dec. 11, at 12
noon at the home of Mrs.
Freelan Youngblood. Each
person is asked to bring a
covered dish and a $2 gift.
For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Miss Cheryl Lynn Carson
and James Dale Sumner .
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carson of Hazel andMr. and Mrs. Sammual Sumner Of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter and son, Cheryl Lynn
Carson and James Dale Sumner.
Miss Carson is the granddaughter of Mrs. Era Buchanan
and the late Tom Buchanan and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Van
Carson of Murray. The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of
Calloway County High School and is presently employed by
the Bockman Company,Lombard,
Mr. Sumner is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Farris of Murray and V the late Mr. and Mrs: Lum
Sumner of Trigg County. Thegfbom-elect isa 1978 graduate.
of Murray High School and is now employed by the Boclunan
Company,Mt.Prospect,Ill..
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday,Dec. 29,
at 2 p.m.at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, Hazel. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the
church. All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Food Editor Gives Recipe For
Special Herb Mix For Salad
By CECII.Y BROWNSTONE
Al' Food Editor
COMPANY SUPPER
Tamale Pie
Snap Beans
Salad with Herb Mix
Nut Torte
Chocolate Sauce
PHYLL'S HERB MIX
My sister's special blend for
tossed green salads.
1 teaspoon dried basil leaves
1 teaspoon dried marjoram

leaves.
1 tablespoon dried tarragon
leaves
1 teaspoon celery salt
Crush basil, marjoram and
tarragon until very fine: stir
in celery salt. Store in a so all
airtight jar. Makes about 2
tablespounts. 'To use, toss
salad greens with oil, vinegar.
pepper and herb mix to taste..

_Anniverdary
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BENTON PATIENT
Rex Jackson of Hardin was
dismissed Nov. 19 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

Fashion.

7he Step aeadder
Shopong,Como
,
Ara 1796

Hours: 9-9 Until Christmas

Pre-Opening
Now In Murray

Discover a Slimmer,
Shapelier New You!
• Through planned exercises,
nutritional guidance and
fitness equipment, we'll help
you get back into shape!

In celebration of our new ultr-modern Figure Spa, we Invite you to ioin the area's
finest weight loss and exercise program at unbelievably low pre -opening prices
These prices will never be this low again

No Long
Term Contracts

$4900

3igure
World
Ladies Spa

Registration Fee
I One-Time Only)

Then Only $10"P'

In

During Pre-Opening
First 3
Months Free

Pay Only For
Months
You Attend

Call Now

Our Spa
Facilities
Include!
•Ukallothirn Ezercise Equipment
•Individual *Mention and Motivation
•Exclustve Exercise program with per
tonal supervision and instruction
•Esperienced Cunselors

753-4121
Hours Mon -Fri
9-8, Sat 9-4

214 No. 15th
Murray
(Non, To College Bookstore

•Group cl

on the hour

•Giet consultation
•Cierifievesculier

do volopenent

tttttt

reduction program
•Sauna
•Svn booth,
•Privat.
iorkers/Irsesing
roams showers and vaulty

, December
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago
The sales of dark air cured tobacco,
type 35, will open here on Dec. 12 on the
four Murray Loose Leaf Floors-Doran's, Farris, Growers, and Planters.
Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) will
be placed in operation at five exchanges-Fairdealing, Fancy Farm,
Folsomdale, Hazel, and South Hazel-of
the West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative this month.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lizzie
Outland, 86, Ike Burton, 93, and Dan
Burkeen, 62.
Members of the Murray Fire
Department have been collecting for
the Muscular Dystrophy Association
over the past two months.
Births reported include a 'girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Conroy Birdsong on Dec.
2.
Willard Ails spoke on "Problems of
Illegal Utilization of Narcotics and
Other Stimulants" at the meeting of the
Murray Optimist Club held at the
Southside Restaurant.

•
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The Story Of

243

ty
Coun
oway
Call
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

were
and &AVM Oa upon medics during the trying years
two
year
the
in
early
devastating in 1934 when within two weeks
Covington
Ed
Dr.
rs,
practitione
of the county's most distinguished
outstanding leader,
and Dr. Ben B. Keys, expired. Dr. Keys was an
Dr. Brent Houswith
shared
both professionally and politically, who
Covington had
Dr.
Clininc.
ton the founding of the Keys-Houston
practice in
his
during
become endeared to hundreds of patrons
of his
time
the
at
age
of
Murray. Dr. Covington was only 54 years
Ed S.
leader,
business
successful
death. Another distinguished and
town
small
e
remarkabl
a
was
Diuguid Sr., died Oct. 14, 1934. Ile
by
loved
was
who
humor,
stalwart with an overwhelming sense of
forgood
the
had
had
who
virtually every man, woman and child
tune of personal acquaintanceship.
died at
"Aunt Mary- Stubblefield, 110 year old former slave,
and
Bluff
Pine
the home of her son R. C. Stubblefield between
who
those
of
Hamlin. She was among the last surviving members
County. Hunhad previously been held in bondage in Calloway
attended
blacks,
dreds of people. representative of both whites and
people.
all
by
her funeral in tribute to the high esteem she was held

20 l'ears Ago

hEARTUNE%

eloquently
Marking the end of colorful citizens who had so.
the
during
Counts'
Calloway
of
served the historic beginnings
Calloway's
perhaps
Sr.,
Ryan
Nat
fateful 1934 year also included
6
June 20, 1931.
wealthiest citizen. The outstanding mercantilist died
longer than any
at the age of 6Z years. He had been a storekeeper
P. Cook.
Thomas
Judge
demise.
his
of
previous person at the time
also
judge,
circuit
as
trials
tliders
Night
who ably presided over the
le where he
passed away Sept. 2, 1934, at his 'home in Hopkinssil
Cook, a, native of
had resided since those turbulent years. Judge
intensely
Calloway County, was a sensitive gentleman who became
Calloway County.
grieved over the Night Rider events occurring in
Hopkinsville.
and it is assumed the cause of his moving to nearby
chasm of
The troublesome era of economic chaos created a
violawith
deluged
were
moral decay. Court dockets each month
available
source
any
to
tions of the prohibition hiw. Others turned
under more
to make a quick buck that may have been bypassed
counterwith
charged
were
normal conditions. Three men in Dexter
of lightmade
dollars,
half
feiting obviously imperfect 1910 Liberty
and
Allen
Rex
Holland,
weight metal. Federal court charged Earl
$6.12
averaging
prices
Clark Bynum with the offense. With tobacco
part of the
per hundred pounds for a crop sold during the early
our people.
of
plight
year, it is more understandable the desperate
room and
dormitory
provided
For instance, Nlurray State College
board for $4 a week.
To Be Continued

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

Dollar
Measurement Needed
NEW YORK (AP) - What this
country needs, said William Freund, an
economist, is an easily recognized
measure of the efficiency with which
our dollars are invested.
A simple measure that depicts
growth resulting from the use of capital
would help people understand the
present dilemma of stagflaticri, and
even guide the economy toward more
jobs and a higher living standard.
This afternoon the InvestmentEfficiency Ratio, or IER, was announced by the New York Stock
Exchange, of which Freund is chief
economist. It revealed an ominous
trend: Investment dollars are being
wasted.
For every dollar invested in the
decade of the Fifties, 30.2 cents of real
growth was produced. The return
slipped to 27.1 cents in the Sixties. In the
Seventies it has plunged - to 12.8 cents
through 1978.
On the IER scale, that means a fall
from 64.6 to 53.5 to 25.7.
The new ratio is part of an exchange
study on "Building a Better Future,"
subtitled "Economic Choices for the
1980s."
With help from Wharton Econometric
Associates and Prof. John Kendrick of
George Washington University, a
former Commerce Department chief
economist, Freund analyzed three
possible economic paths for the 1980s.
The first - to leave policies unchanged in the 1980s - would produce
7.7 percent inflation, 6.7 percent
unemployment, a $950 increase in
disposable personal income and a 2.4
percent growth in production.
The policies referred to involve taxes
the exchange thinks may thwart investment, government regulations it
feels discourages risk-taking, and
government spending at a relatively
high level.
It assumes also that wages will rise
an average of 9.5 percent a year,
foreign oil prices will grow at 10 percent
annually and that monetary policy will
be neither, restrictive nor expansive.
A second, pessimistic scenario
foresees the factors growing worse.
But, the report strongly suggests,
neither the status quo nor pessimism
need be
If we use our financial resources
wisely, it indicates, we might achieve
6.7 percent inflation, 5.8 percent
joblessness, a $2,100 jump in personal
income, ant)a real growth in production

A

of 3.4 percent.
r"irnWe can do this, it says, by'
plementing new policies to encourage
saving, capital investment, productivity and entrepreneurship."

Consumer Comment

ReartIlne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. 11
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen.
age 71. I have been walking with a cane
for many years because of arthritis in
my leg. My limp is getting much worse
and at times I am slightly off-balance.
My doctor has mentioned his concern
that I could very easily lose my balance
completely and take a fall. He said he is
especially concerned about my being
able to safely get around this winter
when it is icy. He suggested that I
purchase a walker which, because it
has four legs and each leg is rubbertipped, would grip surfaces better and
give me more stable sueport.
I live on a fixed income but could
afford to spend a little now if it could
keep me from having to spend a lot
more if I should fall and hurt myself. I
have looked at the prices of several
walkers and know that I cannot afford
to pay the full price. Then I reniernbered that I - have Medicare, and
wonder if it will pay some of the cost of
the walker. If so, please lel me 'know
how much it will pay. -- V.F.
Medicare Part -B" (medical insurance will help by paying 80 percent
of the reasonable charges for the
walker. This does not mean that it will
pay 80 percent of the full cost of the
walker, so, for the sake of your budget,
do not count on being reimbursed for 80
percent of the actual cost. They will pay
80 percent of what they feel are the
reasonable charges.
There are things now and in the
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General

Wood-Burning
Heaters Warm Thoughts
With the price of fuel rising rapidly,
the thought of heating your home with
low-cost, wood-burning heaters has
probably become more attractive.
Modern technology has brought the
wood heater a long way from the potbellied stove of yester-year. However,
before you shop for a wood heater, the
Consumer Protection Division of the
Attorney General's Office feels you
should know how to compare wood
heaters so the one you purchase fits
your needs.
There are two basic types of wood
heaters: radiant and circulating.
Radiant heaters have a single wall
between the fire and the room. This
wall gets hot and radiates heat into the
room.
Caution is necessary around radiant
heaters. Because of this, radiant
heaters are not recommended in homes
where nall children live. To reduce
the likelihood of fire, furniture should
be placed at a distance from the heater.
Circulating heaters have a second
wall which surrounds the firebox. Air is
heated between the walls and then
passes out into the room. Some models
have blowers which force the air to
circulate.
Circulating heaters can heat several
rooms fairly evenly. However, they
generally cost more than other heaters.
The most efficient wood-burning
stoves have devices which burn the
small particles and gases wood
releases as it burns.

Bible Thought
And they went out !Two by Two)
and prearhed that men should repent.
Mark 6:12
WhIf h was ner es
The repentimr
larv in the 'ria.ys of the (imply% is
still ruiressary for 'min to enter into
fellowship with a righteous Cod

Another aid to efficiency Ls the
thermostatically controlled damper.
These dampers automatically open and
close to maintain a selected temperature. Therefore, the fire burns
more evenly and efficiently.
Safety is a "must" with wood-burning
heaters. Select a heater which has been
approved by an independent testing
as
such
group
Underwriters
laboratories.
Before you install a wood heater,
contact your local building inspector
and your homeowners insurance agent
to find out what requirements you must
meet.
After your heater is installed, never
let children play near the heater and
never use chemicals to start a fire
Don't burn trash or man-made logs in
your heater; they can damage your
unit. Always keep a fire extinguisher
handy, just in case.
Creosote buildup is always a danger
with wood-burning heaters. Creosote is
the "tar" that accumulates inside the
chimney. Creosote buildup can be a
definite fire hazard. A roaring fire in
your heater once each week wW burn
out creosote before it gets thick enough
to be dangerous.
You can get maximum economy from
your wood heater by carefully choosing
the wood you burn. Hardwoods, such as
oak, provide more heat per log than
softwoods, such as pine.
Avoid buying green wood unless you
can store it for six months before
burning. The cheapest way to get wood
is to cut your own. To find out where
you are allowed to cut your own wood at
no cost, call your forest service.
If you have consumer questions or
complaints, write the Office of the
General,
Attorney
Consumer
Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or call the toll-free consumer
'hotline at )400-372-2960.

future that anyone on Medicare will
need to know. Be prepared and
knowledgable about the program by
ordering Heartline's guide to Medicare.
To order, send $1.75 to Medicare
Guidebook, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTI1NE: A friend of mine
recently purchased a home with a VA
guaranteed loan. He bought it directly
from the owner; no real estate company or attorney was involved, just a
savings and loan company. I warned
my friend that it was best to deal with
an attorney or realty company to
adequately protect both parties, but he
is one who thinks he knows it all.
My "know-it-all" friend now owns a
house that needs wiring, plumbing and
a new roof. He saw an attorney who told
him,"Too late." Another "know-it-all"
friend has advised him that the
Veteran's Administration will make
sure that a home bought by a veteran
with a VA guaranteed loan is free from
defects. I told him that this is wrong,
but he will not listen to me. What do you
say? - G.K.
The Veteran's Administration does
not have the legal authority to
guarantee that a home is free of
defects. The government guarantees
the loan, but it cannot under the law
guarantee the house.
HEARTLINE: I have a space heater
that a friend says has been found to be
defective. She believes it has been

Kentucky Closeup

recalled by the company that produced
it. Being a senior citizen on a - fixed
income, I cannot afford to buy a new
one. How can I find out if this product
has been recalled? - S.C.
To receive information about
recalled items, yon can call the Consumer Product Safety Commission's
toll-free hotline at (800 638-8326. The
commission will provide you with
safety.information on hundreds of types
of products, identify those that have
been banned and-or recalled and tell
you what steps to take with any recalled
items you may have.
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By George Bucket,
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'T' Has Makes
Him Different
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - When
everyone else in high school was out
sowing wild oats, Grady Nutt was still
hunting for the feed store
"I never did find it," quipped Nutt, an
ordained minister-comedian who says
the second "t" in his name is important
because it makes him different from
the rest of us.
Now a regular on the "Hee Haw"
television show, he keeps audiences
howling with stories about Southern
Baptists and the Southern way of life.
Examples:
"The word baptize, as most people
know, means put 'em under until they
bubble. After all, the man in the Bible
was not known as John the Sprinkler.
"My best friend was so short he
looked like a fireplug wearing banker's
shoes.
"One girl in school was so fat she
outweighed our entire graduating
class."
"Happiness is a flush toilet in a
national park."
Nutt began playing to audiences at
the age of 4 when his mother hoisted
him onto a chair to take part in a gospel
singing hour over station KGNC in
Amarillo, Texas .
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A white wrought iron fence has been
erected around the Confederate
Monument on the Court Square of
Murray The monument was erected
here in May 1920. The J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy raised the money for the
fence, the Murray Chamber of Commerce worked out details, and the
Calloway Fiscal Court granted permission for the fence to be erected.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edna
Cutchins Hale, 77, and Mrs. Bryan Lax,
65.
Members of the cast of the play,"The
Eager Miss Beaver," to be presented
Dec. 11 by the Senior Class of Almo
High School include Carolyn Andrus,
Rita Hargis, Charles Hoke, Janette
Tabers, Sue Turner, Jerry Don Butler,
Judy Elkins, Harold Turner, Mary K
Hill, Bobby Joe Nanney, Larry
Hopkins, and Benny Herndon.
Births reported include twin boys to
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sublett.
Joaquin Seltzer, banker from
Pacturah, will be the speaker at the
Woman's Day Observance on Dec. 6 at
the First Christian Church.

NEW,

4

Coached by his mother, Nutt had
mastered more than 300 hymns by the
time he started school. She also taught
him that a quip or a pun could turn
aside his father's wrath.
"He never used a belt or switch on us
when we were graving up - just a
forefinger to the back of the head. He
wore a size 22 ring and his hands, when
he washed them, looked like 10
bolognas in the rain."
Two weeks after his 13th birthday,
Nutt was licensed as a Baptist minister.
"According to Texas law, I could
perform marriages when I was in the
eighth grade. I never did but the fact
that I could made me popular in high
school."
He completed four years at Baylor.
University, became a church youth
director, and in 1960 moved his wife and
their two small sorts to Louisville,
where he enrolled at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
"After graduation, they gave me a
job as assistant to the president," Nutt
said. "I loved the public relations part
of the job but couldn't get the hang of
being an administrator."
His reputation as a speaker led toll
appearances on the Mike Douglas show
and opened the doors to the entertainment field.
"When I told my congregation at
Graefenburg, Ky., that I was leaving
the ministry, they stood up and
cheered. For a moment, I thought they
were happy to see me go but they explained they were behind me 100 percent."
His mixture of religion and comedy
has worked well. In addition to the TV
show, he averages 18 to 20 .speaking
engagements a month but keeps
weekends free to be with his family in
Louisville.
His fourth book, an autobiography
entitled "So Good, So Far," is a
"tribute to people in my life who have
been patient with me."
At 45, he doesn't believe his present
career has diminished his responsibilities to be a practicing Christian.
"I'm really a good-natured religious
Vutt."

Henry Ward, Kentucky Commissioner of Conservation, was the
master of ceremonies for the Forestry
Progress Celebration held today on the
campus of Murray State College. The
celebration marked the planting of the
two millionth pine tree in Calloway
County, and the two hundredth
millionth tree in the Tennessee Valley
Local students at Murray State
College named to "Who's' Who In
American Universities and Colleges"
include Anne Lowry, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. C. S. Lowry, and Sara
Outlazd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C
Outland.
Martha Jean Stagner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Stagner and senior
at Murray High School, was the winner
in the special report written on the
production of "Robinson Criaoe" at
Murray State College, sponsored Nov. 8
by the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women
Louise Galloway, Rezina Senter, and
Joe H. Bailey directed the all day clinic
for librarians from 13 counties in the
First District Education Association
held Dec. 2 at Murray State Collge.
The Murray High School football
team finished fourth in the Western
Conference, according to figures
released today

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 5, the 339th
day of 1979. There are 26 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1933, Prohibition ended. Utah
became the 36th state to ratify the
repeal.
On this date:
In 1848, President James Knox Polk
announced that gold had been
discovered in California. The big rush
was on.
In 1941, Britain declared war on
Finland, Hungary and Romania.
In 1956, British arid French forces
began their withdrawal from Egypt
after the Suez War.
In 1962, the United States and Soviet
Union agreed to cooperate in peaceful
uses of outer space.
In 1977, Egypt broke diplomatic
relations with five Arab nations hostile
to President Anwar Sadat's peace
overtures to Israel.
Ten years ago, Syria exchanged two
Israeli prisoners for 13 Syrians held by
Israel.
Five years ago, West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and
President Gerald Ford agreed to work
closely on oil and other economic
-.
matters.
One year ago, protests continued
against the Shah of Iran, as that
nation's oil production was reported cut
almost in half.
Today's birthday: Sen. Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina is 77.
Thought for today: Meet success like
a gentleman and disaster like a man. Lord Birkenhead (1872-1930

JR
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QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
SALE PRICES ON MOST
ITEMS EFFECTIVE
THRU DEC. 12

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

753-8304
Bel Air Center

Panasonic

MILK CHOCOLATE KISSES
9 Or. BAG

•

edle
tes*
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HERSHEY

0.V.•-•4•4
,

HERSHEY

Timmy si
KISSES

ASSORTED MINIATURES
9 Oz. BAG

REESES

Home Entertainment
System
AC/battery portable phono/organ. 23-note chromatic keyboard with note-finder. 2-speed phonograph
(331/3 and 45 rpm). Plug-in microphone for "singalong" with organ or phonograph. Full-range 4'
.(10cm) built-in speaker. Spring-loaded tonearm
equipped with ceramic cartridge/sapphire stylus.
Combination power switch/volume control. AC/DC
operation: plays inside on standard household current or with 6 "0" size batteries (not included).
Complete with carrying cover and 45 rpm adapter.
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CHOCOLATE-PEANUT BUTTER
CUPS
BOX OF 40

REESES

Panasonic
SG-123

MINIATURE CUPS
9 Oz. BAGS

ONLY

YOUR CHOICE

'39"

USE OUR LAYAWAY
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SIGNATURE COLLECTION
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Dr.
Sara
J. C

FOR WOMEN

ifri7

2 Oz. COLOGNE
CONCENTRATE
SPRAY

2 FOR

88c

Fights Cavities and
Freshens Breath
Save-Rite's
Low Low Price
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er
the
" at
ov.8
icon

$749

AFTER SHAVE 4 OZ.
OR

and
Ilnic
the
tion
:e.
ball
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ures

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH

or PLAYTEX PLUS
DEODORANT
TAMPONS

GOOD ONLY AT
SAY-RITE DRUGS

p
28 s

MENNEN

18 OZ.
laq

evACt\Iteke

‘mitev

TYLENOL
PAIN RELIEF
100 CAPSULES

cog°

28

SPEED STICK

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

EXTRA STRENGTH

0 •c_-7ot 0oRtis41

ot,00°"k141
r.
,
10014S

DEODORANT
REG.-KERB-SPICE-LIME
2.5 Di.

$
2
99
6
430-

28

339th
in the

ROBITUSSIN

FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS

1,
,
,r0R1h,

YOUR
CHOICE

Utah
y the

$196

Robitussin

.4•5•1

Polk
been
, rush

Cough arid
Nasal Stuffiness
formula
for Children
and Aloha

EXPECTORANT
DECONGESTANT
4 Oz.
OR
EXPECTORANT
.
I
DECONGESTANT
4 Or. COUGH SUPPRESSANT

Cr

r "Al S MR,
suhr

HAR SPRAY
IN AEROSOL OR
NEW PUMP
...icatheit pi*
9 Oz.

matic
ostile
peace
• two
• Id by

...Wets Ai*.

BRECK
SHAMPOO
NORM DRT-OLY
7 01

'

' K

NkftK
Cal F•IF *PM•
tLA1341104411

AEROSOL

rman
and
work

BRECK
CREME RINSE I
CONDITIONER
/BODY-BAL/PROT.
7 Or.

CLEARASIL
MEDICATED CLEANSER
20z

30-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$109

BABY MAGIC
BABY BATH
9 Or

01AV

.trom

NIGHT OF
BEAUTY CREAM
2 Or. JAR

99.

OLAY
$3
88

......„)
A44
.
2•
•

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

78.
$1 28

BABY MAGIC
LOTION
9 Oz.. ...

$1 44

LOW PRICE

•24
0t&
.-c
L.
c.r.. •
0

$1 28

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

LOW PRICE
SOMINEX
SLEEP AID
16 TABLETS

SAY-NlitS
LOW PRICE

OT1OC

inued
that
ed cut

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
$1 28

orces
gypt

3 PKGS.

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

=Of FONMUL1
fw Odidnin
and Adults

:r on

oviet
• ceful

CLEARASIL
ACNE TREATMENT
CREAM
REGULATOR VANISHING
.65 Or

PE

Robitussin
CF

99.
LOW PRICE

COMBS
FAMILY PAK
PACKAGE OF 6

& GARGLE

25Cat

OFFER GOOD
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.

$749 -

SPRAY COLOGNE 3 01.

PLAYTEX

WITH COUPON

FOR MEN

JO VAN-MUSK OIL

$1 44

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
KAOPECTATE
DIARRHEA MEDICINE
REGULAR FORMULA
8 Oz

$1 28

0
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Veterans Counselor
To Be In Murray
Thursday, Dec. 6

NOTICE TO TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS
We are planning changes that will increase
some rates to six countries and introduce a lower
international dial rate to ten countries.

David Brien. a veterans
counselor of the Department
for
Resources,
Human
Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affairs, will be present on
Thursday, Dec. 6, from 9 a.ni.
to 3 p.m. at the Department of
Human Resources, Murray.
Brien will be here to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their
military service.

The American Telephone & Telegraph
Company (AT&T) has filed a new schedule of
overseas rates with Inc Federal Communications Commission (FCC) which accomplishes
the introduction of international daling to 10
additional countries This brings the total ot
internationally dialanle countries to 74 The
scheduled changes include rate decreases
tor 10 countries and selective rate increases
to 6 of those countries for calls billed on the
United States mainland to bring the overseas
rate structure n)ore close into line with the
domestic structure In addition it will now be
possible to dia Aruba. %%riicri already has
rates at the International Dial rate level These
changes are scheduled to become effective
on Februah, 17 1980

Begley Drug Board
Chairman Dies Of
Apparent Heart Attack
RICHMOND, K
—
Robert B. Begle. board
chairman of the Begley Drug
Co., has died of an apparent
heart attack while on a
business trip to New York
City. He was 67.
Donald
Snyder.
vice
president and secretarytreasurer of the statewide
drugstore chain, said-Tuesday
that Begley was in New York
for a meeting of the National
Association
of
Chain
Drugstores. He was chairman
of that group.

WILLARD AND MARTHA ALLS, Murray, pause in their busy schedule. Martha, national
president of the Associates, has just addressed the students in a chapel assembly. Willard is
a member of the Mid-South Youth Camp Board and the Development Council.

Willard And Martha Ails'
Recreation Very Beneficial

By Nancy Bennett
Freed-Hardeman College
'tour recreation is working
with young people," say
Begley also was chairman Willard and Martha Ails,
of the Eastern Kentucky Murray, Kentucky. Their
University board of regents..
"recreation" takes many
As chairman of Begley Drug forms — teaching a teenage
Co., he presided over. a class at the University
publicly owned company that congregation in Murray.
grossed $36.3. million in 1979. speaking at youth rallies,
The Richmond-based . cor- counseling with drug abusers,
poration is Kentucky's 26th• and promotiog Christian
largest publicly held company education.
and is 43rd largest in the
Of all the busy couple's
drugstore chain industry.
ctivities perhap3. the most
The company oper es
rising is their inabout 45 retail drugstoreft in volvvnient
with- FreedKentucky and about 50 Big Hardeman College. Despite
"B" One Hour Dry Clean rs in the fact that neither of them is
six states.
a product of Christian
Begley joined his brother in education, they. have given
the drugstore business in countless hours to the work of
London
in 1932 after- the college. Willard has used
_ graduating
from
the his summer vacations to
Louisville College of Phar- assist with teaching a short
macy, and the two opened a course on drug abuse for the
second store two years later in past six years and Martha is
now serving her second term
Richmond.
The company became a as national president of the
Kentucky corporation in 1947 Associates.
Until ten or twelve years
with the establishment of
another store in Shelbyville. ago, they had never been on
Begley
became
board the F-HC campus. About that
chairman in 1954 after his time, President Gardner
older brother died. - ----- invited Willard to attend .an
Advisory Board meeting.
The company employs
Then Bill Threet introduced
about 1,000 persons.
him to Gene Hibbett, chairThe Oldham, Roberts and man
of F-HC's physical
Powell Funeral Home in Rich- science
department. That
mond is handling funeral began
his association with the
arrangements. drug abuse course.

Finding no books adequate drugstore," he says, "until
for the course, Willard wrote Basil Overton came to
What the Christian Should Lexington and helped me put
Know About Drug Abuse. That it all together."
For Martha, working as an
book has been followed by
What the Christian Should Associate is an opportunity to
Know About Alcohol and contribute tethe welfare of
Alcoholism and Christianity others. As chairman of
and Tobacco. The proceeds, Calloway County Heart
from all three books gotoward Association for ten years she
the work of the Associates. In was already giving much Of
addition, he has spoken in her time to civic activities.
chapel at least once each year. But this, she feels, is better. •• I
Martha's involvement with probably helped save some
the college is even more lives from heart-disease," she
recent. Five years ago, she says, "but that can't compare
was the secretary for John with the good I think I can do
Dale, minister of Murray's as an Associate."
In addition to promoting
Seventh
and
Poplar
congregation. As an alumnus Christian education, the Ails
of F-HC, he felt there should are "ready unto" other good
be an Associates chapter in works. Willard speaks at
the area. Soon there was, and about twelve youth rallies
Martha was its president. In each year, and serves on the
that capacity, she attended board of Mid-South Youth
the national Associates' Camp and they go on an exmeetings. She had been an tended campaign annually.
Associate only three years Spurred on by a personal
when they called to ask her to evangelism class, they first
be the national president. "I went on campaigns in Paris,
thought they were kidding," KY, and Bluefield, WV. In
she says. "I didn't even know October, they went on their
where the John Hill Dining fourth Caribbean . Campaign
for Christ.
Room was!"she laughs.
As a pharmacist, Willard is
The Ails have since become
acquainted with_ the very active in drug education
campus. They bring a group of programs. Re began reading
young people to almost every several years ago for a college
college function. "We are. age class and his involvement
attempting to build an interest '"just mushroomed." The
in Christian education while governor . appointed him
they are still in high school," chairman of the Drug.0auncil
they say. Our goal is to have in Calloway County and he has
students at a Christian served on the President's
college, Martha says. They Council on Children and
hope that their son, Mark, a Youth, along with many other
senior in high school, will be responsibilities. In Murray,he
furnishes a drug information
the first to attend F-HC.
The question of motivation, library for public use and
however, remains. Willard provides counseling for drug
explains his interest in related problems.
Their work with young
Is Coming To Big K
Christian
education by
people is j-Worked into an
reflecting
upon
his
own
past.
Check The Murray
"Having fieen where I've already full schedule. Willard
Ledger & Times For Details
been, I see the need for is the Director of Pharmacy
Christian
education," he says. Services at Murray-Calloway
Zj
-1 was tending bar in a County Hospital. Martha is the
"buyer,
manager,
bookkeeper" for Bookmark,
the store they own in Murray.
Willard calls himself the
"stock boy" and "engraver of
Bibles."
How do the Ails find time for
their myriad of activities?
You just do," they say insisting that "it seems like
there's plenty of time," they
stress that"we find time to do
what we want to."
To prove the point, Willard
cites his years of coaching
Little League baseball and his
recent appointment to the
Legislative Committee of the
Kentucky Society of Pharmacists. They are also avid
motorcyclists. They have
taken a seven hour trip to
Gatlinburg and Willard
brought Mark and "all his
stuff" to Mid-South Youth
Camp on the motorcycle.
Through all of their activities runs a common thread
— helping young people.
That is why they are willing
to spend "at least two,
sometimes three" weekends a
month working for F-HC or at
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
youth rallies. "It's a tough
as you like And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon.
world for kids; they will have
country sausage. hash browns. hot cakes. biscuits, and gravy
a better chance for survival if
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink. For one very
they get a firm hold on life
sensible price Only $1.99. every day from 6 to 10.
with a Christian education,"
they say.

The
MONEY TREE

The
Nine
Broalçfast
Buffet
All you can eat,$1.99.

SIRLOIN
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STOCKADE

Quality that keeps you comin'back.
Bel-Air Center

FARM SHOWS
On Dec. 8 a rabbit show
sponsored by the Jackson
Purcli*.
Rabbit Breeders
AssociatiOn and a poultry
show will be held at the West
Kentucky
Livestock
Exposition Center on College
Farm Road. Both shows begin
at9a.m.

Increases in day and Sunday
three-minute rates for five countries.
American Samoa and Bolivia •
S
three-minute Operator Station
1 Pe'
rates wit be increased from $6 50 ind $9 00
to $8.00 and.$12.00.
Indonesia The Sunday Person rate will be
eliminated. and the da, three-ininlgt' Person
rate will be increased frc,ni $12 00 t(, $13 50
Liberia The Sunday throe -minute Ope,atur
Station rate will be increased from 56 75 to
$9 00 The three-rmnute Person rate w II, be
increased from $1200 to 513 50 fu, .•
rate period and from $9 00 to 513
Sunday rate period
Paraguay The Sunday three -minute P.
rate
.• •
•` 59 00 t. 5'
Increases and decreases in the threeminute and additional minute rates to
one country.
Panama T
Oa; '
lion rates appticar.'
will be, decrease :
54 00 and $5 00 f
Operator Station rate to, 11.IQwrt' Zone 3 rema,e,t,
unchanged The rates to, Me own ,rig rate
period and the r),(iht Satardx, c
S.;r ,d
rate periods, will be increased
5'
Rate Zone 1—from 53 60 i-d 52 70 tc 54 00
for Rate Zone 2 —from 5.1 Oe arid 53 00 to
$500 and 'or Rate Z
3 t,
5.1 50 a, •
$3 30 10 56 00 The 1k1(6'orT,i rninnte ra!f, for
night. Saturaa Irid
d
Doer.5„r.
St.calls for Rate Znre 2
t), In; tea nf rl Jrt
85 to $1 00
r. • cY
'
Zone 3

Collect Calls
Operator Stat'- i collect
s to the Frerk
Antilles and Guyana vval) be climaiated Persor
collect calls will continue These changes are
in conformity with the prevailing overseas
practice All collect calls to Bolivia will be ehm'Hated. because Bolivia has suspended col1ect calls to the United States
International Dial rate
With the introduction of International Dial
rates on February 17, 1980,customers can save
approximately 10 to 44 percent as compared
IU the current lowest three-minute day call
The following table compares the lowest existrates and the new International Dial rates

Operator
Statio,i
d

Atnericar Samoa
ho: v
k<itr 1,:nt,

$8 01.1

ou
6 Li0
800

1

P‘it,
Re!

International
Dial

t.ortal Ware+
%flak, Perrml

5235
2 35
50
1 80
135

'56
6 7'

t,0
435
585

110
145
195

41i

5

risDte

Ho: areas •
t or ,
A

fr„it c.. ' 'niers calling
equipt
' • H -erna

'urn
•••iki

'Ates

ha.e la be comp, : ,
.';
.• tiowever if the cust(
reco.-,ts ,peAi. operator assistance
speclal hi lino the Operitor Station rate

AT&T
IlkikilatikilltlIMIRINDIMIN110109111311110tIltillUIDIMIRSUIDS

Attention!
KING OF VALUES I
The drawing will
be held Dec. 8th
beginning at 9:30 a.m.
Drawing will
continue until
22 lucky people
have won
either'500,
'10" or $20"
totaling
$175"

•

Put some extra cash in
your wallet this Holiday
Gift-Giving Season with

Be
A
Lucky
Winner!
15-$500

Big K's
Holiday
Money Tree
Give Away!

Cash Prizes
4-$10" Cash Prizes
340"Cash Prizes
••

See Your Local
Big K Store For
Details

That's Right...Not Gift Certificates...Not Credi

t

CASH!!!

But
Bel Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
VISA

753-8777
Murray, Ky.

1
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BIG K - THE DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
OF MURRAY

KING OF VALUES

Ladies' Terry
Knit

Brut 33
Gift Set
deodorant spray A
.
and splash on lotion

Tops
long sleeve, colors:
lavender, blue,
tangerine, mint

39

Reg.$2.66 SALE

Panasonic
Portable Cassette

ciT

Tape Player

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

RQ-2107

$500

Reg.$33.77

6800

Reg. $7.66

Clear or Milk Glass

16" Sidewalk

Clock

with training wheels
motor cross .

Footed
Centerpiece
$3000 $100

REG.
99.00

Bike

1:111

$2000

Ladies Brushed Flannel

11111111Wcc

Panasonic
STEREO RECEIVER

Ladies'
Fashion Denim

Gown

s

Jeans

$399

80% Acetate,2096 Polyester.
Lilac, Blue, Mint, Beige, Mauve,
Pink,One Size Fits All
Reg.$S.88

Quality "Thrusters"
speakers feature 51
/
4"
igh efficiency woofers,
' Passive radiator, and
1/2" tweeter. Model
SB-350 R.

• W4302-1277
Reg.$3.97

Reg.$44.88

Financing
Available
through CIT Finwtcial Service on $100.00 or more.
Any number of items from
any department in our
store included.

a

Panasonic
SPEAKERS

$2499

Spartus
Anniversary

Reg.$29.88

Use Big K's
Convenient
No-Service Charge
Lay-Away

977

FM/AM/FM stereo receiver
with built-In 8-track tape
player/recorder. Features illuminated scale tuning,
auto/manuallecording level
control with 2 volume controls, 13-taack time counter,
.12 watts RMS plus other
lgreat features. Model
6A-6600.

900
REG.
277.00

SAVE
78.00

with fancy stitch $
Reg. Itrices to $14.66

Bye-Lo
Baby
Drinks,
Wets,
Washable
Reg.$8.97
Moving Head
Arms
Legs

$

wirTti
t
m
CHRISTMAS
41

30" 4-Roll

Gift Wrap

...-

2

Proctor-Slier

DENIM
JEANS

Coffeemaker

SAVE
I 88

97t

Reg.$19.88

Prewashed 100% cotton
Indigo blue denim jeans;
styled with 2 front scoop
pockets, 2 back patch
pocke
contrast stitching anawflared legs.

4 ROLL $300
PAKS FOR.

Multifunction; features "keep
warm" unit and Brew for Two'
Disposable filters included. 10-cup
capacity. Model A301N.

SANTA CLAUS

40 Square feet of beautiful wrapping paper in
decorative plus juvenile designs. A Great Savings!

Will Be At Big K
Thurs. 5-9, Fri. 5-9
Sat. 12-5, Sun. 1-6

CHRISTMAS CARDS

97"
Grand Prix
Digital

Kodak Tele-Ektra 1

Camera
Outfit

788

0(1?(IE?8

DOOR FOIL

Reg.$1.88

MENS

Have Your Photo Made
With Santa Claus

Clock Radio

Only $100

DCR-1700
Reg $23

Uses 110 Film with

Cover Handle
$9488
Reg. $29.88 SALE firm

It
SALE

1797

Gran Pix
AN/FM/FM

3 Piece

Stereo

Picture Sets

With Speakers

$11900

Panasonic

Including animal,farm and other
scenic settings — Reg.$11.88

$899

Reg.$139.00

Tape Recorder
OR

Rival Deluxe Size

Crock Pot
Stoney; are 1.1ectr: slov. cooker
5 quar-t
Reg $1888
NOW

Sale

128

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

8-Track Player
Your Choice:

$2777

Features lighted slide rule tuning dial: stereo 8 track tape recorder and
player ; record direct from radio, or auxiliary source; includes 2 mikes; push
button pause,fast forward repeat controls; rotary voiurne, balance, bass and
treble controls; full size RSR 3-speed automatic record changer; 84i" full
range speakers with port Model 5100/S1730T or IMO

Values to $32.97

Choose the FunkySet battery powered portable cassette recorder with a builtin condenser ml
. Easy-matar circlutn. 3- dynamic speaker in Red,
White or Blue(MnI RQ•31345) or; the leghtwelbt. portable 8-track player. It
has • Bull's-Eye program indicator plus a Program selector switch that
changes programs automatically or manuaIly Batteries required (not included). Red or White. Model RQ1113.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking

753-8777
Murray, Ky.,

VISA'

Equal Opportunity Employer-Limit Rights Reserved
•
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Like In TV Soap Operas

Carters Survive Melodramas
it% MAI KEEN SANTINI
Today, as Carter announces
, ,eiated Press Nriter
the start of his quest for
11INGTON
API — reelection, the spotlight will
Like the cast of some shine even more brightly on
television soap opera, the his family, many of whom will
Carter family of Plains. Ga., be campaigning on his behalf.
has survived its share of
Since 1976, when Jimmy
melodrama during the White Carter emerged from the pack
House run of "Jimmy Carter, to win the Democratic
Jimmy Carter."
presidential nomination, the
A son's marital troubles, a spotlight has rarely slipped off
brothers bout with the bottle, his family. Since his
a nephew's prison sentence, inauguration, Carter has
one sister's skirmishes with experienced the death of a
the law, the other's efforts to revered uncle, the birth of two
"save" an accused por- grandchildren, a daughter-innograp,her — all are real-life law's miscarriage, and the
plots from the past three weddings of two nieces.
years.
That's only the beginning.
I.ittle has been left to the
There is the eccentric,
imagination as the Carters outspoken matriarch, Miss
their linen aired in Lillian, who said last week
public, perhaps more than any that if she had $1 million to
other presidential family.
spare, she would hire someone
4

4.4

•

4

4

r.

••=1•1,

The
00410).)
1$: MONEY TREE
Is Coming To Big K

Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details
•

•

•
•
•
?

•16.

/Mama

Thursday Only! Captain Ws

DINNER

You get:
•Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
• French Pries
•Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
•2 Southern style Hushpuppies
avid our Special Sweet'n Sour Sauce
Save
$1.00
Reg.
$3.39

Only
PartciottPrtp Captain es

tt Captai
n D's,
seafood
Murray, Ky.

to kill Iran's Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
Mrs. Carter, 81, also raised
eyebrows recently with her
suggestive reaction to the
presidential candidacy of Sen.
Edward Kennedy, whose two
older brothers were slain- by
assassins. "I hope nothing
happens to him," she told
Democratic Party picnickers
in Nashua. N.H., early in
September.
She comes off as a villain in
"Cousin Beedie and Cousin
Hot," a book about family
feuds written by Hugh Carter
Sr.. the president's cousin.
The gossipy book says Mrs.
Carter opposed her son's
marriage to Rosalynn Smith.
Hugh's son and namesake is
a presidential assistant who
earned the nickname "Cousin
Cheap- when he removed
television sets from White
House offices and canceled
magazine subscriptions to
save money.
The president's brother,
Billy, lent his name to a beer,
capitalized on his redneck
reputation by out-earning the
president in public appearances, and
finally
checked into Long Beach
Naval Hospital for alcoholi,sm
treatments.
Earlier, Billy had outraged
many by playing host to a
group of prominent Libyans
who had feted him in Tripoli.
He was reported to have
said .that American Jews
offended by his Libyan
friendship "can kiss my ass."
That remark caused a White
House official to publicly
disassociate the president
from theslur.
The president's sisters are
just as independent.
Gloria Carter Spann rides a
motorcycle. She and Billy do
not speak. She stayed out of
the limelight until last
February when she was
arrested for refusing,to quit
playing a harmonica in an allnight diner in Americus,Ga.
Mrs. Spann's son, William,
is in prison in California for
armed robbery. Last January,
in a letter to a Sacramento,
Calif., television station,
KXTV, William wrote,"I used
to think I was the family fool. I
gladly turn that title over to

Call
435-4165
After 6 P.M.

As for the president's immediate family:
—Son Jack, 32, and his wife,
'Judy, had their second child,
Sarah Rosemary, last year,
about one year after Judy —
an outspoken advocate of the
proposed Equal Rights
Amendment — had r
miscarriage. Jack, who owns
a grain elevator in Calhoun,
Ga., had considered running
for Congress next year, but
decided against it.
—Son Chip, 29, and his wife
Caron became parents shortly
after the -1977 inauguration,
naming their son James Earl
Carter IV. The couple
separated a year ago, a
painful episode for the Carter
family.
—Son Jeff, 27, and his wife.
Annette, were reported to
have smoked marijuana in the
suburban home of a friend, to
the chagrin of Jeff's Secret
Service agents. They recently'
moved out of the White House
to a homejn the suburbs.•
—The youngest child, 12year-old Amy, attends 7th
grade at a public school
Growing up in a glass bowl is
no picnic, and she shuns
reporters. Her parents were
enraged in 1978 when a gossip
column reported that Amy's
Secret Service agents stole a
trophy for her after she
finished last in a relay race.
The story was hotly denied.
With all the turbulence in
the Carter family, Jimmy and
Rosalynn Carter have, by all
accounts, a rock solid
relationship after 33 years of
marriage. Rotalynn, 52, is his
closest adviser and campaigns extensively on his
behalf. She also rates higher
in the polls than her husband.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Representatives of miners in
Kentucky, West Virginia and
,Virginia have asked a federal
court to order stricter
government enforcement
against unsafe mines.
The mine _worker groups
said the federal government
has failed to issue citatidns for
unsafe conditions and to close
mines
where
serious
violations existed.
Fines that were levied were
so low they failed to deter
mine owners from violating
safety laws, the suit added.
The suit said the government has "endangered
miners' lives, and limited the
ability
of
authorized

Play it safe with a
top quality color
antenna installation
from your 6

ChannelMaster
Installation Expert

representatives (of miners) to
exercise effectively their
rights and to improve health
and safety conditions 'in their
mines."
According to the suit, from
May 30, 1978, through last
April, the government could
have issued citations or
closure orders in 50,000 cases
involving coal mines and more
than 20,000 cases in metal and
non-metal mines.
"In this period the secretary
(of labor),issued fewer than
1,800 citations and closure
orders," the suit contended.
No hearing has been set in
the case, which was filed with
the court last month. The
plaintiffs seek a court order
that would force issuance of
citations and closure orders
when the law requires them.
They also want the government to submit a plan within
30 days that will insure the
issuance of sanctions when the
safety act requires them.
Filing suit against the
secretary of labor, who is in
charge of mine safety
regulation, were:-The Council of the
Southern Mountains Inc. of
Clifitwood,
Va., which
represents miners of the
Martin County Coal Corp. in
Martin County,Ky.
—United Mine Workers
Local 1829, which represents
workers of the Laurel Run
Mining Co. in Mt. Storm,
W.Va.
—United Mine Workers
Local 6025, whose members
work for the Bishop Mining
Co. in McDowell County,
W.Va., and Tazewell County,
Va.

Potts Released From
Nelson County Jail
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(AP) —
James Potts, 39, New Haven,
was released from the Nelson
County Jail Monday. under
$20,000 property bond.
Pals is accused of hindering the apprehension of
Clyde Daniel Graham.
--Graham, 22, is wanted in
connection with the shooting
death of state police trooper
Eddie Harris last month.

Bel Air Center
Limit Rights Reserved
Home Owned & Operated

USDA
Choice

USDA
Choice

Grode

ROUND
STEAK

SIRLOIN
STEAK

Wit LE
FRY

$1

$19§

USDA Choice Boneless Rump

I,

Country Style Pork

ROAST
STEAK
STEAK
STEAK

Field

Ribs
Roast

lb

USDA Choice Cube

lb

S119

Park Loin End

lb

USDA Choice Sirloin Tip

lb

Armour

99c

Picnic
Sausage

lb

lb

Williams Por#

Metzger Pork

$79
lb L

Fresh
Boston
Butt

PORK
ROAST

2 lb

S1 69,

/
1
4 Loin

Hyde Po*

PORK
CHOPS

SLICED
BACON
1
it o#g

$1 8

985
t I I • r r

CARROTS
BELL PEPPERS
CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
CELERY
LEMONS

w••

r

•

I lb bog

Mrs or Match
36 size each

RAPEFRUITred or whore

Wieners
Bologna
Ham Slices
Sausage
Field

51 19

Metzger Smoked

USDA Choice T-Bone

G

8 a.

Dec

Storey's Meats...A Super
Way To Save

Miners Ask For Stricter
Laws Of Unsafe Mines

Want Great
Color TV reception?

Ray's
Tv Antenna
Service

Storey's
FOOD
311ANIT

Uncle Billy."
Ruth Carter Stapleton, the
evangelist sister who was with
Jimmy Carter when he experienced a religious rebirth,
won notoriety with her efforts
to bring religion to Hustler
magazine publisher Lam
Flynt.
Mrs. Stapleton is a faithhealer who preaches a gospel
of love and forgiveness. Since
Carter's
election,
her
audiences have increased
dramatically.

'
29

3 Lb. Bag
Red, Gold, Jonathan

APPLES

wc

99'

39
'

8/74
12/99'

5 lb bog

9

TANGERINES
PEARS
49`
GRAPES
89'
5 Lb. Wild Bird Seed or Sunflower
lb

JUICE ORANGES
5 Lb. Bag (Florida)

red or white

BIRD SEED

88'
I

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Blue Bonnet

Spread
lb bowl $119
Good Only At Storey's
Exp Dec 1 1 th, 1979

99'

t '

COUPON

, Limit I Per Family
II Scalloped, Creamed,
I Hash Brown, AuGratin,
Sour Cream
Betty Crocker

1 Specialty Potatoes

2/$1"

COUPON
limit I Per Family

Final
Touch

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Family
Dishwasher

Limit I Pi r Fornil
Dishwashini Liquid

Fabric Softener

$269

Good Ooly Al Storey's

Good Only Al Storey's

Exp. Dec. 11th, 1979

Exp. Doc. 11th, 1979

63 oz.

V

All
$1 99

Good Only 41 Storey's

xp. Dec 11th, 1979

.

Lux

,
1E

594

":
60 .Only Ai Storey's

xp Dec U')) 19
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Pick Up Your

Gift Catalog
Details At
Our Store
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Carnation

EAGLE BRAND
MILK

Sweetened Condensed
8 Pkg.
160z.
Plus
Deposit
(Limit Two)

AAA .

Plate Lunch
I Meat
2 Veg.
Bread

Faygo
Soft
Drinks

Submarine Sand.

160z

Non Returnable Bottle
Was 28'

Olive Loaf

COUPON 095664

2/79'
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. Dec. 11th, 1979

694

Was 84'

Was 31'

French Bread

Bath Size

11 or.

Bush's
Great Northern
Beans
4/$JOO

Date Bars

Caress
Soap

5/994

Sunshine
Vanilla
Wafers

Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON

lig Beth

Limit 1 Per Family

Cookies

Chiffon
Whipped Margarine

22 es.
Chimente Ore
$2.09
6md 011, Al Beret's
Exp Dec 1 1 th, 1979

Good Only At Storey's

Scot Lad
Saltine
Crackers

Smucker!
Grape

1 lb.

180z.

594

69'

Was 69'

Was 89'

Jelly

Sports
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Despite 'A Lot Of Mistakes'

Racers Down Roosevelt 106-74
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
Even though he was obviously pleased with the
victory, Murray State coach
Ron Greene said his Racers
"still made a lot of mistakes"
in their 106-74 season opening
romp over the Lakers of
Roosevelt University.
The Racers, led by senior
forward Gary Hooker who
ripped the net for 31 points and
grabbed 18 rebounds in his
first regular season game
since transferring to Murray
from Mississippi State in 1978,
had no trouble in containing
the visiting team from
Chicago.
With only 4L2 minutes gone
in the garne, the Racers had
built up a 15-point lead 19-41,
a margin that surged to as
much as 24 points in the first
half and ballooned up to 37
points at one time midway
through the second half.
Behind Hooker in the
scoring for MSU were starters
Glen Green with 13, Jerry
Smith with 12 and Allen Mann
with 10.

Mann put together four
layups and a five-footer for a
perfect five-for-five from the
- field while Green pulled down
lOrbounds for the Racers.
Smith hit six of nine from
the field 66.7 percent) and
Hooker connected on 13 of 20
for 65 percent.
Barry Snow, a senior from
Reidland, came off the bench
to hit four of six from the field
and add one of two free throws
for nme points, taking five
rebounds. Kenney Hammonds. an all-OVC selection
last year, also came off the
bench to add seven points and
pick off 8 rebounds in his 22
ad
minutes of play.
Greene said the team
-played with good defensive
intensity," particularly in the
first eight minutes of the
game. during which the
Racers held the Lakers to only
hets.
B potin
eight
second-year MSU
disapindicated
coach
pointnient with MSU's offensive performance despite
the 106.point output, the first

time a Racer team has scored and 14 of 20 free throws for 70
100 or more points since the percent on the night.
The Racers outrebounded
1976-77 season when Troy
State and an earlier Roosevelt the Lakers 63-41.
A real early-season test for
team both fell to 102-point
the Racers is anticipated this
Racer totals.
"Our shot selection and Friday and Saturday in the
Classic at
offensive execution was McDonald's
poor," Greene said, adding Wichita, Kan.
"I'm not sure we're ready
that the ball handling was also
for that type of competition,"
"poor."
for Greene said. "Pan American
Leading
scorer
Roosevelt was 6-8 center Mike t ( Murray's first-round opAspen who hit for 24 points and ponent) is an awful good ball
pulled in seven rebounds. Also club and Wichita is the prein double figures for the season pick to win their
Lakers was Len Harkabus conference," he added. The
fourth team in the tourney,
with 10 points.
The Racers hit 45 of 91 from which opens at 7 p.m. Friday
the field for a 49.5 percent at Wichita State University, is
average and, after a 58.3' San Francisco State.
Murray State will leave for
percent showing from the free
throw line the first half, hit 90 Wichita early Thursday
percent in the second half for a morning and will have a
game average of 72.7 percent practice session that day prior
to the weekend tournament.
( 16-221.
, The squad will return home
Roosevelt bucketed 30 of 81
from the field for 37 percent for three games in Racer

Arena next week, Arkansas
State on Tuesday, Dec. 11,
Georgia Southern on Thursday, Dec. 13, and Towson
State on Saturday, Dec. 15.
Roosevelt University
fg fga ft It. reb pf tp
4 0 0 2 2 2
3 16 2 2 4 4
II 13 2 2 7 424
4 12 0 0 2 1 II
I 6 2 3 I 3 1
4 13 2 2 1 3i0
0 1 2 2 112
2 5 0 I 204
Cole...
.
1 3 0 0 I 3 2
Hood
I 3 I 2 4 2 3
Clayman..
0 1 1 2 2 3 1,
Ernst .
2 4 2 4
0 6
TOTALS
3116124 29 41 25 74
Stankunas.
&Milt---Aspen
Nunn
Hutewsky..
Marimbas
Bennett

Hooker
Green
Mann
Sleets
Swath
Hammonds
Boyd
Snow
Bates
Davis, M.
Strome
Doom,W
Adams
TOTALS

Murray State
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
13 20 5 7 18 13i
5 10 3 4 10 413
5 5 0 0 5 4 10
3 14 2 2 1 2
6 9 0 0 2 1 12
3 II 1 3 8 4 7
I 2 2 2 2 1 4
4 6 1 2 5 3 9
3500 3 I 6
2 4 2 2 1 0 6
0 3 0 0 1 0 0
I 3 0 0 2 0 2
0 2 0 0 2 0 0
45 91 16 22 63 21 106

TIP-IN — Racer center Allen Mann follows up with a tip-in over Roosevelt's
Mike Aspen in Murray's 106-74 victory Tuesday night.
Staff Photos By Gene McCutchoon

Stingy Defense Could Be
Key For Murray Saturday
championship game at
Orlando,Fla., on Dec. 15.
ABC said the MurrayLehigh contest will be shown
in five states and that it will be
carried by WNGE in Nashville
WIY.Q in Lexington and
WBKO in Bowling Green, as
well as stations in Evansville,
Ind.,and Scranton,Penn.
Murray was picked fourth in
the OVC pre-season poll but
Gottfried, now in his second
year with the Racers, surprised the experts by walking
away with the league title, the
school's first in 28 years.
Gottfried did it with only one
senior in the starting lineup.
Quarterback Ricky Ray,
who will guide the Racers'
offensive show, has connected
on 76 of 156 passes for 952
yards and four touchdowns.
Three tailbacks, Nick
Nance, Danny Lee Johnson
and Lindsey Hudspeth, have
churned out 1,465 yards and 14
touchdowns while fullbacks
Tony Leiter and Kenny Davis
have combined for 676 yards

The Murray State Racers,
playing in their first postseason football game in 31
years, will be counting on a
stingy defense Saturday to
handcuff Lehigh's Engineers
N-CAX.Division...LAA
--battle.
Murray gave up only 64.1
yards rushing during the 1979
campaign to rank second
nationally in that department.
Standouts among the
Racers are Terry Love, Ohio
Valley Conference defensive
player of the year, Rick
Lanpher, Glenn Jones and
Lamar Williams.
Coach Mike Gottfried said
he will be counting heavily on
them to stop the Engineers,
who have averaged nearly 18
points an outing in compiling a
9-2 record. They are ranked
third nationally behind
Murray State, with its.9-1-1
mark.
Murray State will be host for
the regionally televised game,
with the winner moving on to
the NCAA Division I-AA

and six scores

Lehigh, making its fourth
playoff. appearance in seven
years, relies heavily on senior
quarterback Rich Andres,
who completed 99 of 214
passing attempts for 1.289
yards and seven touchdowns.
The workhorse in coach
John Whitehead's backfield is
runningback Joe Rabuck. He
ground out 601 yards rushing
-and three touchdowns.
The Engineers also have a
potent scoring threat in Ted
Iobst, whose toe put 52 points
and 10 field goals on the
scoreboard.
Lehigh won the Division II
national championship in 1977
and dropped first-round
playoff games in 1973 and 1975.
Murray State went to
Tangerine Bowl in 1948 and
fought Sul Ross State to a 21-21
standoff.
The NCAA said that if
Saturday's game ends in a tie,
there will be a sudden death
playoff to determine the
Winner.

-adsii.....,-1.;.46111111
DUNK TIME — Kenney Hammonds, a 6-5 guardforward with the Murray State Racers, slams the boll
to the bottom on a fast break in MSU's season opener
Tuesday.
wane"

ASSISTS FOR TWO — Murray's Glen Green fires at pass in to Barry Snow
was good for two points in MSU's season opening win

PartStop

A Division I-AA Playoff Berth

Eastern Kept Practicing For The Impossible
RICHMOND, Ky. (API —
Eastern Kentucky's football
team kept up its practice drills
even though it looked'as if-the
Colonels didn't have a chance
of getting into a post-season
game.
But the impossible happened, and the Colonels will be

host Saturdayito Nevada-Reno
in the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs.
Coach Roy Kidd said he had
his squad on the practice field
three days a week because
"it's easy for a team to get out
of shape. I wanted them to be
ready,just in case."

Is Coming To Big K

Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details

Eastern got its bid after topranked Gratnbling was surprised last Saturday by
Southern University, • 14-7.
Grambling's loss put Eastern
into the playoffs as the South's
against
representative
Nevada-Reno, the kingpin of
the West.
"That was the most excited
I've been Ufa,long time," Kidd
remarked.
The game will be telecast
( ABC)in 14 states, and will be
shown over WLKY-TV in
Louisville. The winner gets a
ticket to the national championship on Dec. 15 at
Orlando, Fla.
Another Ohio Valley Conference team, Murray State,
takes on Lehigh Saturday in
the other Division I-AA

CORN-AUSTIN
Murray's Fashion Headquarters
Now Has

Levi's Jeans

All Styles)

Open On Sulidays 1-5 Now Til Christmas

25%
OFF

playoff, and Kidd would like
nothing better than an all-OV('
finale at Orlando.
It would give him a chanci;
to avenge
Eastern's 24-7
defeat at Murray's hands last
October.
Although Eastern hasn't
played since Nov. 17, Kidd
said the Colonels will be ready
for Nevada-Reno, whirh
finished the regular season
with a 8-3 mark compared
with Eastern's 9-2.
Kidd said the home fold
could be an advantage for the
Colonels, along with the late

INFLATION
FIGHTER!

notice of their selection.
If we had known we were
going to get in it (the playoffs ,
two weeks ago, our enthusiasm may have worn
out," he explained. "If we can
get a crowd, an ent}iusiastic
crowd, we can do it. I think the
advantage of the home team is
the noise."
Another incentive is the fact
that 21 players on Kidd's
squad list their home state as
Florida.
-We've got so many Florida
kids that they're looking
forward to it," said Kidd.

HEAVY DUTY
ALL-CLIMATE
10W-20W-30W

35!

Tuesday's College Scores
By The Associated PD,,
Tuesday's Results
F.A.S'T
Boston Col 77, Fairfield 53
Boston U 87, Vermont 78
Colwnbia 71, Manhattan 50
Connecticut 71, New Harripshirp 52
Duquesne 72. Bowling Green C
George Washington 83, PaCP 74
Hofstra 66. lelugh 57
Rhode Island Si, Brown 43
Rukr 89. Catholic 72
Si Peter's, N.J 73, Holy Cross 62
Texas 65, Harvard 71
Tufts 80, MIT 68
Yale 106. Fordham 102, 2 OT
SilLTH
Alabama 88, Northeastern 71
Citadel 98,S Caro-Aiken 84
E Carolina 65, Lynchburg 6.4
Florida 93, Biscayne 88
Jacksonville 75, Stebuin 63
Morgan St 95, Virginia Crum
:

Norfolk St 97, Bowie St. 65
Tennessee 97,St. John's, N Y 80
Vanderbilt 110, Tesas Weal 85
Wake Forest NI, Pennsylvania 58
w. Carolina 107, Carson-Newman 78
MIDWEST
creigatan 92, Nebraska-Omaha 72
City 93
Mo.-Kansas
Drake 117,
Duquesne 73,Bowling Green 47
Kent St.02,14lasaras6
marquette 57, Fresno St 54
Missouri 67, Illinois N OT
Tao 89, Oklahoma St. 86
FAR WEST
Arizona 93, Midwestern 115
77, Seattle U 71
waatungton
Cent
!Rog Beach St. 77aViriuta St 72
112, W Texas st 100
New Mexico
meson 99, Cal-Davis 69
San Diego 56
St
San Diego 67,
stardord 54. Wyoming 52
Utah 88, Utah St 74
Western St, NE Colorado Col 51

under

the basket that

# 1 29

LIMIT 24
LIMITED TIME OFFER.

YOUR

"Pali:SLOP SUPPLIER:

FORMERLY BENTON AUTO SUPPLY

504 MAPLE, MURRAY, KY
PHONE: 753-4461
— OPEN SATURDAY —
"RIGHT PARTS, RIGHT PRICE, GOOD ADVICE)"
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Tigers Up Record To 2-1

Win 'Uneasy For Murray High
• By GARY GARTH
Sports Reporter

1S4115

11,
hur"son

pt tp
2 2
4 8
4 24
1 8
3 4
3 10
1 2
0 4
3 2
2 3
3 I.
0 6
2S 74

MURRAY HIGH's Guy Furr (21) goes up for two points in last night's Tiger victory
of St. Mary.

pf tp
1 31
4 13
4 10
2$
1 12
4 7
1 4
39
1 6
06
00
02
00
1 lal

Photos By Date Chadwick

The Murray -High Tigers
boosted their season record to
2-1 Tuesday night by downing
the visiting St. Mary Vikings
78-74.
The win did not come easy
for the Tigers. A tough,
scrappy Viking squad battled
the home team until the final
buzzer.
"I've seen St. Mary play
before," Tiger coach Cary
Miller said, "and I told our
players before the game they
would be a scrappy team."
Both clubs came out
shooting well in the opening
period. Murray was paced
with strong shooting inside by
forward Nick Swift and accurate outside shots by Bobby
Daniel.
Eric Rust led the way for St.
Mary's at the game's start
and the two squads were never
more that four points apart
during the first eight minutes
that ended with the Tigers
holding a 24-21 edge..
The second quarter favored
good defensive play by both

wih the Tigers
teams
rebounding very well and the
offense working behind the
inside shooting of Swift.
Murray had extended its
lead to seven points midway
through the --stanza when
Viking forward Howard
Quigley and guard Quinton
Matchen began hitting some
outside shots and St. Mary
eased into the lead 32-31.
A three-point play by Nick
Hubbard pushed Murray back
on top and the Tigers went on
to lead at halftime 38-34.
Murray came out in the
second half and tried to shake
the stubborn Vikings behind
the shooting of Greg Lattp and
Bobby Daniel but the viiitors
were not going to give up.
Sharp play by Kevin
Weitlauf and Matchen cut into
the Tiger lead and at the end
of the third period Murray
held a 58-52 advantage..
It looked as though the
Tigers were pulling away
early in the fourth stanza
when two quick shots by Swift
and Bradshaw gave Murray a
10 point edge. But sharp
shooting and fine defensive

play by the Vikings cut the
Tiger lead in half with a
minute left to play.
Two shots from the charity
stripe by Howard Quigley with
remaining
:39 seconds
brought St. Mary within four
points of the Tigers but
Murray snared a couple of last
second rebounds and held on
for their second victory of the
season.
Miller was pleased with the
Tigers improvement so far.
"We're showing steady improvement in most areas,"
Miller said. "Our passing was
a lot better tonight and we had
some pretty good shots."
The Tigers travel to Wingo
Friday night in junior varsity
and varsity action. The JV
game will begin at 6:30 p.m.
and the varsity game will
follow at 8:00.
Scoring
Murray 78) — Daniel 23,
Swift 17, Crittenden 13, Latto
10, Roberts 5, Bradshaw 4,
Furr 3, Hibbard 3.
St. Mary (74) — Quigley 14,
Worth 13, Matchem 12, Rust
10, Weitlauf 9, Hayden 5, York
4,Cooper 4.

NICK SWIFT, who bucketed 17 points for Murray
High, leaps high to get off this shot.

Rankings Result In AP's Obscene Calls

,
411
CANDY JACKSON (22) of the Murray High Lady Tigers is eyeing the ball as she
is approached by a St. Mary player.

NEW YORK (AP) — It was Bryant's Crimson Tide was
a new experience for some of dropped out of first place in
those
answering
the the final regular* season
telephones — their first ob- rankings and replaced by Ohio
scene calls. No heavy State. •
It was explained to each
breathing,. but a lot of
language that many Marine caller that: "We just counted
drill sergeants would have the ballots. The voting was
done by a panel of 67 sports
envied.
Not all the irate calls to the writers and broadcasters all
Associated Press Tuesday over the country."
"Well, I ain't gonna call
night included a blue
vocabulary, but the sen- them," said the gravel voice
timents were the same. with a drawl of the deep South.
"Alabama was 'jobbed' in "But, you can tell them all for,
your poll," was a typical me..."
The man suddenly must
sentiment of the more than
two dozen callers.

have thought better of the
advice he was about to impart,
and added: "I put them that
left off Alabama in the same
boat with that Ayatollah
4
fella."
His reference ,apparently
was to the eight voters who
left Alabama out of the top
three.
Not all the callers were from
Alabama or the South.
Bob Thurston, a Northern
Arizona
student
from
Flagstaff,
Ariz.
said:
-Alabama would wipe the
field with Ohio State."

Thurston, though, said in his
heart he felt Southern Cal,
No.3, should be No.1, but still
felt, -Alabama was treated
unfairly."
Bill Harper ofirMontgomery,
Ala. .said he had placed the
long distance call just to get it
off his chest. "It's another
reason why there should be a
playoff to determine the
champion," he said.

a financial bond to get a
another count."
Bryant did not call. He said,
though, he was not upset at the
outcome. "It's not going to
change our game plan for the
Sugar Bowl."
Alabama (11-0) will play
sixth-ranked Arkansas (10-1)
in New Orleans, and Ohio
State (11-01 will meet thirdranked Southern Cal (10-0-1)
in the Rose Bowl.
One caller demanded a
A- final poll deciding the
recount. When told the ballots national championship will be
had been double and tripled taken after the bowl games on
checked, he insisted: "I'll post New Year's Day.

They were upset that Bear

Tonya Alexander
Paces Murray
Over.St. Mary
By GARY GARTH
Sports Reporter

STAR JONES (33) fires at the basket for two points
during Tuesday's Lady Tiger victory.
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Paced by Tonya Alexander's career high 32 points, the
Murray High girls varsity
basketball squad downed the
visiting St. Mary Vikings 7562.
The Lady Tigers got off to a
quick start behind the
shooting of Alexander and
Candy Jackson and held a four
point lead at the end of the
first quarter 17-13.
The Vikings moved into the
lead early in the second
period, relying heavily on the
shooting and defensive play of
guard Pam Trogolo. Twentyfour of Trogolo's team high 30
points were scored in the first
half.
The Tiger shooting cooled
off midway through the
quarter with the team going
on a two-minute streak
without scoring that allowed
the Vikings to move into the
lead by six points.
Murray closed the scoring
tiip to four points in the last

Gospel atSinging
Calloway County High School
Sunday, Dec.9th, at 2 p.m.
DALE SHELNUT and the
DIXIE ECHOS
from Pensicola Florida

9

Sponsored by the Calloway County Speech Team

TICKETS
Advance Adults
Children (6-12)
1111iiiii IIIlllllllllllllll1111C

$300
$100

Children Under 6 Free

Tickets may be purchased from any speech
student, Corn Austin or at the high school.
1

two minutes of the second
period and trailed at the half
39-35.
The Lady Tigers came out in
the second half unable to get
most of their shots to fall and
St. Mary's,'behind the play of
Mary Keler and Trogolo expanded its lead to eight points
halfway through the third
quarter.
After St. Mary and Murray
called back to back time outs
at the 4-minute mark in the
period the Tigers came out
and, following the shooting of
Alexander, made it a one point
ball game,trailing 44-45.
Using some strong defensive work by Kim Rodgers and
Cathy Willett the Vikings were
able to recapture a four point
lead at the quarter's end 54-50.
Murray came out in the final
stanza playing strong inside
and regained the lead on three
quick buckets by Jackson,
Alexander and Fox.
The Vikings went back on
top on a three point play by
Trogolo but four straight free
throws by Alexander put the
Tigers on top for good.
Murray continued to widen
the scoring gap by taking
advantage of several St. Mary
turnovers and turning them
into quick scores late in the
game.
Tiger coach Rick Fisher
was well pleased in his team's
performance. "We went all
out tonight and played very
well on defense," Fisher said.
"We had a lot of players come
off the bench and help us. It
was a great team win."
The Lady Tigers will face
Lowes Thursday night on the Tiger's home court. Lowes is
10-0 coming into the contest
and the Tigers record stands
at 4-1. Tip-off time for the
Junior varsity contest will be
6.30 p.m with the varsity
game following at 8:00.
Scoring
Murray (75) —Star Jones 3,
Candy Jackson 14, Tonya
Alexander 32, Jan Washer 14,
Laurie Morgan 4, Velvet
Jones, Glenda Fox, Kim
Tharpe 3, Donna Roos.
St Mary (62) — M. Kaler 13,
Trogold 30, Willett 8, Rogers 2,
Neal 3, Roof 1, C. Kaler 5.
Murray
17 35 50-75
St. Mary ll
13 39 54-62
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In 73-57 Loss To Marshall County

Improvement By Lakers Seen
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Reporter
Following list night's
County-Marshall
Calloway
County boys basketball game,
many people will agree with
Laker coach Chic Nute when
he said that his team his
improving from game to
game. Despite the fact that
Nute's charges fell to Marshall 73-57, and despite the 0-3
mark that the Lakers
currently have, there is
reason for hopes still to be
high for Calloway boosters.
Falling behind by 12 points
at the end of the first period,
20-8, Calloway came roaring
back to cut the Marshal
margin to 29-25 at the half. The
Lakers effectively used a zone
press to force Marshall

County to turn the ball over in
the second quarter and outscored their northern neighbors 17-9 in the period.
Richard Sinothernian hit for
11 of his game high 20 points
during the Laker second
stanza comeback.
Note made one thing very
dear when discussing his
squad,- "We will never quit.
That is one thing that these
boys will not do. We could
have folded up and died when
they jumped on us in the first
quarter like they did, but we
didn't."
The Lakers lost just two
points to Marshall County in
the third quarter as the
Marshals took a 48-42 lead into
the final frame.'Guard Gary
Emerson hit all four of his

two Marshall County
RICHARD SMOTHERMAN 231 grabs a rebound away from
players during Tuesday s game

Marshall County Snaps
Lady Lakers' Win Streak
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UNSAY 12-7

blamed this inability,* catch
the Marshals on his team's
poor free throw shooting in the
fourth frame.
"Everytirne we got within a
couple of baskets we would
miss a free throw," Nute said.
"If we just could have had a
few of those one-and-ones who
knows what we might have
done?" he added. The Letters
missed the front end of the
bonus situation four times in
the final period agairist
Marshall County.
The Lakers will attempt to
get into the winner's bracket
this Friday night at Mayfield.
Calloway County 57 —
Richard Smotherman 7 6-10 1
20; Dan Key 8-41-0 3 16; Gary
Emerson 4 0-1 5 8; Keith
Lovett 2 I 1-3 3 5; Marty
McCuistori 0 0-0 1 0; Marty
Marshall County 73 — Vince
Doom 6 5-80 17; Martin Clapp
5 2-2 4 12; Daniel Lassiter 6 0-0
212: Bruce Ford 4 2-2 2 10; Jeff
Hall 3 1-2 4 7; Matt I,ovett 4 1-1
Wyatt 1 2-2 14: Jimmy Bynum
1 0-00 2; Jeff Garrison 1 0-00
2; Larry Sanders00-1 30; Tim
McAllister 00-000. Totals 24 917 17 57
4 9; Barry Smith 2 0-1 2 4;
Scott Cartwright 1 0-0 0 2.
Totals 31 11-16 18 73
8 25 42-57
Calloway
20 29 48-71
Marshall
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Unless Murray State University's
16,800-seat Roy Stewart Stadium is sold
out for the Racers' NCAA Division 1-AA
playoff game Saturday against Lehigh
University of Bethlehem,Pa. there will
be a television blackout of the ABC-TV
broadcast of the game within a 90 airmile radius of Murray, ABC-TV officials in New York have announced.
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Tickets to the game may be purchased in the MSU ticket office, Room
211, Stewart Stadium or at Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray and DennisonHunt Sporting Goods.
The game, beginning at 12:40 p.m.,
will be shown over ABC-affiliated
stations in Bowling Green, Lexington,
Louisville and Evansville, Ind., and
Nashville in the West Kentucky area,
according to Dan Roberts, radiotelevision specialist in the Murray State
Information and public services office.
The telecast also is expected to be
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carried across the state of Pennsylvania as well as virtually all of the
state of Florida, he said, in addition to
an undetermined number of cable
systems in midwestern, southern and
eastern states.
Ten members of the 23-person ABCTV crew that will handle the telecast
are expected to arrive in Murray
Wednesday to begin preparations for
the broadcast. The remaining 13 are
expected Thursday. All will be
headquartered at the local Holiday Inn.
This will be the second time this
season that ABC-TV has televised a
Murray State game,the first being Oct.
27 when the Racers defeated Eastern
Kentucky 24-7 before 16,000 fans at their
Homecoming game.
Handling the commentary for that
game was Steve Davis, former
Oklahoma Sooner All-America quarterback, and Chris Lincoln.
Davis, according to ABC-TV.official

Peter Grimm in New York, will return
to the campus to handle the canmeatary for the Murray-Lehigh game.
Working with him will be Vern Lundquist, one of the network's ablest
sports announcers.
Three cameras are expected to be in
the stadium-one on the second level of
the pressbox, one in the stands and one
on a platform suspended 65 feet in the
air from a crane and located on the
southern end of the field.
The crane, reaching more than 100
feet in the air, has been made available
to the ABC-TV crew by Darryl Cope of
the Quality Construction Company,
Benton, and one of the Racers' most
enthusiastic supporters.
It also is quite possible, Roberts said,
that the crew will operate a minicamera on the field.
Producing the telecast will be Amy
Knox, while the director, located in a

mobile control center just outside the
stadium, will be Lou Volpicelli. Mobile
control centers of the type to be used for
the telecast contain electronic equipment valued at more than $1.5 million.
A micro-wave link also Is being installed by local South Central Bell
Telephone Co. personnel, connecting
the telephone offices on Olive Blvd.
with the mobile control center at the
stadium and over which the telecast
will be beamed across the network to its
affiliates.
In addition, special telephone lines
are being installed in the stadium
connecting microphones strategically
placed for the pickup of cheers, band
music and crowd noise through the use
of sensitive parabolic discs.
Electrical power for the mobile
control center will be provided through
a single phase, 100-amp fuse box being
installed by university maintenance
personnel specifically for the telecast.

GET THE BALL - Lady Laker and Lady Marshals
through the air in last night's game.

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
St. John's, with victories
over defending national
champion Michigan State and
Oral Roberts, took its No.9
ranking to Tennessee and ran
smack into Howard Wood.
"Tennessee is as good as
they say, and tonight they
were super," St. John's Coach
Lou Carnesecca said after the
Volunteers crushed his
Recimen 97-80 Tuesday night
in the only college basketball
• contestinvolvinga member of
The Associated Press' Top
Ten.
"They
completely
dominated the boards, the ball
and the game."
Wood, a 6-foot-7 reserve
center, came off.the bench to
score a game-high 25 points,
including 18in the second half.
The Vols jamped but to a 144 lead before St. John's got its
first field goal, finally
narrowing the gap to -47-38 at
the' half. Early in the second
period, St. John's closed to
within seven points three
times before Wood led a 14

2 4:
0 2.

Celtics' Head May Have Second
Thoughts Of Three-Point Ruling
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Red Auerbach was one of
the more outspoken opponents
of the three-point field goal
rule when it was proposed last
summer, but the president of
the Boston Celtics may be
having second thoughts.
A trio of three-pointers, two
by M.L. Carr and one by Chris
Ford, helped the Celtics edge
the Detroit Pistons 118-114 in
overtime Tuesday night in the
Basketball
National
Association.
Cleveland led by 15 points at
halftime and maintained that
margin going into the final
period but could not hang on
down the stretch. Carr hit
from three-point range with 31
'seconds left to bring the
Celtics close, then connected
again from deep in the left
corner at the buzzer to tie the
score at 104.
"When the last play started,
I saw there were eight seconds
left on the clock," Carr said.
"I just hurried to the three-

point line and hit it. How sweet Clippers.
it was."
Knicks 118,Suns 114
The Celtics fell behind again
Bill Cartwright, New York's
in the five-minute overtime 7-foot-1
rookie
center,
until guard Chris Ford con- capitalized.on the absence of
nected on a three-point field Phoenix pivotman Alvan
goal with 18 seconds left, Adams due to a bruised foot
putting Boston ahead to stay and scored a career-high 36
116-114.
points and grabbed 13
Carr led the Celtics with 22 rebounds as the Knicks beat
points, while Detroit's John the Suns. Guard Michael Ray
Long took game honors with Richardson added 28 points,
32.
also a career high, and had 12
In other NBA games, the assists, nine rebounds and
Cleveland Cavaliers edged the three steals.
San Diego Clippers 115-112, the
Neither team ever led by
New York Knicks topped the more than seven points and
Phoenix Suns 118-114 and the the lead changed hands 20
Los Angeles Lakers defeated times before Richardson put
the San Antonio Spurs 127-121.
the Knicks ahead to stay 107Boston'S victory raised its 105 with.a I2-foot jumper with
record to 19-5, tops in the NBA. 3:15 to play.
Cavs 115,Clippers 112
Veteran guard Earl-Monroe,
Mike Mitchell scored half of
his 24 points in the fourth
quarter, including a jumper
with 1:27 to play that put the
Cavaliers ahead to stay.
Cleveland, playing at home,
By The Associated Press
was 19-for-24 from the foul line
TENNIS
compared to 3-for-7 for the
SYDNEY,Australia(AP)Billie Jean King outlasted
Bettina Bunge 7-5, 6-3 in the
first round of a $100,000
*omen's tennis tournament.
In other matches, Wendy
Turnbull of Australia downed
Petra Delhees of Switzerland
6-3, 6-2; Australia's Dianne
Fromholtz beat Pam Shriver
6-3, 6-1; Virginia Ruzici of
Romania downed Barbara
Hallquist 64,6-2; Czech Rana
Mandlikova topped Marcella
IViesker of the Neatherlands 6-

Qraham & Jackson
Open Late Friday Nights
Open Sunday Afternoons
Free Gift Wrapping

unitoonvortsuationlaranatinuotaustiumonnuantit
$500 CASH
Register for our BEL-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-AWay Dec. 22. One of our lucky customers will win
$500!! Big K
Pier 1 Imports
King's Den
Michelson's
Murray Insurance
Otasco
Panhandler
Most Stores Open Nights
Sun. Afternoons until Christmas

f&

Say-Rite
Sears
Shoe Bin
The Step Ladder
Storey's Food Giant

BE LAIR CENTER
641 South

who came off New York's
injured list Tuesday, shot 1for-8 for two points in his
season debut.
Paul Westphal led the Suns
with 35 points, shooting 16for25.
Lakers 127,Spurs 121
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 29 points and Norm
Nixon had 27 as Los Angeles
beat San Antonio. The Lakers
led most of the way but needed
three free throws by Nixon
and two by Abdul-Jabbar in
the final 27 seconds to turn
back a Spurs rally.
San Antonio's two-time
scoring champion, George
Gervin, sat out the game
because of a bad back. Larry
Kenon topped the Spurs with
36 points and 17 rebounds.

1, 6-0; and Anne Smith
defeated liana Kloss of South
Africa 6-3,6.3.
MONTREAL (AP) - Tim
Gullikson upset three-time
champion Ilie Nastase of
Romania 6-1, 24, 6-4 in
openinground play of the
8325,000 World Championship
Tennis Challenge Cup.
In the other opening-round
matches of the eight-man
tournament,
round-robin
Sweden's Bjorn Borg beat
Johan Kriek of South Africa 64, 6-2, and Hans Gildemeister
of Chile beat Pat DuPre 6-3,6-

BASEBALL
TORONTO (AP) - Free
agent Willie Horton was
American
named
the
outstanding
League's
designated hitter for the 1979
mason.
GENERAL
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
(AP)- Tennis player Arthur
Ashe, who suffered a heart
attack earlier this year, was
hospitalized with what a
hospital spokesman described
as"mild chest discomfort."
Ashe, whose condition was
listed as satisfactory, said
that he was in no pain and did
not have another heart attack.

point Tennessee rally.
"We made a little run at
them, but after that they were
completely in charge,"
Carnesecca said.
The Vols.extended their lead
to 21 points with 2'2 minutes
left in the game before Coach
Don DeVoe cleared his bench.
"Having St. John's &me in
here with their national
rankings and then our winning
it, makes it really something,"
DeVoe said. "They are still a
Top Ten team although they
-didn'tlook it tonight."..
Gary Carter added 22 points
and Reggie • Johnson 20 for
Tennesse. St. John's was
paced by Reggie Carter's 21
points and Curtis -.Redding
with 15.
No.16 Marquette, the only
other member of the AP's Top
Twenty to see action Tuesday,
squeezed by Fresno State 5754. Artie Green scored 21

points, including three clutch
jump shots in the final 442
minutes, to pace the Warriors.
Art Williams had 20 points for
Fresno State.
Freshman Steve Leondis
scored 28 points, including
seven in the second overtime,
to lead Yale to a 106-102 victory over Fordham. Larry
Drew, who finished with 25
points, scored four points in
the final minute of overtime as
Missouri nipped Illinois 67-66.
Robbie Dosty and Joe Nehls
scored four points-each in the
second overtime as Arizona
stopped Midwestern 93-85
while Larry Belin, Kenny
Page and Everette Jefferson
combined for 76 points as New.
Mexico gunned by West Texas
State 112-100.
In other games, it was Utah
88, Utah State 74; Oregon 99,
California-Davis 69; Rhode
Island Si, Brown 43;

Jacksonville 75, Stetson 63;
Vanderbilt
110,
Texas
Wesleyan 85; Wake Forest 88,
Penn 58; Kent State 82,
Niagara 65; Duquesne 72,
Bowling Green 47; Alabama
88, Northeastern 73; Texas 85,
Harvard 73; Boston College
77, Fairfield 53; St. Peter's 73,
Holy Cross 62; Connecticut 71,
New Hampshire.
62; Boston
University 87, Vermont 78;

Murray State 106, Roosevelt
74; Hofstra 66, Lehigh 57;
Western Carolina 107, CarsonGeorge
78;
Newman
Washington 83, Pace 74; Tulsa
89, Oklahoma State 86;
Creighton 92, NebraskaOmaha 72; Drake 117,
Missouri-Kansas City 93;
Stanford 54, Wyoming 52;
Appalachian 75, Wofford 63,
and Rider 89,Catholic 72.

The
MONEY TREE
Is Coming To Big X

Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details

BIG SELECTIONS AT LOW LOW PRICES
FOR OVER 60 YEARS
SHOP OUR
HUGE CHRISTMAS CATALOG NOW
AND SAVE

*101§11CL4IR $400

Family Entertainment Center

FM Stereo/AM/FM/3-speed phonograph with automatic

changer. Record & play your own 8-track tapes Has tape &
record storage areas. Complete with dust cover. 45 RPM
adaptor. 2 mikes, input, output & headphone lacks Walnut
grained cabinet with rotary controls

Wallde-Talkie a AM Radio
Listen to your favorite AM
station or talk with a friend
Has telescoping antenna &

Pocket Radio. Take your
favorite AM stations anyComplete with
where
handy carrying strap ie

Morse Code key s.

Table Radio. AM/FM Stereo.
Lighted slide dial & FM
stereo light Perfect for bed6
room den or kitchen .

Compact Cassette Player/
Recorder. AC/DC. extra
thin, digit counter, pause.
fast forward AC adapter
case included si 280

tures noise lirnit circuit.
S.'RF meter digital read-out
and public address switch

LAYAWAYNO EXTRA CHARGE

138

GENERAL

fa

Black & Wthie Portable TV F'eried
for bedroom, den or k,tchen
16-inch diagonal picture. 100%
solid state and pre set fine tuning

ELECTRIC

GIFT PRICED

GIFT
PRICED V
ONLY

85 eX

40 Channel CB Radio. Fea-

ONLY $
658
Color Television 19-inch diagonal
picture 1(5f, Sued State In-line
picture tube and dipole antenna

USE
OTASCO CREDIT
Prices Good Through Saturday At All OTASCO STORES and PARTICIPATING DEALERS

Color Console Teievlsion 25-inch diagonal picture Color Monitor COICK
system custom Iscrurecontrol 100%
Solid State duck matrix in-line picture
tube Tat-out control bin Mediterranean style with Pecan finish as S5
Same es Above Only Eiely Anwninoin
*mem Mete Finkel sse• IOU
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Ambush Of U.S. Navy
Bus Signals Shift In
Tactics By Puerto Rico

OPENS Gin SHOP — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley i with scissors cuts the ribbon to
open Granny's Gift Shop Saturday. Dec. I. located at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Office. The gift shop is a non-profit function with all proceeds going back to the individuals upon the sale of their articles. Pictured are (from left) Toopie Thomas, ThyTa
Crawford. Tripp Thurman, Henley and Annette Late. The idea for the gift shop was Late's.

Concerning Cox

Officials Offer No Infomation
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Federal authorities have
-offered no information or
facts that reflected wrongly"
on William M. "Bill" Cox,
according to Gov.-elect John
Y. Brown Jr.
Brown said Tuesday that he
had talked with federal
authorities when considering
Cox for a major administration post.
The statement was in
contrast to a reaction by
James Vernon, one of Cox's
rivals for lieutenant governor,
to Cox's withdrawal Monday
from consideration.
Vernon, a former public
information
commissioner,
reiterated his contention that
Cox is • involved in a federal
investigation and said, -I am
pleased that Bill Cox is finally
doing what he should have
done last May during the
-Democratic primary i."
Brown, through his press
secretary Frank Ashley, said
that he has talked to federal
authorities about almost
everyone he has considered
for posts when he takes office

Dec. 11.
In response to another
question, the governor-elect
confirmed that he talked
during theweekend with Dale
Sights of Henderson, the
Kentucky contact man for
President Carter, but said he
does not remember discussing
Cox.
Brown said Cox has offered
to make himself available to
help the new administration in
whatever way he can and that
he has a great deal of respect
for Cox.
As for whether there is any
future in the administration
for the Madisonville trucking
executive, the governor-elect
said "possibly," adding that
he considers Cox a talented
man with a great understanding of government.
Brown indicated during his
campaign that he would name
Cox transportation secretary.
but the issue over whether Cox
is involved in matters before
the special grand jury at
Lexington
clouded
the
situation.
Meantime, Vernon. whose
accusation was made late in
the campaign during • a
statewide televised debate

ainoni.:
candidates
for
lieutenant governor, said
discussion of whether Cox is
part of or a target of the probe
merely leads to confusion.
Hover,that appears to be
a key point in Cox's $2.5
milhon slander suit against
Vernon.
"To my knowledge, the FBI
never used those terms and
neither haye I," Vernon said.
"...I simply asked agent
Jim' Huggins if Bill Cox was
under investigation and ,part
of the statewide probe of
corruption in state government, to which he answered
'yes,'"Vernon said.
Vernon said that "in the
end, the Democratic Party
will know I have said what I
have said about Mr. Cox to
save the party from embarrassment. I think John Y.
Brown has acted expeditiously
in not appointing Bill Cox."
Cox, a former federal highway administrator, said
Monday he is willing to
remain a private citizen until
the grand jury's final report is
issued, so that criticism of the
Brown administration can be
avoided.

AP News Analysis
By BEATRIZ RUIZ
Associated Press Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
AP — The ambush of a U.S.
Navy bus in which two sailors
were killed and 10 men and
women wounded signalled a
dangerous shift in tactics by
Puerto
Rican inthe
dependence movement.
The change resulted from
the growing strength of the
movement for Puerto Rican
statehood.
"The extreme-left groups
are feeling suffocated and.
time is running against
them," said one source in the
federal government. "If
Puerto Rico becomes a state,
then it will be too late for them
to do anything."
For the past decade, proindependence terrorism has
been mostly a matter of
haphazard bombing of U.S.
government buildings or
property of mainland companies, usually at night when
the buildings were empty.
Of some 50 bombs planted in
the past year, nearly half were
dismantled unexploded, and
those. that went' off did
minimal damage. But after
the ambush Monday,the three
underground
independence
that
groups
claimed
responsibility warned that
they were "not playing at
war" and were prepared to
carry their struggle to its
•'ultimate consequences." .
In past votes, the Puerto
Ricans have overwhelmingly
rejected independence and
have chosen to continue as a
U.S. commonwealth. Now a
prostatehood governor,Carlos
Romero Barcelo, is waging a
vigorous campaign .to make
the island the 51st state within
the next decade.
The pro-independence
forces are working against the
deadline of a plebiscite in 1981
in which their cause stands no
comchance
against
monwealth or statehood.
Apparently the terrorists have
decided that their only hope is

Open III 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

to cause enough trouble to
force cancellation of the vote.
Puerto
Rico's
first
presidential primaries this
winter are putting additional
pressure on them. Republican
hopefuls have begun to parade
their candidacies 'and are
pledging to make the island a
state. One advocate of independence expressed the
fear that the primaries would
be "an irrevocable step on the
road to statehood."
Eighteen different clandestine groups have claimed
responsibility for the bombings of the past year, but an
FBI source said the terrorists
are a small, cell-like nucleus
working under diverse names.
They were trained in Cuba and
took part in the Angolan civil
war as "observers," one official source reported.
In
contrast
to
the
amateurism
which
has
characterized many of their
earlier attacks, the ambush of
the Navy bus was a
professional affair that .was
carried out in less than a
minute.
The three groups that
claimed responsibility were
the Armed Forces of Popular
Resistance, the Volunteers for
the Puerto Rican Revolution
ancl the Puerto Rican People's
Army, also known as the
Macheteros.
They joined forces for the
first time AD set a series- of
bombs on Oct. 17 in San Juan
and in U.S. Cities, the latter in
coordination
with
the
mainlandbased • FAIN, the
Armed Forces of National
Liberation.
Until then, the FALN had no
known links with any island
group.

The Decor
Store

We Accept Vise
& Master Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 153-3642

Unfinished
Furniture
Corner
Cabinets
Hutches
Decon Benches
Wagon Seats
Chairs
Round Tables

Baskets - Planters
Tables - Chairs

Marvel Animals
30" High

Christmas Special

20%

OFF

Custom Drapes
Woven Wood Shades
1" Mini Blinds
Custom Spreads

OLYMPICS RECORD
INDIANAPOLIS AP) —
Marjorie Gestring bolds the
record for being the youngest
American ever to win Ian
Olympic gold medal,
cording to Bill Flesher,
Amateur Athletic Union
diving administrator.

•
••
•

••

••
•

•

WEEKEND CHRISTMAS
SPECIALSAT DIXIELAND CENTER

•
•

t•

Weekend Christmas Specials
$300

3 Piece

Vested Suits

30%

•
•
•

OFF ANT

Dress Shirts

OFF

OFF

*Jeans
•
•

•

Dixieland Center

":Free Gift Wrapping

753-7441

111

Holiday Party Time Wear

2 Groups

Velvet-Velour-Nylon and Wool
Teal, Claret, Dark Green,
Red, White, and Black Blazers,
Blouses. Slacks, Short and Long Skirts

Sportswear

/2

Act Ill-Jontzen-Three Flogs
Jane Klein Belts

ArtIs An Investment

PRICE

18 Hour

:. Playtex
Sale

2

All
Fall & Winter
loOFF

Also Larger Sizes

Coats

So give a gift that grows in value Choose Froce's -impala," "Greater Kudu," "Cheetah,- "Morris
the Cot," Siberian Tiger," or Ray Harm's "Chipmunks," "Gray Squirrel,- "Elf Owls,- or Saito's
-Christmas Fern," or Ensor's "Yule Enjoy," or Vittitow's "My Old Kentucky Home," or any print
from our vast collection
To expedite your shopping time, our Framer will frame your print while you try on on outfit of
our winter or holiday clothes

Women's Apparel

dspocZwoooe
*
90 4%)4. CI
6e12
0:
76
4
544‘
44
4;,°,'

Blackford House Gallery

753-8365
•
••

••
•

Phone 753-8301
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dixieland Shopping Center

Dixieland Center

•
••

•

OFF

TOWN and COUNTRY
•
••

•
•

0
1)

_kids
Inc'lel
c Plord_its
'
e
•'-,Etelrs' ?IP _s
Odioss'
r Setsi

4

•
•
•

•

PI Dor-Mae
Fashions

iBurkingliam Eag,Ltith.
•
••

•
•

*Sweaters

$1000

Except Button Down
Oxford Cloth

Open Mon. to Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
Open Mon. to Sat. 9-8 Beginning Dec. 11

•

20%

Special
Rack

Fri., Sat. & Sun., Dec. 7, 8, 9

•
•

••

•

•

•

•
••

•

••

••
•
•
••
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FROZEN
FOODS
3 for $i
Waffles
French Fries 949

II

Prices Good
Thur. Dec.6
Through
Wed. Dec. 12

Garden Delight

5 lb. bag

Frosty Acres

Onion Rings
Frosty Acres
Spinach

1 lb. bag

8 oz.

for

14 ca. Bag
Save 10'

$129

Richtex

5 oz.

s Shortening

89c
89'

3 Lb. Can$111

39

Save 12c

Hyde Park

Cottage
Cheese

Towels

$119

t

Cabbage
Fancy Sweet
Potatoes
Yellow Ripe
Bananas
Red or Yellow Delicious
Apples

lb

Final
Net

15c

lbs. for

2

Save 40'
24 oz.

8 oz. Reg. 52.69

•

Save 70'

Alloomm•mollt

Yarallo

Sealtest Pure

Chili

Orange Juice

With Beans
15 oz.
Save 8'

$199
Your Choice!

Save 50

II 11 11 11

II 11 11

v

Green Giant

Hawaiian
Scott Leader Self-Rising

99C

Flour

Niblet
Corn

Punch

5 Lb. Bag

Red Only
'46 oz.
Save 10'

Save 76'

With S10.00 Order or More

12 oz.
Savo 35'

3 cans$100
/

OR
Lynn Grove Grade "A" Large

N

g

to0Vai
tito•ke.
tOG ar

MM.
Bob
White

loex

A

9c

doz.
With $10.00 Order or More

1iP

An,

A *4%
"
0 lo. IV*
‘Ffeepoi

Or

low/

4

0$
‘

'/I1/

Both With $20.00
Order or More

Syru
Great
Northern

10 1

Beans
$1 39

Center Cut
$1.59 lb.

Worth-Acre
Sliced

First Cut

12 oz. pkg.

12 oz. pkg.

Field's

79c

I

7 oz. Reg.$1.6$ Save 49'

Sliced

Mint Flavor
5is. Reg.$1.31 Save 33'

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

Empress
,44
11
Pid

Mandarin Oranges

59c

98c

1 lb. pkg.

st'

Strawberry $1 39
Jam

voz.

2 lb

Bush

44% Kraiit
Dl.
Saver

oAk"
Lean Tender

Pork
Steak

)",7 "If You Matc sur

lb

Puai

Save 59'

Bisquick

Roman Meal

Bread
59c

12 oz
Save 30'

Mixed
Nuts $18

$1 00
cans

Cl.l.41111.01,111

Planters

$109

Save 14'

Bama

Pork Roast
Picnics $1 1P

1**00,
li

$1 19

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

Field's Boneless
No Waste

/i

Toothpaste
139

lb.

Bacon Wieners Bologna

79c

ir19091°.

Crest

9

Pro-Leaugher

***

Save 26'

4 Lb. Bag

Lean Tender

Pork Chops

•

Gal.$1 99
1

1

t%%Viiilk 11,1)4

$I 00
For

1111111111% 11

i ti

lbs $1

3 lb. bag

Big Roll

Save 18'

Clairol

Fresh Green

99c

12 oz. Bag
Save 11'

Sealtest

***

PRONE

Chocolate
Chips

Coconut

t t%

Frosty Acres Heat A Serve

Baker's

Bakers Angel Flake

16 oz.

$1 29
With This Gyps
Good Only At Parker5
Fzpires 12-12-79

Save 13'

y... ou ant :eat ur *rice
Home Owned
and
• Home Operated
Joe M. Porker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.

Government
Feed Stow

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: is. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sot

1.•
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Deaths & Funera s
C. B. Sturdivant
Dies At Age Of 60;
Rites On Thursday

Mrs. Donie Crouch
Dies This Morning;
Funeral Is Friday

Official Says Iran May
Hurt Kennedy's Chances

Ted Watson Dies At
Hospital; Funeral .
Services Are Today

The News In Brief
why the accident occurred and
how to prevent future
disasters.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP)- The
Carter administration is
settling in for an indefinite
standoff in its efforts to free 50
American hostages in Iran.
Meanwhile, at least one
member of each hostage's
family, sonic from as far
away as California, will be
flown here at government
expense for a briefing Friday
CINCINNATI (AP) - from Secretary of State Cyrus
Candle-carrying concertgoers R.Vance.
to Riverfront
returned
WASHINGTON (API Coliseum to mourn the deaths
of 11 young persons crushed in Buoyed by votes adding as
a rock concert stampede as much as $27.5 billion to the
city officials sought to explain 'windfall-profits- tax,

NATIONAL
DETROIT (API - Auto
dealers may be in the giving
mood as the holidays approach, but Americans still
aren't buying.
Despite rebates and other
dealer incentives, sales by the
major
five
nation's
automakers dropped 21.3
percent in November .from a
year ago to the lowest levels in
five years, automakers said
Tuesday.

several senators are taking on
the oil industry's cherished oil
depletion allowance.
Senate actions Tuesday
would increase the windfall
tax to about $157 billion
through 1980, still well below
the $277 billion passed by the
House and favored by
President Carter.
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN,Iran AP)-The
Moslem militants holding 50
Americans hostage in the U.S.
Embassy today rejected a
Security Council appeal for
their immediate release as
Ruhollah
Ayatollah
Khonieini's regime made new
and stronger threats against
the captives. Meanwhile, the
U.S. Navy carrier force south
of the Persian Gulf doubled in
size.

efforts. We won't take
By THOMAS S. WATSON
anything for granted."
Associated Press Writer
Sights said the Kentucky
,
(API
Ky.
LOUISVILLE
Mrs. Donie Rogers Crouch
Charlie B. Sturdivant of
Ted Watson, Cairo Road,
will employ
,campaign
of Lynn Grove died today at Route 1, Puryear. Tenn., died Paducah, died Monday at 5:45 U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy,D- "adequate use of the media,
presidential
his
hurt
8:05 a.m. at the Murray- Tuesday at 3 a.ni. at the Henry a.m, at the Western Baptist Mass.,
but there will be strong emCalloway County Hospital. County General Hospital, Hospital, Paducah. He was 79 chances by criticizing the phasis on the people aspect of
acIlan,
of
shah
deposed
She was 89 years of age and Paris, Tenn. He was 60 years years of age and a retired
it - telephoning, direct
the wife of Will Crouch who of age and was stricken ill farmer and automobile cording to the man who is contact, door4o-door - that's
President
direct
to
expected
died in 1963.
Saturday at his home.
salesman.
grassroots effort we will
reelection campaign the
The Calloway woman was a
The deceased had been
He is survived by his wife, Carter's
making."
be
member of the Salem Baptist employed as a repairman in Mrs Freddie Watson; one in Kentucky.
Sights said that while
"No question about it, those
Church. Born Feb. 27, 1890, in the flow room of Colt daughter, Mrs. Gwendolyn
would welcome a
Kentuckians
Calloway County. she was the Industries, Paris,Tenn.,for 26 Hendon, and one son, Joe Ed statements I by Kennedy) not visit by the presicle during
resented
daughter of the late Samuel years. He was a veteran of Watson,
six only were deeply
Paducah;
"the
campaign,.
the
Rogers and Louisa Doores World War II and a member of grandchildren; five great among the public, but I have president's first commitment
colleagues
his
of
heard some
Rogers.
the Puryear Baptist Church.
grandchildren.
country."
upset about will be to govern the
She is survived by two
Born Jan. 21, 1919, in Henry
Mr. Watson is also survived in the senate were
"I hope he can come here,
Tuesday.
said
Ortis
Sights
Dale
it,"
Mrs.
daughters,
County, Tenn., he was the son by three sisters-Miss Neva
but we're not going to put an
Drinkard, -1609 of Lillian Nored Sturdivant, Watson and Mrs. Irene in alelephone interview from
o Rudith
amount of pressure
extreme
Belmont. Murray, and Miss who survives, and the late Johnson, Sedalia, and Mrs. his Henderson office.
come," Sights said.
to
him
on
"It's not a time for such
Ola Mae Crouch, Princeton; James Porter Sturdivant. One Maxine Mix, Corona, Calif.;
campaign here
hope
the
••I
two sons, Carlos Crouch, brother, Jack, died in 1971, five - brothers-Ed Watson, rhetoric. It ithe Iranian
of his visit
independent
be
can
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
made
be
not
Murray Route 7, and Ophas and two brothers died in in- Lynn .Grove, Harry Watson, situation ) should
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For Your Shopping Convenience
Open Mon -Sat 9-6
Sundays 1-5
*Free Gift Wrapping*

Store Hours 8 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Murray's Newest
Grocery Offers
You The Lowest
Food Prices
In Town!

Wi), 10.

ATTENTION
Top Prices Paid For

We Now Have

Truck Scales
And We're Able
To Weigh Your Material

COME 10

Industrial Clean-Up
120 Barnett, Hazel, Kentucky 42049
(Tian at Bank and go 1% blocks. Sign in front of business)

WAYNE LARSON (PRESIDENT)
Hours Mon.-Fn 8 a.m.-4 p.m. - NO HOLIDAYS
Phone Office(502)492-8880, Home 492-8833

flu

DOT
WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Hog Market

Refrigerators Scrap Iron - Junk Stoves
_Water Heaters, etc. . .
ALSO
Copper - Brass- Batteries - Lead - Radiators Aluminum (of all kinds)

The
• MONEY TREE •

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP ) USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1700; slaughter steers untested. heifers
too few to test; cows unevenly steady,
however 2.00-3.00 lower for week, bulls
2.00-3.00 lower; calves and vealers poor.
ly tested; feeders over 0% lb steady with
Tuesday's late decline of 1 00-2 (11), under
0% lb 1.00-2.00 lower, these 290400 for
two days of trading; slaughter heifers
few good and choice 850-990 lb 62 5083.10; commercial cows 4250-40 25 utility 45.0660.00; cutter 42 00-47 00, tanner
and low cutter 35.50-42.00: slaughter
bulls individual 1620 lb 60.00. 1000-1710 lb
55.00-59.50; few good and rhoire 240-290
lb vealers 65.00-78.00; slaughte;- alves
untested early; feeder steers medium
frame No.1 300.600 lb 78.0047 75, 500400
lb 75.0044.00; few 735-750 lb 70 25-72 SO,
package partly fattened 1090 lb 01 50;
medium No.2 300500 lb 7000-75(5M 5%700 lb 86.00-75.00; large frame Nu 2
cluding floUteing 400400 lb 59 50ulti no;
600475 lb 54.0041.00; heifers medium
and small frame No. 1 300-500 lb 64 0069.00; 500-600 lb 85.00-70.25: load fir 4545
lb 73.00-74 00, medium and small frame
No. 2 350400 lb 59.504400. stork r.ows
medium frame No. I 3-5 years old .41 00811.50:_several medium aml small frame
1-2 43.00-50.00.
Hogs 2000 including 1300 feed., pigs;
barrows and gilts 1.00 to fully 1 50 hwer;
1-2 260440 lb 39.50-39 85, 2 200-250 lb
39.00-311.51; 2-3 220-260 lb 3035-15 00; 3
245-280 lb 3725-3025; 3011/S ur.d. r 0% lb
steady.over 500 lb steady to 50 higher: I2 300-400 lb 27.00-29.00. 401-450 lb 27502850; 450-500 lb 28 00-29 00, 500.675 lb
28.50-29.20; 24 03-450 lb 25 013r 60;
boars over 350 lb 23.75-24 25. undrr 350 lb
20 25-21.75.
Sheep 20; untested early

Stretch Your
Dollar Farther At
D&T Warehouse
Foods.
We're not fancy
but we sure are

If You're Not
Shopping At
D&T Warehouse
you are paying to
much for your
groceries

CHEAP!
When you shop to compare
prices D&T Warehouse
gains a customer. Name
brand items at BELOW off
brand prices
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Energy Efficiency Improved Over Last Five Years
Americans may disagree
about the causes of our energy
problems, but there is a
growing consensus about their
effect
on electricity bills,
heating costs, and at the gas
pump. Prices keep rising, and
"Save Energy" is becoming a
national motto. As a result,
homeowners are using energy
10 percent. more efficiently
today than they did five years
ago. And prospects for further
improvements are good.
Simply stated, energy
conservation means the
elimination of energy waste —
a return to self-reliance in
energy matters that does not
slow down our economic
growth, but instead creates
jobs-InNew.England, it might
be called "Yankee thrift."
Citizen attention to the
urgent need for energy conservation will be the focus of
October's International
Energy Conservation Month
sponsored by the United
States and 19 other major
industrialized nations — the
member countries of the
International Energy Agency
hEAl.
International
During
Energy Conservation Month
in October, these 20 nations
will spotlight the progress
they have been making
toward an epergy-efficient
solution to the energy
problem. The U.S.- commitment to reduce oil imports,
which is renewed during
International Energy Conservation Month, emphasizes
both conservation in the short
term and energy-efficiency in
the long term.
Few people appreciate how
much the nation's conservation efforts have accomplished. For example,
homes now being built will
use,on the average, 10 percent
less energy over their
lifetimes than those built just
five years ago; half of U.S.
homeowners have added
insulation while living in their
homes. One in ten has added
more insulation in the last
year.

sumption still further, so that
turn-of-the-century new
homes will use 50 percent less
energy without a ehange of
lifestyle or loss of comfort.
California, Minnesota, and
Ohio already have revised
standards In places.
The nation's 75 million
homes consume about 19
percent of the end-use energy.
An "average" house can be
expected to use the energy
equivalent of about 940 gallons
of oil this year, mainly for airconditioners, furnaces, water
heaters, refrigerators, and
similar appliances. Many
homeowners are already
cutting out energy waste.
Fuel price hikes, tax credits
provided by the National
Energy Act,and exceptionally
cold winters have prompted
homeowners to take steps to
get the most from the energy
they buy. They've been effective: the annual growth
rate in home electrical use has
been cut in half — down from 6
percent to 3 percent.
At least 16 million families
have received copies of the
DOE brochure, "Tips for
Energy Savers"; and millions
more are using common sense
and ingenuity to hold down
energy costs in their homes,in
transportation, and when
buying appliances. They've
added. insulation, caulking,
storm
weatherstripping, and windows, and lowered temperature settings for furnace
thermostats. Motorists are
contributing to the conservation effort by purchasing
fuel-efficient cars,driving and
maintaining them with an eye
to increased fuel economy,
and sharing rides with others.
Even children are turning off
unneeded lights and making
sure the TV is off when no
one's watching.
Improvements in appliances, new home -construction, and the refitting of
older homes offer increasing
energy savings. Efficiency
standards in the National
Act cover 13
Energy
categories of appliances. Nine
Standards for new buildings
of the standards will be issued
now being developed by many
later this year, and many of
states and by the Department the appliances will be labeled
of Energy will shave con- so consumers can compare

the energy efficiency of
various models. In 1965 when a
large stock of more efficient
products has replaced the
older models, these standards
are expected to reduce by at
least five percent the
projected energy consumption'
of appliances.
If best current building
practices are used, including
innovations. that use the
building's structure to collect
and store solar heat, the
average new home can be
heated and cooled using 50
percent less energy than a
comparable existing building.
But, for the next several
years, the major conservation
gains in buildings can be
expected from retrofitting
older buildings with conservation improvements. The
National Energy Act provides
a number of incentives to
refit. Among them are:

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
NOW OPEN

si.u514.

- A 15 percent tax credit
tor certain energy conservation expenditures up to
VAN, for a total credit of
$300.

— A 30 percent tax credit
for the first $2,000 expenditure
to add solar and renewable
energy devices,and 20 percent
for the next $8,000 for a
maximum credit of$2,200.
For additional information
on the tax credits, the Internal
Revenue Service has toll-free
phone lines which are listed in
local 'telephone directories
and on individual Mxforms,
President Carter's goal of
reducing dramatically our
dependence on imported oil
will be achieved as the result
of conservation by every
sector, not householders
alone. For example, the
average fuel efficiency for
domestic 1979 cars is 36
percent better than those for

f,,r

$5940•

A number of cities already
are producing energy from
wastes, among them Ames,
Iowa; Saugus, Mass.; and
Nashville, Tenn. By replacing
the need for oil imports, and
also removing the cost of
waste disposal, the energy
payback is double. On a
nationwide scale, energyfrom-waste programs are
expected to replace 1.5 million
barrels of oil per day by the
end of the century.
Every sector of the economy
— business, industry, consumers,and government at all

levels — is involved in the
national energy conservation
effort. Given the continuing
world energy situation,
energy consumers in all
sectors of the United States,
together with consumers in
the other member nations of
the IEA, must undertake
serious additional efforts to
conserve energy and reduce
their demand for imported off.
Energy conservation must
continue to become a way of
life, not only for Americans,
but also for all citizens of the
industrial world.

rray Ledger & Times
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4 Buy Diamonds
by Weight..

Your Choice

energy demand at or below
0.8, changing the traditional
lock-step relationship between
economic productivity and
energy use.
Still ahead is the widescale
new
of
application
technologies with great
conservation potential such as
industrial cogeneration and
the production of energy from
urban wastes. Cogeneration,
now in its early stages, will
run superheated industrial
process steam through turbines, producing electricity as
a bonus product.
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We buy direct - We re Diamond Specialists.
Don't be mislead by fake Catalog pricing
We've been trusted for over 60 years!
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the 1973 model year.
Another of the most encouraging developments has
been the increase in gross
national product without
corresponding increases in
energy use; from 1975 through
1977, energy consumption
grew only 70 percent as fast as
the GNP. Most progress appeared in the industrial sector
which, since 1972, used 5
percent less energy annually
while increasing output 15
percent. The intent is to
maintain the ratio between
growth in GNP and growth in

•
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Why pay $200
for diamond rings
like these? Our low,
low price is only

Downtown Podecoh

MICHELSON'S
Money, Mayfield, Cairo, III
Union City, Tenn.
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Professionals Learn How
To Illustrate Problems
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Some
30 Kentucky. mental health
and Mental retardation
professionals , learned last
week how their performing
skills can help them illustrate
mental health and mental
retardation problems and
issues.
Topics such as child abuse
and alcoholism are explored
in performances combining
drama, music, dance and
graphic arts. The technique,
called psycho-social drama,is
designed to provide insights
into problems in life.
The actors encourage the
audience to participate
through discussion and
questions after each scenario.
The technique is taught by
the Institute for Human
Awareness, a four-member
troupe from Ohio which trains
mental health professionals
throughout the country.
The three-day training

session, sponsored by the
Department for Human
Resources, was conducted in
Elizabethtown. The workshop
ended Saturday.
Five comprehensive care
centers and the Bureau for
were
Services
Health
represented in three-person
the
attending
teams
workshop.
Participants will be able to
present programs to church
and civic organizations,
schools and other groups in
communities throughout the
state. Participants also will
be able to train other
professionals in psycho-social
drama,so the program can be
expanded in Kentucky, said
Burnice Ransdell, deputy
commissioner in the Bureau
for Health Services.
The Ohio troupe's workshop
was sponsored by a grant
from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse.
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AFTER ASSF-CSING THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE STREET DEPARTMENT FOR A FEW
WEEKS, I HAVE DCIDED THAT FREE LEAF
PICKUP WITH THE LEAF MACHINE. CAN BE
CONTINUED AS IN THE PAST. THE COUNCIL
HAS AGREED TO THIS AND THE CITY WILL
NOW PICK UP LEAVES UNDER THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
RAKE LEAVES TO CURBSIDE AND CALL FOR
LEAF MACHINE PICKUP
753-3790 or 753-5127
OR
BAG LEAVES, SET AT CURBSIDE AND CALL
FOR PICKUP
MELVIN B. HENLEY
MAYOR

$199
PIP

CINTIMINPI

$299

MI" UNHEARD OF BARGAINS!

is

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

UNLIMITED SELECTIONS!
Charge Your Purchases - Pay Next Year
• 90 Days Some As Cosh • 6 Months • 12 Months
• Up To 2 Toon To Pøy • Open Late tindery
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NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.

It

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices Good Dec.4 thru 11

/ER

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday
COTTONELLE

DEL MONTE CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

$

GOLDEN
CORN

BATHROOM

17 OZ.

4 ROLL

DEL MOUE

KETCHUP
PINEAPPLE
POTATOES
DRINK

320Z.

DEL MONTE SLICED OR CHUNK

DUNCAN HINES

150z.49* CAKE

DEL MONTE

190Z.
16 OZ/119C

MIX
KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE

HI C GRAPE OR ORANGE

DEL MONTE

460Z.

69c

•

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

macaroni &
Cheese Dinnerrii

,DINNERS

•-

AliP 470
6 Tar

LIMIT 2 17 OZ.

IGA CRUNCHY OR SMOOTH PEANUT
... 18 OZ.

$

RAISINS

29

10/
1
2 OZ. 3
/
$1

MARTHA WHITE
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

FLOUR

FL 41, Li II

5 1-51

KRAFT 32 OZ.

99"

MAYONNAISE
DEL MONTE Del Monte 141;
P0008

FRENCH GREEN BEANS
CUT GREEN BEANS
SEASONED GREEN BEANS
SWEET PEAS

160Z.

.. 11
/
4 LH. 3
/
$1

IGA BAKE-N-SERVE

TWIN LF.
• ;`4•-.

79c
89
99

CRISCO

OIL
PEPSI

480Z.

150Z.

KRAFT MINIATURE, COLOR & JET PUFFED

M'MALLOWS

BREAD
BREAD
DONUTS

IGA POWDERED SUGAR

PEANUT BUTTER

DEL MONTE

171

IGA SANDWICH

FRUnr
•, L•ucKTAll

BUTTER

DINNERS

•

16 OZ.8 PK.
LIMIT 2
IGA FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE
Produce
CABBAGE
TURNIPS
ONIONS
TANGERINES
ORANGES

...LB.

FRESH GREEN..
Ale

LB.

FRESH

2 BU.

GREEN

FU.210 S
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Jim Adams MA & Reelfoot Packing
Co. Offer You The Biggest

Hog Wild Sale

p
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You Ever Saw
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BOSTON BUTT

SLICED IN CHOPS

PORK
ROAST\

HALF8r&o,,,dub
PORK LOIN 77

BEEF SPECIALS FOR THOSE
WHO CAN'T EAT PORK

ROUND STEAK
'CUBE STEAK
SHOULDER ROAST.

-

REELFOOT

LB $259
$199
LB

REELFOOT FRESH PORK

SAUSAGE

t
I;
a

M 89 ?
LB. CRTN.

Limy
WIENERS

Iaa
CC
La
Ida
LA.4
CC
LA.

.. 2 LB. PKG.'$229

CORN VALLEY

PORK SAUSAGE.

. . r/. 2 LB. ROLL

Rm.& EE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

LARD -

909
REG.
909
BEEF

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
A DRESSED TOP HOG

REELFOOT LUNCHMEATS

OLD FASHIONED

CHUNK BOLOGNA

No Purchase Necessary Just
Register Each Time You Visit
Our Store

CC

cc
Lih
gal
CC

79c cc

12 Oz.

FUN BUDDIES

Tues., Dec. 11

LA.

FRANKS

BOLOGNA

16 OZ.

•

1"

cc
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

REELFOOT SLICED

LB. 99'

PKG. LUNCHMEAIS

Loa

REELFOOT DINNER

LB. sl"

PEE WEE RAG

Drawing Will Be Held

Li4
LaJ
CC

$198

FREE

La/

fiz

':11r

LB$2
39

SAUSAGES
FROM THE LAND OF REELFOOT

3 p.m.

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FRET

60Z.

BOLOGNA
LIVER CHEESE
& P LOAF
SAUMI
BARBECUE LOAF

69c

REELFOOT ARROWHEAD

SLAB
BACON

WIEN
LB.

'FRESH PORK PARADE OF VALUES

RED HOT
HICKORY SMOKED SPECIALS
REELFOOT 14/17 LB. HOLE

SMOKED HAMS

SLICED IN CHOPS QUARTERED

PORK LOIN

I

LB.

SH
PORK STEAK

LB.

COUNTRY STYLE PORK

BACKRIBS

929
99c

u $1 19

FRESH_

PORK CUTLETTS

LB. $1 29

FRESH WHOLE 4 to 5 LB.

;SPARERIBS
N

LB.

P°;ITE1geLN

WHOLE FRESH PORK

LI.

WHOLE FRESH PORK

PICNICS

LB.

PORK NECKBONES

PORK
FRESH
PORK

99c

LI.
,
$1 89

SHOULDERS

89c
79c

16 11. BOX KU LB. 49c

FANCY SPECIALS

FEET, EARS,TAILS,
STOMACHS, BRAINS, LIVERS

.
11.

s

$1 29

LB.

'REE,I.FOOT

LB.

CUT
Pall

I

39!

REELFOOT SMOKED

PICNICS

HAM

.. LB.

REELFOOT SLAB

BACON PIECE

LB.

88c
79c

REELFOOT SLICED

BACON

I.

12 OZ. $1 09

ENDS & PIECES

BACON

3 LB. BOX $1 29

HOUSER VALLEY WRAPPED

JOWL SQUARES

LB.

SMOKED

HAM HOCKS

LB.

79c
.
69
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State Energy Department
To Meet To Explain
Cost-Sharing Programs
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Ttto
meetings will be held this
week by the state Department
of Energy to explain costsharing grants programs for
schools, hospitals, units
local government and public
care institutions.

AWARDED CERTIFICATE — Spec.5 Anthony G. Cassity, right, was recently awarded a
safe driving certificate by Col. McCrea. Canny,son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony H. Cassity,
NM College Terrace Drive, Murray, received the certificate while serving with the 1st Air
Defense Artillery Training Brigade at Fort Bliss, Texas. He received the award for driving
military vehicles 45,000 miles with no accidents or traffic violations. Cassity, a legal assistant with the brigade, entered the Army in December 1975. He attended Murray State
University.

Through Murray State

KET Shows To Offer Credit
Four programs'to be shown
The education course is Room 406 of Faculty Hall.
on Kentucky Educational offered for graduate credit
-America" will begin
Television IKET ) in the only, while the other three Friday, Jan. 25, and continue
spring of 1980 will be offered courses carry only un- through April 18, with
for academic credit through dergraduate credit.
showings at 8 p.m. on Fridays.
the Murray State University
Students enrolled in each The organizational meeting of
program
of
extended course will be required to the class will be at 6 p.m.
education.
meet a minimum of three Thursday, Jan. 24, in Room
Dr. Donald E. Jones. dean of times on the campus. They 203 of Faculty Hall.
extended education at Murray must pre-register in the
•'Art of Being Human" will
State, said each of the courses, Extended Education Office in
begin Saturday, Jan. 19, and
will carry three semester Sparks Hall on the campus continue through April 27,
hours of credit. He listed the prior to the first meeting of the
with showings at 1 and 130
KET titles as follows:
class telephone 762-4159 or
p.m. on Saturdays and repeats
"Alternatives
in 762-2086
at 3 and 3:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Education." offered as , -Alternatives in Education" The organizational meeting
Elementary Education 650 or will begin Monday. Jan. 21, will be at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
Secondary Education 650, and continue through May 3, Jan. 17, in Room 346 of the
Workshop Alternatives in with showings at 2-:30 p.m. on
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Education, to be taught by Dr. Mondays and repeats at 10
Additional
information
Dianne B. O'Brien.
a.m. on Saturdays. The
about the courses may be
-Shakespeare," offered as organizational meeting of the
obtained by visiting or calling
English 230, Special Topics: class will be at 10 a.m. the Office of' Extended
Shakespeare, to be taught by Saturday. Jan. 19, in Room 118 Education, Sparks Hall,
Dr. Clell Peterson. of Wells Hall.
Murray State University,
"America," offered as
"Shakespeare" will begin Murray. Ky., 42071, 5021 762History 200, Images of Wednesday, Feb. 27, and 4159 or 762-2086.
America, to be taught by Dr. continue through May 21, with
PLAYOFF GAME
James Hammack.
showings on Wednesday
The Murray State Racers
"Art of Being Human," evenings at a time to be anwill play Lehigh University at
offered as Interdisciplinary nounced. The organizational
150, The Art of Being Human. meeting of the class will be at the Stewart Stadium of
Murray State University.
taught by Dr. Robert Kidd III. 7 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 20, in
Tickets for the Murray StateLehigh Football game are on
Adllem mom. maw mem mammas' # sale now at the ticket office in
room 211 of Stewart Stadium.
Tickets are $5 for reserved
seats and $.1 for general admission. Students from
Murray State and Lehigh may
purchase general admission
tickets for $.3 with a validated
ID card. Ticket office hours
are 8:30 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Have A 40
Nice Dayl
ccieM GM

Martaua moron Runs Dreams+

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM

Ports

i

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

641 South
10m
,mew

miW

=Os

The first meeting will be
Thursday, Dec. 6, At 1 p.1:1.
EST at the Goodbarn Building
at the Unit ersity of Kentuck .
The second meeting will be
held Friday, Dec. 7, at 10 a.v:.
CST at the Barren River Area
Development District Office
in Bowling Green.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

RECITAL

When the paper and ribbon covers the floor around the tree
and the big emotional let down hits you, then what did you
really get for C'hristmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you stayed up too
late and got up too.early to unwrap a tie you'll never wear„a
blouse that won't fit and a toy that's already broken. What
did you really get for Christmas?
Well, maybe you shopped in the wrong place. A big supply
of love, hope and faith are available at the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ I. The service is beautiful and satisfaction is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and those who
receive it don't want to return it. It can be used everyday and
improves with tune.
And we're open on Sundays.

cpwallomidiciftraNtrirm-4411

The
4
MONEY TREE

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David C. Roos, Minist,.'r

Is Cooing To Big K

Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details
111.
l*ii:0-40-4101*4310
;t43~

WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.

COOfrit-414

AUTO SERVICE
▪

1
-14

al -Nes

•

GOOD rikEAR

CE1VTER

SERVICE STORES

0.•

•

-

12-MONTH TUNE-UP
7-POINT TUNE-UP BA188
4 oyi.
Standard Ignition'

EL INCLUDES 3
FREE
ECTRONIC
CHECKUPS

$4988

$4688
6 c.

on

• Check charging and 'arting systems • Install new . • Set dontii and timing to recommended specs •
points and condenser • 'Mall new rotor • Install new
lubricate and chick chola 'deist as required • Adios,
spark plugs
carburetor
...____ '
Additional parts and services extra if needed
•
'E iv-bran,: ignitior rc ts and ccdenser are not reouded Air gap •s set where feg,ifel &Air,' sa
so

AGREEMENT POLIC,
Under this special service c
will tune your Car electron,'
the 7-point checklist show
present you with a Free E Certificate good tor One date of the ti.--ne-up

•

Transmission Service

288

1

INSURE
QUICK STARTS
SAVE GAS!

LIFETIME' LIMITED
WARRANTY

Goodyear Muffler

replace transmission fluid • Install new
pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
and bands, where applicable• Most U.S. cars,some
imports

• Drain and

1 parts
4 .,6
Ad Osiitlions
a
and services
extra if needed
MUM: instil!l nee

Aft.
2.
c.iao's
.I:tiewuntr'noe't gredrumasse .settlis
brake
tront
new
lece
Regu
grease seais•Res.,
Of •
•
front •T '
bearings • inPack itPot
rotors • Repack
SSIIIIIm •
iPer i--inspect
ca
•
beres
SPect h10780,1c
m
1
i
Ado
•
hydraulic system
Add fluid
cear iv... s
Toyota, VW
Datssin.
Idols not include
'-St
Vaelellever crimes test.
• Most U S oar,
'2.200 mass,
Warrantee 12 Ainths GI

g.

on most
US CPS

Additional parts anO

Seroses er •
Weber, As long as you
needed
tee original purchaser,
own the car
Meets or exceeds
all
tions • Covered upon U S auto car !specifica!educe due to
matenal,.
workmanship. blowout, rust
or wear (Cannot
he result of misuse
or acridenf7

Warreated 110 days Sr 3,000 wiles. whichever wises ant

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

Lube & Oil Change
JEttr-wat...1- $ 88

WARRANTED
OR
90 DAYS
3,000 MILES
WHICHEVER
COMES FIRST

LIFETIME•
A LIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

$3988
::::',F-„,;::.,..."'".,:„,•.7.x

'1588

rri„,
, PS!

..,. ,
•0. .11., 0.

Oft ,,

7,`4„1*.

ou...own 4ar r at Ise

j

Include$ up to ire qUar11
maw Wand 10730 oil
Oil filter extra it needed

• Chassis lubrication and
• Includes light trucks

ft
gtk%

Additional p,
and Services
extra •• needeo

sLOSB
4.104

•

It any of these che.„1.
irdii,4tes !tire =—
need for any adjustments or part replace.
manta that were part of the origioa: tuneup Goodyear will make the aCIRialment ni
replacement free of rha,de

PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

_Brake ServiceYour Choice

_ len me

FREE ADJUSTMENT. FREE
PARTS REPLACEMENT

3 FREE ANALYSES ...
Any time w
- one year of your tune-up
take your invoice and free engine analysis
certifiCate back to the store that performed the tune-up. and Goodyear e i l,
provide an eleCtrOniC analysis tree of
charge. up !o 3 separate analyses'

.00tlyear
',Rowing
re And
Analysis'
- ow the

POWER
MAINTAIN STOPPING

• Front-End Alignment and FREE tire rotation Parts
and additional enr
,
ces extra if needed • Inspect and rotate all
four tires • Set caster, camber, and toe to proper alignment • Inspect
Suspension and steering systems
Most U.S. care, coma Imports • Foreign cars at our Option • Front
wheel chive en* Chews**, wftre
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as you own your car, we will recheck and align the
front not Jr needed everyll -M'onths or
5.000 miles - or
whenever needed Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store where
purchased Offer does not cover the replacement of
tires and/or parts that become worn Or damaged
Agreement void if Service work attechng the alignment is
performed
by any other outlet

oil change

• Please call for appointment
dow

READY...SET...WINTER'
DON'T GET STUCK .. MIX OR MATCH WITH G001)YEAR!

SNOW TIRES

The Carriers Collect
The First Few

The Energy Department
has sent materials to all
eligible institutions about the
programs and grants.

On Dec. 5 the Murray State
University fAculty brass
quintet will present a recital
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center. The quintet is composed of Mark Murray and
Richard Farrell, trumpets;
John Hancock, horn; and Ray
Conklin and Robert Kidd,
trombones.

The Department of Energt
has received federal approval
of its state plan for administering Phases 11 and III
of the grant programs
Applications for the grants
must be submitted by eligible
institutions no later than Jan
2, 1980, to meet the first funding cycle deadline.

Save
fuel.
Carpool
Call
241-1111
Public Service Announcement
Space Provided By Murray
Ledger & limes

Guess what
you're getting
for Christmas.

Under these 50-50 federal
cost-sharing grant programs,
funds will be available to all
four of the above categories
for Phase 11 (technical
assistance). Only schools and
hospitals are eligible for
Phase III (energy conservation measures).

%

27.11444

N1111.' •

Deep-Biting Suburbanite Polyester
• Deep-cleated, weltgrowed
• Four full piles of polyester
tread for pull power when
,0r4 for snow tire strength anti
dependability an winter long
you need it
_
Plus FIT
Blackwell
PAIR
mr
.
pertire,sie
Sire
" trade midst,
13 78 13
2 ler $11111
$i59
C78 14
1 far $72
$707
P7514
2 ter $82
$242
078-14
2 ter $115
$2 58
1178-14
2 fw VII
$283
G78-15
2 Mr SU
$262
A78.13 bleckweil
478-15
2 ter $114
$284
p,u1 $7 69 FIT per
tire, no trade needed
Miitawslts Available At Lew Prices,Tee

REGULAR TIRES
Smooth-Riding Power Streak
• Diagonal ply construction, poly
• •Oerl -tr lOPIrig six rib
•ster cord body
pe fact
tread does its share
mat, t- in Suburbanite Poiyester
for winter go

2 for

2 for

$4790

$4390

NAIN PIMA

-

if we slit

6711.13 blackwall,
plus $1.83 FIT Per
tire led old tires

Out 01 rot We Mt 1.11410a rOti • rain "Mork

Bitru

PAIR
POKE

Phu HT
per tire and
olefins

578 13
2 for $57
$1 69
C78 14
2 for $64
$1 87
2 for $14
r78 14
$2 22
G78 14
2 for $77
92 38
2 for $54
u78-14
$2 61
2 ler $42
G78-15
$2 44
2 tor $10
478 15
32 66
Whitewidls, $2 50 Mere Per Tire

atsi,ng r

y di ,^e att.,•rt,rea

pip

P

Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

Just Say 'Charge It
emu=
imuci„ji.- G°
ChrgyeeAccouReVr
' CIP
7 ing
Use any Of these) other weis to buy Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa
• American Express Card • Carle Blanche •
Diners Club • Cash

THE'GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY. All Goodyear service is warranted for at
days or 3,000 miies, whichever comes first —
many services, much longer: If warranty service is ever
required, go to the Goodyear Service Store where the

least 90

original work was performed, and we'll fix it. free, If,
however, you're more then SO miles from the original
store go to any of Goodyear's 1400 Service Stores
nationwide

Store Manager Norman Hagedorn

721 So. 12th-Murray

Goodyear Service Store

Ph. 753-0595

Store Hours: 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

4

4

VAGE

1HE

kcHA , K) LEOLEEtt

i

eanrmuy, uecemorr 5,197V
IMMO,

Sensation Sale on Famous Brand Sight and Sound
Equipment at "Great Savings to you just in time for
Christmas"... Get to know us and have a new savings
experience.

The More You Know About Us,
The More You Can Save

Soundesign®
Stereo System
Unit features AM FM FM Stereo Receiver
with 8-Track Tape Player Recorder Has
stereo record changer. 6' rinch speakers
and walnut grain veneer cabinets

Bohsei R
Color
Television

$

12-In Black
and White
Television

13-Inch Color Television has
automatic tine tuning, solid
state design, tint control,
automatic gain control and
rich woodgrain cabinet.

001

$1

General Electric' Black and
White, 12-inch portable television has 100% solid state
chassis, VHF 'Pre-Set' fine
tuning and much more.

000,,
(34D0Z
‘
000
• FOrC,6
00 4-100t,
Co
t4i
at.) °CCCOuCq
Coe —Cecc
Coe LoGop, C
*CcceCe7
g,—ec
Cc ,
c66€6,
ttil,
tk,

Panasonic®
Cassette Recorder

Electronic Digital
Clock Radio

88
SAVE

88
SAVE

509

88
SAVE
509

509

Portable Cassette Recorder with OneTouch Recording and Tone Control.
Built-in condenser rruc. Auto-Stop shut
unit off when tape comes to an end.
3-inch PM Dynamic speaker.

Soundesign®
Stereo System

8-Tracker Player
with FM/AM Radio

FM/AM Electronic Digital LED Clock
Radio is smartly styled compact with
convenient electronic clock features and
fine radio performance. Walnut grain
finish on polystyrene.

AC/Battery Portable 8-Track with FM/AM
Radio. Auto/Manual program selector.
Bull's eye program indicator shows
clearly what program's being listened to.
Clearly a great buy.

Colorburst® Instant Camera

AM FM Stereo Receiver with Cassette.
Tape Player/Recorder and Record
Changer. Has the most wanted features
plus 6',z-inch speaker in 20-inch cabinets

Polaroid's' One Step Camera lets

you enjoy fast and simple photography. Just load the camera, aim
and shoot. In minutes you'll have a
sharp color picture. Capture your
favorite moment with One Step.

2

88
SAVE
612

One-Step®
Camera

88
SAVE
508

Features electric motor drive
for automatic print ejection.
Continuous focus frcrn 4 ft. to
infinity. Automatic exposure
control. Low-light viewfinder
signal indicates when flash is
needed.

Electrobrand®
Stereo System
Features AM/FM/MPX Stereo with 8-Track
Player, GSA Changer. lighted dial, automatic and manual track changer, plastic
dust cover and speakers.

master charge

VISA'

$
CENTRAL CENTER

Kodak®
Instant Color Film
SAVE 64'
Kodak* PR-10 color film

has 10 exposures to a
in
pack. tFcoar
Kodak
Cameras.

HOURS: 9-9:30 Mon.-Sat.

AP0.0 SI, 70 1A710

535
PACK

1240-740 Sunday

Polaroid®
Instant Color Film
SAVE 64`
Polaroid/ SX-70 color
17
film has 10 exposures to a
pack. Fits all SX-70
cameras.
5
PACK

Prices Good Through Sunday
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the taIki4a
Middle
School honor roll for the
second six weeks has been
released as follows:
Se% enth Grade —
Angie Balentine, Mark
Bazzell, Tina Boyd, Atli).
Bryan. Naomi Burkeen, Dama
Crick, Edward Crutchfield,
Vona Darnell, Jon Driver,
EndIN Dunn, Vickie Edwards,
Nicole Eravel. Jeanetta
Geurin,
Mikal Grimes, Dawn Hale,
John Hassell, Joanna Herndon. Charles Holmes. Janna
Hopkins, Molly Imes, Debbie
Ingr,am, Rebecca Jones, Mike
Keeling, John Kelso, David
Iamb, Tony Lovett,
Michael Parks. Carrie
Paschall. John Mark Potts,
Jill Riley. Lisa Robinson.
Jeannie Rule. Jon Seeling,
Brad Skinner, Debbie Therrin.
Tammy Thomas, Karen
Tolley. Mark
Waldrop,
Stephanie Welch.
Eighth Grade —
Sheila Alexander, Lori
Burkeen, Bill Chaney, Lisa
Chaney, Jill Childress, Judy
Daniels, K ien Dao. Kelly
Dewitt, Jeff Dowdy, Richard
Dowdy,
Micah Edwards. Rhonda
Eldridge, Shannon Ford. Evy
Jarrett. Kari Larson, Tammy
Lusk, Amy McCage, Allen
McClard, Terry McGehee,
Tony Melton, Lisa Myers.
Wendy Normahdt, Jennifer
Rice. Melissa Richardson,
Amy Schroader, Daysha
Smith, tori Steele. Sonya
Stembridge, Renee Taylor.
Lori Wendson.

,0RANG
Save 25 s Hyde Park Frozen

S000 33% Ilide Pork

Save 21% Post
(with coupon)

40% BRAN
FLAKES
20 Oz. Box

894
CHUNKY CHICK&
SOUP
Giapiets

CHUNKY SIRLOIN
SOUP

On Friday, Dec. 14, a oneday heart clinic for medically
indigent Adult patients will be
held in the Graves County
Health Department, Mayfield.
The clinic will be conducted
by physicians from the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the Bureau
for Health Services, the
University of Louisville
Medical School, and the
County Health Departments,
provides
the clinic
a
diagnostic service for each
patient, along with recommendations for treatment and
management of the case.
Opportunity will also be
provided for the physician
referring the patient to consult
with the clinician regarding
his patient, and no patient will
be admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health
Department, the Bureau for
Health Services and the
Kentucky Heart Association.
The clinic will serve
patients from
Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties.

VW.
(‘
etAC-)ike7
V0

MSU Faculty
Members Give
Presentations
Out of the 220 presentations
which were given at the
National Association for the
Education of Young Children
conference in Atlanta, Ga. in
November, three were given
by Murray State faculty
members in the Department
of Child Studies.
Ann Dean Carr presented a
workshop presentation on
"When I Do, I Learn." Debbie
Jean Smith from Berea
College in Berea, Ky. shared
this presentation with her. In
it they discussed learning
activities for three- and fouryear-old children.
Dr. Stephen Shechtman
gave a presentation on
"Helping the Teacher Learn
to Deal with Positive and
Negative Feelings Toward
His-Her Students." This
presentation stressed the
importance of clarifying
teacher and student feelings in
classroom interactions.
Dr. Charles May gave a
presentation
entitled
"Tracing the Historical
Development
of
Early
Childhood Education." In this
he discussed the contributions
of leaders from the historical
past and how those contributions are used today in
programs for young children.

For BroakFott Or Soacks1

COFFEE
Sii(E
BIG JOHN BAKERIES HAVE A
DELICIOUS SELECTION OF SPECIAL
HOLIDAY TREATS! GREAT FOR GUESTS,
PARTIES OR JUST FAMILY!!

NW LOAF

99

BIG JOHN'S DEU HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A
QUICK LUNCH, A TASTY SNACK, OR AN INSTANT PARTY!!

13 oz.

ia„$149

4
1 141MEDM
V

Nay sum.
GELATIN
Toe •pplitabl• te r•ia Price %JIM
Da,
at BIG JOHNS

c-4.7
Tub& *Nth Lug MAI

PANCAKE

• r4Ix

c•we.• g Tax •pplit•bla to ray Price Limo, OM teepee
Per leeetle at SIG JOHNS thew Iwo

DOG
FOOD siJ,kgl79
T•• •PPlic•bi. t• ,4p

to,k a Lima! toe teepee
1.1”, 1.1V/Iir Pt IIIG
JONAS 00.“
. °Mt

Ws 211% Nor Jesk

INSTANT
POTATOES ol.99t
T•a •pplic•bie to peg Pr's limo! on• roupoo•
s
Pe• 1.enite 4.1 BIG JOHNS to,

Tay applicable t• rt.. Price litn.1 gee coupe*
Per "'",a ar SIC. JOHNS Ihroo IN

Ta• •pplicable la tag Price
Limas. teepee
Per family 4.1 BIG JOHNS II,av On
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Consumer Education
Class To Be Offered

OPEN
7A.M.TO
11PA7 DAYS
A WEEK!

WE RESERVE THE RICHT TO LIMIT

Big John Super Tender
Froth Ground Daelv 4 Lk. Or Mata

Frozen
(5 lb. Or Mote)

Big John Super

GROUND
BE39
EF

Tender Boneless

PORK
UVER

SHOULDER
SWISS
STEAK
$189
,,

1ea/anze4 Ectommt PIII

CANA

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

PORK CUTLETS
IGNitfor4 hum Vaal Path Or

Mr volow,
PIMENTO SPREAD

CHUCKWAGON
PATTIES

'

UF 69

no,. co129

Smoked

PORK HOCKS

La 59'

Et lerlea

SMORGAS PAK

Gra VA,

PORK SAUSAGE
Mew,Or Whet Seidl

CUP CHILI

Sak Pork

STREK-0—
LEAN
(Sliced 99')

79$
F"iotiraiN SAVE UP TO 60

A POUND

WITH SUB-PRIMAL CUTS!!
Everybody likes a good steak - at least everyone I know does.Sure they're high priced, but let's take a good look at a way you can save
on one of these favorites.
Rib eye steaks, cut from just the heart of the rib section of the beef,
are called delmonico steaks or market steaks or spencer steaks in
some parts of the country. Whatever they are called, they are
delicious, tender, and expensive. In lots of stores they sell for $4.79 a
Lb. and you won't find them much cheaper at Big John's. But, farther
down the meat case, looking none to appetizing is a display of rib
eye rolls, selling $4.19 per pound. They are an ugly purple color still
wrapped in the'. heavy plastic vacuum wrap in which they came from
the packing house.
Only those in the know would suspect that there was any similarity
between those beautiful $4.79 steaks and the unpleasing purple

lb.

PORK
ROAST

PORK
STEAK
991

S'P

piece of plastic packaged meat selling for 60' a pound less. And yet
they are, in fact, the same. The rib eye roll is the sub
-primal cut from
which rib eye steaks are cut.
Many markets across the country these days are buying their beef
in subprimals, which means that the meat comes
to the market in
boneless form.
The primal cuts - the rib, loin, round, etc. - are boned out at the
packaging house and the sub-primal cuts-the rib eye
roll, the strip
loin, the tenderloin, the gooseneck round, and a variety,of others are vacuum packed in plastic, packed in boxes
and shipped.
Big John is offering some real bargains on subprimals - if youll buy
the whole thing just as it comes from the box.
Take advantage of
them; it's a great way to stock your freezer.
Don't be put off by the rather unappetizing purple color that is simply a result of the vacuum packaging As soon as you
open the
package and allow air to come in contact with the surface of the
meat,the meat will'bloom'out to the nice red color you expect.

U.S. No. 1 Florida
Rod Or White

GRAPEFRUIT
$1 00
For
6(Save
15%)
Salted In The Shell Fresh

'lie*, U.S.
hay Jesedisork
Rem Or

PEANUTS
No Preservatives Sunmeid

h 8I09

You would have problems wrestling with a gooseneck round or a
boneless square cut chuck, but most of the sub-primals used for
steaks are as simple to work with as a loaf of bread; all you do is slice.
A subprimal rib eye roll will weigh somewhere between 8 and 10
pounds, depending upon the size of the steer from which it came.
Like slicing bread, you can cut one into steaks a thick or as thin as you
like. Saving 60' a pound ought to make a little cutting up well
worth
your while.
The rib eye roll can be used for other than steaks, if you would like
a bit of variety. A 3 or 4-pound piece makes a fine roast for the
oven
or rotisserie.
Thin slices of rib eye are what the Japanese use to make sukiyaki
and teriyaki. Slice it any way you like and youll save money with
every slice.
The rib eye roll ish't the only subprimal that can save you money,
but it's a good one. It's very big at Big John's.

Western Grown
Lunch Box Size D' Anjou

3

PEARS
LB.

711Fro11'—
S DISCOUNT
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS!

TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF MY OR AU. OF THESE

FREE APPLIANCES
I. THE CORN POPPER 2. THE FRYER 3. THE
BURGER MAKER
4. THE OPENER SHARPENER
1.Ise Ism 16 lie*

LADY'S RAZOR

S. THE DRINK MIXER
6. THE HOT BOO MAKER

Bag

$1 29

U.S No. 1 Michigan Medium Yellow

3
Friada's Finest

ONIONS
Lb.

Bag

59c

Great With Soup Or Salad

FRIED NOODLES
4 Oz. Tray

Big John's Specializes In
Holiday Gift Fruit Baskets.
Place Your Ardor Now.

99e

Economy Pak

French Film To
Have Two Showings
At Murray State
A 1969 French film entitled
"Z" will be shown twice at
Murray State University on
Thursday, Dec. 6, as the
fourth 'offering of the second
annual International Film
Festival on the campus.
Showings are scheduled at
1:30 and 7 p.m. in the Student
Center auditorium and are
open to the public at no admission charge. The film is
one of eight scheduled in 197980 funded in part by the
Kentucky
Humanities
Council.
The evening program will
include an introduction of the
film by Dr. Bert Ball,
associate professor ot French,
and -a panel discussion at its
conclusion. Panelists, in
addition to Ball, will be Dr.
Terry Strieter, assistant
professor of history, and
Suzanne Keeslar,instructor in
French.
Based on a novel by Vassili
Vassilikos, the color film has
French dialogue and English
subtitles. It stars Yves
Montand and Jean-Louis
Trintignant and was written
and directed by Costa-Gavras.
The plot of "Z" concerns a
Greek pacifist who is struck
down by a speeding truck
while
hundreds
watch.
Despite the official police
report of accidental death, a
journalist's
persistent
. questioning leads to a fullscale investigation, which
sparks a mysterious campaign of terror. Mounting
evidence points to the involvenient of high government
officials.
Ball points out that CostaGavras, one of France's
outstanding
contemporary
directors, has created another
masterpiece
using . the
technique known as cinemaverite r cinema-trutht, which
involves rapid camera action
and a documentary-type
presentation.
He added that "Z" has been
influenced by ancient Greek
tragedy and the violence
prevalent in American films.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

99c

Nature's Best

BIRD FOOD
5 LB. Bag 99c

That's right.A tree appliance
of your choice every time you
collect $300 worth ofour
special register tapes.
I Make .vaur'election of the
beautiful, famowP Robevon
Kitchen Appliance you
wont.. FREE!
2 Ever.' time you 01°P here, rave
yi per ;pedal oath regtattr tape%
in thin envelope. Fur your

A free consumer education
class for senior citizens on
home energy conservation
entitled "Winter Weather
Survival" will be offered at
the Douglas Center on L. P.
Miller Street from 10 a.m. to
noon on Wednesday,Dec. 5.
Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor of home
economics at Murray State
University, is conducting the
class. It is the third of a series
of seven on Consumer issues at
the Douglas Center.
Noting that the instruction
and discussion are especially
designed for people 60 years of
age or older, Dr. Maupin
added, however. that.anyone
of any age who is interested in
the announced topic is invited
to attend.
Group activities, in addition
to lessons on consumer
education, are a part of the
program. Hot meals are also
served at noon for a. minimal
fee.
Future classes,in the Series
will be focused on the
following topics:
Target — The Elderly,
-"Schemes, Con Games, and
Rip-Offs," Jan. 16; Checking
and Savings Accounts, "Are
You Getting Your Money's
Worth?" Jan. 30; Advertising,
-The Six Billon Dollar Sell,"
Feb. 13; and Consumer
Protection Agencies, "Where
Can You Turn for Help?" Feb.
27.
Additional
information
about the classes may be
obtained by contacting Wilma
Wilson, site manager at the
Douglas Center (telephone
753-8938). The center is open
from 10 a.m. liatm. Monday
through Friday.

convenience. enter the date an,I
amounts on the chart
.:ollecteci
3 Ali 000n as you have ,
$300turn in the envelope and
tam tor the appliance you have
,,elected.
4 Pick up.new envelope for your'
next F REE APPLIANCE.
•"r.• ".0

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray ledger & Times by
5.30 p m Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays
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Apocalypse Now War Images
May Be Long Remembered

1. Legal Notice

Willard meets Colonel Kurtz
that the movie comes into
focus. Kurtz is insane. The
moral ambiguity, utter
savagry, and chaos of the war
has pushed Kurtz over the
edge into the heart of
Stripped
of
darkness.
civilization's restraints, Kurtz
now kills without remorse,
without judgement, without
passion. He kills like a butcher
kills pigstAlthough some might find
the movie's ending. a bit
pretentious (Kurtz quotes
liberally from TS. Eliot and
Joseph Conrad); I think it
works. And Kurtz's last
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APOCALYPSE NOW
By Kent Forrester
Coppola's
Francis
APOCALYPSE NOW is a
brilliant movie filled with
images of war So vivid and
heart-rending that they are
likely to May in your memory
a long while.
The plot is simple Captain
Willard ( played by Martin
Sheen) is ordered to gb on a
mission into the jungle of
Cambodia to "terminate the
command" of Colonel Kurtz
Martin Brando), who is
-winning the war his way"
with a band of Cambodian
renegade
and
natives
American soldiers.
Willard's journey down the
river toward Kurtz is shown
with the clarity and menace of
a madman's visions. With
helicopters playing Wagner's
loud"Valkyrie" over

speakers, ..an air calvary unit
firebombs and machine guns a
Viet Cong stronghold located
in a peaceful fishing village:
farther up the river, soldiers
become so frenzied by the
seductive gestures of three
Playmates at a USO show that
the men overpower the MP's
and rush the stage; at the final
U.S. outpost in the river, the
war is chaos come again, with,
leaderless soldiers cowering
in the dark while the Viet Cong
shell the base.
Some of the most striking
scenes are like snapshots out
of hell: a plane struck nose
down in the jungle; the
massacre of Vietnamese
fishermen; machine gun fire
spewing out of the jungle, a
scene that looks as though the
jungle itself were taking
vengeance on the soldiers,
But it is when Captain

Five-Axle Truck's Impact
Same As 9,600 Cars
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LUCY GAVE ME HER
CHRISTMAS LIST BUT
I CANT REMEMBER
WHERE I PUT IT...

TENURE I THINK
MOVE
MAYBE

SHE S
...JUST AS
REGULAR
AS HE
IS

ROLLO'S
MOTHER
LOOKS SO
SNOOTY

Toby
Roberts
of
Madisonville, a voice major at.
Murray State University, will
present his senior tenor voice
recital on the campus
Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts ('enter,
the program will include
selections by Schubert, three
16th century Italian songs and
four Irish airs.
Janet
Childress,
Providence, will accompany
him on the piano and harpsichord. Doug Vancil, Anna,
Ill., will assist on the organ.
Roberts, the son of Mr. and
Charles
Roberts,
Mrs.
Madisonville Route 5, is active
in Community Theater, and
has been youth director and
youth music director at
Oaklawn Baptist Church in
Paducah for the last two
,rcars.

HOCKEY
GAME
TON i

SHE'S
NOT

-F-R"ItE

pec

BEETLE BAILEY
PO THE YOUNGER
OFFICERS FEEL
UNCOMFORTABLE
WHEN I DROP
IN FOR A
DRINK?

Toby Roberts To
Present Senior
Tenor Recital

NO, SIR

MSU's Assistant
Housing Director
Attends Conference
BLONBIE
-(HOWC7Y,
IM SELUNG WATER

T

WE ALREACYY
HAVE ONE

IN FACT; pirNe HusBANK)
IS USING IT
RIGHT NOW

ES

PHANTOM

READ THIS TO THE NATION SAY
YOU'RE RESIGNING...SENDING
THE LEGISLATURE H(E!

"YES! TELL
SOUR-ARMY
TO OBEY
MY RULE!'

YOU BELIEVE
I'D DO THAT.
YOU'RE A
BIGGER
FOOL THAN
I THOUGHT?

wg'LL SEE WHO'S THE
FOOL' I KNOW HOW
TO MAKE
MEN TALK!

Paula Hammat, assistant
director of housing at Murray
State University, recently
attended the Summer Conferences Workshop at Sam
Houston State University in
Huntsville, Texas.
The workshop,sponsored by
the Association of College and
University Housing Officers,
brought together those from
throughout the United States
and Canada who administer
summer conferences on
college campuses.
Murray State hosts a
number of conferences on the
campus during the summer
months. Included in these
groups are the Summer Youth
Program, the National School
of Compel Music, the School
Food Service Workshop, and
band camps.
Ms. Hammat was selected
to co-chair the program
committee with Jeff Henderson from the University of
Illinois for next year's
workshop at Knoxville,Tenn.
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1.1.4i Notice

Lost Female Pointer bird dog
White with brown ears Last
seen in New Hope area Call
753-1699
Lost Truck mud tire highway
893 between state line and
121 Please call, 759-1739

NOTICE OF
SALE
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned, The
First National Bank of Grayson, Kentucky will at
Southern Diesel and Equipment Co. Lot located on
Ky. Route 01 and 7, Grayson, Carter County, Kentucky, the 7th day of December, 1979 starting at
11:45 a.m., offer for sale to the highest and best bidder,the following described vehicles:

6. Help Wanted
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details. ReplyTitan-SI2. Box 94485,
Schaumberg II 60194.
Need babysitter for 3 year old
girl, Saturday 8 til 4. Call 7538106.
Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray. KY Contact customers.
Age unimportant, but maturity
is. We train Write T.F. Dick,
Southwestern
President,
Petroleum, Ft. Worth. TX.

One (1) 35 ton Mack End Dump Serial 035422 Haela Equipment Corp.
One ( 1135 ton Mack End Dump Serial 035419-Sunburst Mining Corp.
A copy of the notice of sale is enclosed herewith,
sale will be for cash. Undersigned reserves the right
to bid.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Grayson,KY 41143

Want someone to help clean
house 2 days a week Call 7594887

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will accept
bids on the following trucks in the County Court
Clerk's office at the Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky
until Monday, December 10, 1979 at 3:00 p.m. at
which time bids will be opened.
(2)TRUCKS AS FOLLOWS:
1980 Model Gravel Dump
Trucks with a minimum GVW
of 30,000 pounds.
400 Cu. In. Engine or larger, 5 speed Clark Transmission Model M397V, Eaton 22,0000 2 speed Rear
Axle 16:14/8:38 Ratio), 23,0000 Rear Springs, 4,0000
Aux. Rear springs, 102" Cab to Axle, Heavy Duty
High Tensile Steel Frame, Heavy Duty High Tensile
Steel Frame Reinforcement, 9,0000 Front Axle,
12,0000 Front Springs, Hyd. Brakes W/Vacuum
Reserve Tank, 10:00Rx20 (14 Ply) Front Tires Regular Tread, 10:00Rx20 (14 Ply) Rear Tires On/Off Road,20x7tv"-5 Deg. Front & Rear Wheels-Cast Spoke, 60 Amp Alternator or larger, Hetvy
Duty Battery -65 Amp or larger, Power Steering, 250 Gallon Step Gas Tanks, Tow Hooks dn front
BODY-STEEL DUMP
12' x 7'4" x 30" sides 36" ends, approximate 10 yard
capacity, Single Front Mount Telescopic Hoist - 18
ton capacity or 8" Asphalt Lip on Rear,. k4 Cab
Shield, Mud Flaps, Running lights, Cab levers for
Hoist & PTO.
Calloway County reserves the right to reject any
and all bids.

21-Ftotice
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed hero is a ready
reflorenc• that will quickly
help you locate th•
classification you are looking for.
/. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9. Situation Wonted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
37far5ale or-Trade
14. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Horn* Furnishings
IT. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sowing Machines
19. Form Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
21. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Rodio
27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob. Horn* Rents
29. Hooting-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
11. Public Sole
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
11. Lots For Sale
15. Farms For Sale
16. Homes For Sal*
17. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
19. Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
SI. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

9. SituaTion Wanted
Intelligent,
industrious,
secretary-bookkeeper .wants'
position with potential Wage
$3.50 to 14
.00 753-5184 or
753-5285
Will babysit in my home, days
or (lights Come by and see me
at 519 South 13th St ,
anytime

14. Want To Buy
Small gentle burro or Jennet
for young children 753-0150
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
Pm
Want to Puy Junk cars Call
474 8838 after 5 pm
vo.
Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron & Metals.

Industrial
Clean-Up Service
Saul, kr Nowt 1 a.m.-4 p.m.
1112 -

2. Notice
Better health through better
nutrition Call today for into,
matron
Murray Nutritional
Consultants 753-9960

BIBLE CALL
Snake Nandliag - 1594444. For Toon: Early
Marriage, Part 1 - 71104445.
REWARD! $2000 for information leading to apprehension of
cattle thieves in Pottertown
area Ingleheart farms Inc
436-539/ or 436-4365
What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333
Wanted Elderly lady to fill
vacancy in licensed family care
home Call 753-6392

1

Custom

built pyramid
stoves

and
fireplace inserts.
Delivered and installed.
Coll after 6 p.m. 4362855.
wood

S. Lost and Found
Lost Half Collie, half German
Shepherd, brownish red dragging collar and lease Answers tc
Chnstan Reward' Call /536225

Want to buy wood burning
stove with thermostat and
blower Call 759-1799
Want to buy good used free
wheeler, 90 or 110 Call 7536215
Want to buy good used regulation size pool table 489-2316

15.-Arfides For Sale
Bargains, leaf rakes. $1.9,9,
chain saw files all sizes, 79
cents each air conditioner
covers. $1 99L fire shovels. 99
cents each, windshield de-icer.
12 oz spray can. 88 cents:
_...ductlape .2-x180' roll, $2.59,
stove pipe. F.. $1 39, heat
bulbs. 250 watt, infra red.
- $1.39 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Christmas Special' Purple Martin houses 6 rooms $23.99;
12 rooms. $36 99. 18 rooms,
$49.99, 24 rooms. $59 99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
compact: 1200 watt, light
weight. $9 99 Wallin Hardware
Commercial 10 burner gas
stove and hood.. 3 compartment dishwasher, odd table,
school desk chair Call 4892590
Winnie-Pooh lamp and drapes,
baby stroller. swing chair, boy's
bicycle Call 753-9599

Opportunity
Beginning January 1,1980
Openings For

Advertising Sales Positions
Murray Ledger & Times

Good Salary-Insurance-Vacation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Exporionco Helpful,
Send Resume and Recent Photo
the
Murray

Ledger & Times

Have a picture without
a frame? We have
frames.

Box 32
Murray,Ky.42071

Carter Studio
304 Main, 753-8298
•
Free Store. 755-4600.
Jesus states in Matthew 121.
'Not every one that sauth unto
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven; but he
that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven
Sabbath worship service, Saturday's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study, 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 evenings. Study by phone anytime.
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store. 759-4600.

RN'S
RN APPLICANTS
Why apply to Lourdes
Hospital?
01. Patient centered philosophy of nursing care.
02. Extensive ORIENTATION to assure a smooth
transition from the academic setting.
#3. POSITIONS offered in virtually every area of
nursing care.
04. Opportunities or ADVANCEMENT.
#5. Excellent ENVIRONMENT in a new 323 bed
facility completed in 1973.
06. A well rounded BENEFIT package, including
vacation, holidays, long term disability, retirement and health insurance.

Where do you apply?
Director of Nursing
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah,KY 42001
(502) 444-2122
An Equal Opportunity Employer

61/F/H
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Fur Mink cape worn 3 times
• Sell for $500 will take $15.
roller skates size 4'7. $15.
metal flex wheels Call 7534673

19. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

Frost proof hydrants. 2 ft bury
lepth For yards or barn lots.
$25 99
Wallin Hardware.
Paris

Firewood $2.5 a rick delivered
Oak Hickory assorted Round
and split 18 or 24 4892327
any
seasoned
Firewood
length delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service 753-8536

For sale Blue and red Heeler
pups Excellent stock dogs 8
weeks old Dec 25th Shown by
Christmas Special' 9 piece
appointment only (502) 886stainless steel cookware set
4719
with copper bottoms, $29 99
John Deere model 4440 tracWallin Hardware Paris
tor. completely equipped. inChristmas Special' Revereware
cluding monitor. $27.000,
Saucepan 1 qqart. $10 99. 2
John Deere 21' disc, $6250.
quart. $14 99. 3 quart. $16.99 John Deere model 7.000
Wallin Hardware, Paris
planter with monitor, $8500:
Christmas Special' Slow 13 John Deere chisel plow,
cooker, 57 quart high and low $1850: John Deere 6 row
heat Teflon II lined $14 88 cultivator, $2000. John Deere
Wallin Hardware Paris
15' harrow $3000. John Deere
Christmas Special' Water Pulse 6x16 plow. $3350, John Deere
Shower Massage Deluxe Head rotary hoe. $110 All equip$9 99, hand held and wall ment one year old and in brand
Will sell
mount unit $13 99 Wallin new condition
seperatelf or all together.
Hardware Paris
Phone 489-2141. after 5 pm
Christmas Special' Selfcleaning Munsey ovens Model Wheelbarrows. $15 88. $29 99.
353 $27 99. model 351, $3999 and $59 99 Wallin
$43 99, Model 359 $49 99 Hardware. Paris
Wallin Hardware Paris
20. Sports Equipment
Christmas Special' Club For sale Remington 870. 12
aluminum 7 piece set $33 99, guage. 30-30 Marlin rifle Both
.8 piece set. $39 99. 10 piece are like new Call 753-1208
set. $49 99. 11 piece set.
Remington model 552 Deluxe
$59 99 Choice of colors 4x32 7.-tyitstmell
scope and
Wallin Hardware Paris.
deluxe carrying case fired apChristmas Special' Silvertone proximately 100 rounds New
cookware 7 piece set $26 99 price $175 asking $135 498Wallin Harditare Paris
8913
Christmas Special' Corelle Ex 22. Musical
pressionS 20 piece sets All Classical guitar excellent
conpatterns $4699 Wallin Hard dition $100 Call 753-9458
ware. Paris
Used Spinet piano Buy this
Christmas' Special' Victorio beauty and save' Clayton's - I
Number 200 Tomatoe juicer
B Music 753-7575
Hardware
Wallin
$20 99
23.
Exterminating
Paris
Dinette table with formica top,
one leaf, four chairs Like new
$50 Call 167-4475
For sale Maple table with formica top and 6 Ethan Allen
chairs. $125 Deluxe pine table
with formica top and 6 captians chairs for $275 Green
'
s Termit
Whirlpool washer. $75 All in Kelley
good condition. 753-5490
& Pest Control
Furniture and appliances Full
P1... ?II 10u1
board,
toot
head
bed
size
board frames, twin size bed
with box springs and mattress, 24. Miscellaneous
also extra springs and mat- Blacktop driveway sealer. 5
tress. 2 end tables, lamps. 2 gallon pail, $7 99 Supply
Wallin Hardware
recliner chairs, Frigidare limited
upright, Paris
refrigerator
homemade portible bar, Christmas Special' Skit Router
homemade tool boxes Call model 548, I/ hp, $24 99
753-2532
Wallin Hardware. Paris
For sale Couch and chair: Christmas Special' Skit corgreen Colonrat style, like fle* dless 1 inch drill, 2 speed.
$150 435 4593
rechargeable. reversing model
Moving, must sell all furniture. 2002. $29.99 Wallin Hard753-1864, ask for Martha, after ware. Paris.
I call 153-9828
Chain saw chains Three
Stainless steel sinks 4 hole eighths inch pitch for the
self rimming, double compart- following bar sizes. 16
ment $29 99 $3999 and $1025. 20-, $11.99. 24'.
Wallin
Hardware $14 99
Wallin
$49 99
Hardware.
Paris
Paris
17iacuumt1ial1ers Christmas Special' Pro Sharp
Christmas Special! Auto chain saw sharpener sharpens
vacuum cleaner Operates on your chain like a pro $11 99
12 volt system. includes 15 ft Wallin Hardware, Paris
cord nozzle brush, crevice tool. Christmas Special' Skit saws.
and removable bag. $10.99. all with P.- blade. model 538.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
$29.99, model 514, $34 99;
model 576 $49 99, model
559, $59 99, model 553.
KUISY
$79 99
Wallin
Hardware.
VACUUM
Paris

161lome furnishings

CLEANERS

For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call 1901,
642-7619 'nested at 102 W
Washington St., Court Square,
Paris, Tn

Cemetery lots in Hillcrest
Memorial Park. Lexington Lot
number 222 ad 113. section
12 6 graves in each lot. Call
Mrs. H A Key. 753-46/3.

PFALTZ GRAFF
Village
Yorktowne
Heritage
Gourmet

• it:'

)1)4.n Stock and Sets

11.
,
7 0
41*.ialp

Starks Hardware
!

In The
a.
Spirit Of
Christmas
Give A Wurlitzer
, Piano - Organ

of

25 Instruments
On Display

/H

Holiday Hours:
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
1-5 Sunday
s

Clayton
'
s-J&B Music

.e

Dixieland Center
753-7575

e

25. Business Services

.,
0
‘1S

01
11.1.

-

Before we release our economic forecast
for 1980. has anyone a better guess?"

27. Mobile Home Sales 43. Real Estate
Moving out of state. must sell
1974 Magnolia double wide
mobile home Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms 2 full
baths living room, dining
room, and den. Gas heat,
carpeted throughout, new 347
ton central air With or without
furniture Can be seen between
9 am and 7 pm at 147 Riveria
CoOrts.

Maybelle Joyner Bridals. Wingo.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal 28. Mob. Home Rents
gowns bridesmaid's dresses Furnished 2 bedroom trailer. 3
and veils, sizes 6 to 24'7 miles east $120 per month
Shown by appointments "Call plus deposit Call 753-3534
376-5387.
Two bedroom trailer. $50
26. TV-Radio
deposit. $130 per month.
Color console R.C.A. 4 v, $50 water furnished. No pets.
8-track AM-FM stereo with Phone 753-2377
recorder and stand Cheap' Call Two bedroom, 1 or 2 adults. no
753-2385.
pets. 1 mile on 121 South
23 Channel Robin CB with Water and garbage pickup furpower mike. 50 foot large coax, nished Call 753-5405 after 5
Starduster antenna on 20 foot Pm
push up Call 753-3730 after Trailer for rent. Highway 94
430
East 10 miles from Murray.
Two bedrooms gas heat. air
conditioned, and furnished
FOR
753-6324.

SALE

One 25 inch Zenith
color console tv.
Zenith's finest model!
Used less than one
year: Must sell to settle estate! Phone 7535924 or 753-1681.
23 Channel base mobile TRC55 Realalistic with Turner plus
3 and noise cancelling mike.
$125 White Face Johnson base
radio with D-104 mike. $100
Call 753-0380
Sisson's Zenith I.V. Ctuistmas
sale All 1979 t v.'s bought
before Christmas will be backed with TAW's 4 year warranty.
at no charge 1980 Zenith 25"
color t v consoles start at
$59995 with trade Sisson s
aril our only
Zenith, t
business. 19 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94 Phone
382-2174
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color. t id Warranted
Clayton's - J & B Music 7537575

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner covers, $1.99.to
$3 99 Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Electric heaters Automatic
with fan forced air. 1320 watt.
$1499. 1500 watt. $1899
Wallin Hardware, Paris

30. Business Rental
For rent 1000 square foot
Southside Shopping Center,
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
753-6612.

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent 2 bedroom- duplex
available immediately $200
per month Phone 753-8271
Two bedroom duplex, new,
available at once $250 per
month Call 753-9240

36. For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space

For Rent
753-4758

2T Mobile Home -Sales 37. Livestock-Supplies
10x54 two bedroom trailer
with fold out dining and living
room Call 489-2657 or 4892658
Furnished mobile home.
12x60 759-1432
12x55 Hallmark, 2 bedroom.
partially furnished, washer and
dryer. all electric Priced at
$4500 Call 753-0827 before 2
pm
If you have been looking for a
place to put your mobile home
see this convenient lot Close to
town and schools. on paved
road with city water and all
utilties installed Ready to
hookup It's only $4800 Call
for details. Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724
12x60. 1972 Jubalee. central
air, washer and dryer, partially
furnished, all carpeted. Call
376-2082

12th & Poplar

ed

For sale 15 feeder pigs Also a
Fiberglass topper for pickup
truck 474-2744 after 5 pm
Have Oak Hickory firewood
$20 a rick, will deliver Call
753-6831
Lawn sweeper Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the time
Push type. $39 99. pull type
31' 10 bu capacity $11999.
pull type 38". 16 bu capacity.
$189 99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Mobile home anchoring supplies available at Wallin Hardware, Paris
The Tote Machine, It's a dolly.
It's a cart It'a a hauler. It s a
wood carrier It's an outboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage. $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

43. Real Estate

Mobile home for sale by owner
1972, 12x56 Toronado Fully
furnished and air condition. All
set up in Fox Meadows in excellent condition. Immediate
possession. Call days 1537668. nights 753-2394
Mobile home for sale by owner
1977. 12x60 Three bedroom
all electric with new furniture
Storm doors and windows and
air condition All set up and
underpinned in Boyd's Trailer
Park Like new condition Or
may be moved Call Bob Futrell
days 753-7668, nights 7532394
1973. Revere, 12x65, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, completely
furnished including washer
and dryer, central heat and air.
priced at $5250. Call 7532762
1969 Winston, 52x12. two
bedroom central heat, partially
furnished 153-2364

Straw for sale. Call 753-3787.

38. Pets-Supplies

1T
41D-

241athiND
753-1222
FOR THE
FAMILY ORIENTED
This four bedroom, 2
bath home is complete
with a large entertainment
and
family oriented den.
You can truly enjoy
this winter by the
large oval gas log
fireplace and not have
to worry about big
payments.
house
Reasonably priced at
only $47,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We are members
of the Multiple listing
Service.
T.L.C.
Tender Loving Care is
evident when you inspect this 3 bedroom,2
bath home. The great
location is ideal for
your family, in the city
school district. Low
bills
are
utility
featured with gas heat
and R-19 insulation.
Large eat-in kitchen
and family room
opening on to the patio
make this a home
you'll love to call your
own. Owner being
transferred. Priced in
the $50's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

Four bedroom home on wooded
lot in
school district, Den,
17x24 w.th fireplace and wet
baths. For more ii',bar. 2
tormat .all
& Thurman. 753 1451.
Love trees' Then you will love
this 10 acre tract with trees
and trees and trees, plus the
most on
Cyprus and Cedar
home. ch..orated with handcarved .0:ngles and antique
fixtures plush carpeting, and
quiet s.ec...'usion. Only personal
viewing ca allow you to appreciate this gem. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Quality and convenience are
yours in this lovely smaller
home. MaTtenance free exterior. ii.st redecorated interior.. Large lot, trees and
landscaping are all part of this
extraordirtyy package - just for
you. Call 7531492 Offered by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

Boyd- Molars
Real Estate
105 N. 12th

WORTH THE
MONEY
318 N. 7th St. See for
yourself, a real buy at
only $15,900.00. This 3
bedroom home, is
nicely carpeted, has
new plumbing, electric heat, carport with
storage, on shady lot
near downtown.
19 ACRES
19 Acres near Hazel on
E.W. Miller Rd. Ext.
West of Hwy. 641 joining city limits at N.W.
corner. Level high productive land now in
soybeans and 3 acres
wooded area excellent
for building site.
$40,000.

Call 753-8080

WALLIS DRUG

i
rr

Deward Chaple Church Bazaar
sale. Saturday. December 8th.
8 am 01 7. Ellis Senior Citizen
Center.

43. Real Estate

r- DELIVERY
Ligemnimonsammessei 753-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home adorn, and patios, or U'
BUILD pre-rut completely ready to assemble up to 20
a 60 Buy the best for less.
C1OSID i.e. Ill SPN Th

Clean-up shop and 6 acres on
641 North Call /53-8615

49. Used Cars

To please a lady' House flows Porsche 914 1972 yellow
for easy living and gracious
must sacrifice at $1950 needs
entertaining den and study
engine work, will trade for a
with
unique
fireplaces
each
truck Call ,502, 388 7498
kitchen with island. double
oven and dishwasher, 3
bedrooms. 2 baths This home
•
has economical gas heat and is
1977 Trans Am, brown,
located on a shady lot west of
gold pin stripe, T-top, Ttown For more information call
A 400. $5000. Coll 753753-1492 Offered by Century
163S.
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors

JOHN SMITH
1975 Pontiac for $1650 1975
9 passenger Suberban $1550
Call 753-4445
1977 red 1-top Monte Carlo
one owner clean $3600 753
8033
1979 Z-28 Camaro, red, 8.000
miles, excellent conditon,
$6800. Call 474-2327 after 6
Pm.

HOMES
OF rt-iomE,

753-7411
AROUND-THE CLOCK

44. Lots For Sale
Corner lot in Canterbury. Call
753-0738
For sale- 2 wooded lots near
Kentucky lake. Electric. water.
and sewer hookups. Ideal for
home or trailer. Call (217) 2233765.

45. Farms For Sale

42 Acre farm, good tendable
land, good location with land
Time for a change Stop paying on both sides of 4 lane. Good
rent and enjoy Kentucky lake house 3 outbuildings Call 753
living Just $15.000 will put 8615.
you in this delightful A-frame. 47. Motorcycles Cozy one bedroom with wall to
wall carpeting Turn your rent For sale 1919 Honda Odyssey
into an investment today. Call or trade for dependable. car
Parat Spann Realty Associates. Call 437-4437
753-7724. „
1972 model 500 Kawaski.
3.000 actual miles. like new.
$800, Call 753-5463 or 753.Purdom & Thurman
7347
Insurance & Real Estate
1978 Yamaha DT-125 extra
Sourhs,de Coo,/ Squore
low miles excellent condition
Murray, tentucky
$600 753-9620
1
mm
a 3-W%
Yamaha Enduro 100. is street
turn signals and lights.
You only live once so enjoy life legal.
Never ridden. due to illness.
more in this attractive
May be seen Yamaha Dealer
home...18x30 Great room, 3
East
94. Sharp!
bedrooms (one has fireplace),
built-in country kitchen. large 48. Auto. Services
wooded lot.. See for yourself by For sale: Parts for 1972
calling 753-1492.. Century 21 ChevrOlet Custom Coupe. 753Loretta Jobs Realtors.
6788. after 5 pm 753-4108.
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studded. Studded tires onty $4 extra
RfALTY
if you buy early. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
753-1222
fire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
COME HOME
tread depth. 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A78x13".
TO COMFORT
$22 55 plus 172 FET,
Extra sharp three
E1.8x14"._ $2610 plus 2.20
bedroom, 2 bath brit*
FET: F78x14”, $26.97 plus
veneer home located
2.32 FET, G78x14- or 15-,
near University. Has
$28.83 plus 254 FET,
large eat-in kitchen
H78x14- or 15-. $3002 plus
and family room with
2.76 FET: L78x15“. $32.21
built-ins.
Outside
plus 3.06 FET. Wallis Hardware,
storage - large woodParis.
working shop, fenced
in backyard with plenMICHELIN MICHELIN
ty of shade. Priced in
CARROLL
the $30's. Phone KopTIRE
perud Realty, 753-1222
for full time Real
SERVICE
Estate Service. We are
Your Car And
members of Multiple
Light Truck
Listing Service.
Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue
753-1489
CLASSY AND
UNIQUE
UNIROYAL UNIROYAL
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Used motors: 390 Ford, 440
brick has what it takes
Plymouth:
6 cylinder Chevrolet.
for those who enjoy enSeveral
automatic
tertaining friends and
transmissions. Tires. 759-1739.
family. For those long
winter nights, there is
49. Used Cars
a family room with
1974 Brougham LTD. good confireplace and separate
dition, $800. Call 753-8361,
living room. Extra
1969 Cutlass for sale. Please
nice master bedrooni
call
after 4 30 pm
with bath. Add a nice
patio, 2 car garage,
1972 Dodge Charger, good conand priced in the $50's.
dition Call 436-2127.
Phone
Kopperud
For salQitlit Ptirtrick, 302
Realty, 753-1222, for
V8. povOlonOW000 767full-time Real Estate
6356.
•rvice.
1977 Ford LTD II 4-door
sedan $2300 Call 753-5421
after 5 pm

ANC
Cocker
registered
Spaniels buff colored. $75
each Call 753-8612 or 4374529.
Basic dog obedience classes
start December 4. 630 pm All
ages. all breeds Special program for 2 to 4 month puppies
Call 436-2858
Boarding and grooming for I
Ainley Auction&
Christmas holidays We board
Realty Sales
.
A111 41.41,
any type of pet Make your
r
reservations early. Hidden
Valley Kennels. 435-4481, Lynn
Grove.
1 10 year old Doberman, black
and tan $75 Also 3 feeder
pigs. $15 each See at 626 N
Home window cleaning, no job too large
4th St.
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
For sale, Blue and red Heeler
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
pups. Excellent stock dogs. 8
weeks old Dec. 25th. Shown by
appointment only. (502) 8864119.
Great Christmas gift. AKC
Doberman puppy, 5 months
old, red and rust, female. 35
champions in 5 generations.
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Great pet. Good disposition
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
$200 Call 489-2245 after 5
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
pm.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
ree Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits
grooming were $12.00 now
$1000 By appointment, Conromikftmeie
nie Lampe. 436-2510.
FREE
Poodle trimming in home, 10
years experience. Mrs. Brown,
20 MILE
435-4579.

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

5, II

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1VA0IIINO 1VAMIINA

;homy
and
9

15. Articles For Sale

I t:

FOR REM 41.

MICHELIN MICHEL

dog
Last
Call

1977 Grand Prix. white with
red Landau T-top. air conditioned, power windows and locks.
cruise and tilt, AM-FM 8-track.
$4200. Call 437-4428
1915 Grand Prix, excellent
condition. loaded Retail value.
$2975. sell for $2475 or best
offer. Call 753-9906
1976 silver Grand Ptix. one
owner family -wife Factory
mags. 30.000 miles. Call 1533383.
1912 Lincoln Mark IV, white,
new snow tires and brakes,
sound engine, needs work on
deferential $800 759-1718
1977 Monte Carlo two-tone
blue 39.000 actual miles. AMFM 8-track, $3100 Phone 7530153 or 753-6306.
1977 Mustang Mach with air
conditioning. automatic. power
steering, power brakes. AM-FM
stereo 8-track, only 34.000
miles Call 759-4406
1969 Pontiac 4-door Sell
cheap Runs good Call 753-8129

50. Used Trucks
1914 Ford F-250 Flatbed. extra
heavy rear end and springs, 4speed transmission. 51.000 actual miles, $975. 498-8913
1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder.
automatic, mechanically good
with good body and tires
$600 498-8913
For sale 1919 CJ-5 Renegade
Call 753-3938
For sale, 1971 Chevrolet 4wheel drive, full power. Also a
Shanadoah wood stove. Both in
good condition. 489-2200.
1979 Jeep Renegade excellent
condition 753-6802 or 4365366
1979 Jeep CJ-7. V8 with
automatic transmission, hard
top, power steering, tilt wheel
Call 753-7688 after 5 pm

53 Services Offered
,ng
tree
_
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
ing Calltee s Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Bloc
garages basements driveways
walks, patios, steps tree
estimates 753-5476
Do you need stumps rem000
from your yard or land cleareo
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order Brick
house pointing Call after 6
pm, 436-2855
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, 1532310, for free estimates
Licensed electrician Prompt.
efficient service, reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White. 7530605

, Will
Haul.
Call 492-8515
Ask For
Richard
anytime
of day.

51. Campers
1973 Starcraft pop-up
3938

15.3

53. Services Offered
ALL TYPES home remodeling Licinsed Electrician and gas inand maintenance. References stallation, heating installation
work. Free and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Guarenteed
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
Paper hanging and interior
753-2501 after 5 pm,
painting Call 437-4617 or 753Byers Brothers & Son-General 7337
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding. gutters, and Painting - Paperhanging Comroofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1- mercial or residential. Free
estimates 759-1987
362-4895.
Carpentry service Whatever Save time and money, call us '
your needs, old or new. quality first, Millstone Development
Corp We move the earth for
work Call 753-0565
your excovating needs Septic
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable tanks. ponds. and lakes.
rates. Prompt and efficient ser- Backhoe dozer and pan work.
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- Gravel and fill dirt hauled Call
2774.
492-8258
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completeCARTER STUDIO
ly guarenteed. Call or write
WEDDINGS &
Morgan Construction
Cct
PORTRAITS
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
753-8298
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Let us help you this Christmas Will do odd jobs. including
season. Christmas cards ad- carpentry and construction
tessed and mailed Call 753- work at a low price. Around the
;,10F8,
clock. Call anytime. 753-0241
2U0C
9

vBARBER SHOP

NEW OFFICEHHORURNSB:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed. 1
Saturday 7:30 015:00
PRICE SHAVE 7$'

toll. vire" 00 75) 3615 pried., •solvatee

hAlk Se.•A•

Now At

Starks Hardware
Catalogue Order Service
Faster -Cheaper
Same Week Dehvenr

STAR KS.NARDWARE
12th eiz Poplar

:53-1227

COMING
GOING?
Share a\
(ride with)
a friend.
Wherever you're going, it's better to go
together. All across the country.
folks are finding that carpooling
pays.'Cause it saves effort.
It saves fuel And it sure
saves money

grCn

So carpool America'
Share a ride with a friend.

ro
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ADVERMED ITEM MUTT
loch of these advertised items is required lobe readily available for sole
in each Kroger store except as specificolly noted in this od If we do run
out of an advertised item, we will offer yea your choice of a comparable
item when ovoiloble reflecting the Some savings or o roincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days.

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY...

Prices effective from Doc.4th. Woo Dec. 11 lit.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1979.
The K roger Co.

PORK SALE!

"Kroger Leon
Trimmed"
/.
a w
tr,

Kroger Lean Trimmed

Center-Cut

WHOLE
PORK LOIN

RIB-HALF
PORK LOIN

RIB
CHOPS
158

SLICED
FREE

108

lb. II

lb.

b

V
FRESFI PICNIC STYLE

CENTER CUT

$1168 PORK

LOIN
CHOPS-

•
q
s,
• U.S. Govt. Graded

Choice Beef

LB

PKG.

OLD FOLKY.:.4.:.

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Holly Farms Mixed Ports of

SMOKED
PICNICS

•

.
SLICED
BACON1207.
79c

99C

ROAST

Hickory

1.4
co•••

CHUCK
POT ROAST
1168

LB

▪c

PURE PORK
SAUSAGE

FRYING
CHICKEN

139

WATER
ADDED

BONE
LESS

lb.

lb.

lb.

, 44411111,1&S
MEATY MOIR

394
$1II 29
Li

Turkey Drumsticks
FAMILY PAR

Pork Steaks
ILY
pn Steak
Cubed

$I68

'Cue

AD

3

TINDER

29

$

Pork Cutlets

II

Li

GHAT SANOWICII MAKER/ SIEVE I. SAVE

Sliced Lunchmeats

$ 1 49

NOW FARMS

• 994

Fryer Thighs

113 size
each
BAG OF 10

99'

1

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

•Frwohl, (Acne/ lima *awe 'woe .co .o occoI94 cocclowwcs
•111•0041 &cull, is grow hew. colonies lost Cost I.siwrws
4
:Accerat•14y.lobollee speclos •Op.o /Out lc, 6

01010 IMF

GOY T

Boneless Flat Briskets
RESONATE,IMPONTID S LI RAG

Catfish Steaks
Milt WINGS ON

Turkey Hindquarters
KROGER IT TNF PIKE

Jumbo Bologna
Ocean Fresh

Pend Raised

PERCH
FILLETS
$199

FRESH
CATFISH
$199

lb.

lb

Fresh

GULF
OYSTERS

0000 ANYTIMI1

Serve 8t Save Wieners
lilt & NTIMATID SOYA PIKITIIN MIX

120Z
JAR $249

Kroger's Pro

494
le 994
11 OZ
KG 894
994
le

LS

Florida Zipper Skin
A C00.4 •

Ilk
(

JUICY
TANGERINES
7C
i,;,,,
e,:`

N:
IV1"w‘.sr
1 241,411A.\81E1111;srl

•
4Offift• r

Leon, Tender Baked

VIRGINIA
HAM

GIVE A FRESH FRUIT
for CHRISTMAS
BASKET
"

Tarr,.

":"

LE:T
6
sErEu8„EpLitcl„„
?OLE
E GEMS
Hi
EcoL
w 0 LAST
sr

lb $2
99
uSTOM SUCICII

POPULAR PAK BASIET (ACM S10.99
EacmS12.99
DELUXE BASKET
Licm Sll 99
BEAUTY BOWL

CHRISDAYS
OFTMAS
'Ur A
PEPSI GLASSES
FOR

-..•••1111.

W
fl Ito,. Belted

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW
We MI NOMA TSI

RIK SWIFT 10 SIZI

a[COST

Jumbo Pineapples

cunt'
Flonds

PINK

White Grapefruit

694
(ACM 194
1100

)SAVE 7.•
*Oh this Coupon
E cpires Dec 111h
L .11.1 two begs

ma
ma
mc
gm

'

um
.▪ . ,.„

n-i111111111iiimmirnie
COUPON 111111k:
m[cosi WWI

p
Gm

.
=
u.
70
M
,..
=

os.,..•
1'40%

California

FRESH
CARROTS ;SA VE r
69120' ,
,s'
C11-1
.

2 lb

- in this Cou Pon
E , p..cw, Do, I • In

i:
im
m
To

Elliiimmilimimmie

3 KS. CNOCIIN. 401.(011 SLAW
4 POTATO LOGS, 210(U

DINNER PAK
FRIED CHICKEN
ft
... w
•••Ltzif4,•••

26 oz
size

ONLY $ 1

MOWS DRIGN1

Turkey Breast
Beautifully Shaped

IN

STCNII SAII0

CHRISTMAS
TREES

Kaiser Rolls

•PLANTATION GROWN •

Potato Salad

KT DOUGLAS FIR
AVAILABLE SFEETTOISFEET
AT
BALSAM
ALL
STORES

APPLE
PIES

CHEESE BALLS or
CHEESE LOGS
is

SFEETTOSFEET

SCOTCH PINE
4 FEET TOO FEET

6

$3
II

le

Party Cookies

774

29
u
,1
001

EKCO
BAKE WARE
$157
each

II

994

BIC VALUE PACK

PLATE
ti REEs
LUNCHES
F
v
(Etc,
ROL I.
UD
ING110/TEms)

MIX Oa IAATOI 105 Till NOLIOATS

88

POLAROID
FILM
$1044

Not! Carry -Ow

Swiss Cheese
Tahitian Salad

SYLVANIA
FLASH BAR

Sabers Secret

SX70 Twin Pak

19

SAP

NUM MAT

10 Guaranteed Flashes

59

roe 994

Allfittall Olt MUSTARD

939

;
04
'
t4I
-Par

S
I9

Buy One Pen At

2 ct
Pkg•

p

79

39

?`
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CUTITE

U.S.D.A. Greek 'A'Kroger

LARGE
2 EGGs
.

riIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInnInInii.

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!
/41
(

DOZEN

with this coupon and 510 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchandise Subject to applicable taxes Limit one coupon Expires Dec 11th

4r
4

wi'
41 111110/1
4
iv 4 4
Takes Onl Onel

/4
14

4 41'
,
41
4.

Plain or Self-Rising

z

ArIA

4,
4,
te, /
`6t
FLOUR

LOWFAT
MILK

75c

SO ct.
P roll

lb.
bag

Kroger 1/2 00

404/

JOB S UAD
TOWELS(

vie4--'4MARTHAWHITE

FLOUR

•

plastic
gallon

119C

50615

C

BUTTER(RUDE UST

WHITE
BREAD

LOAVES

3 $119
114061 '0

illibWN IN
SERVE ROLLS
o

OIL
MARGARINE

2

2001.

e.

.PURE
KROGER 1000

ORANGE
JUICE

CRINKLE ROGER

69c

CUT
POTATOES

$129

KROGE FROZEN

CHOCOLATE
CHIPS

5

LB
BAG

CHICKEN
(

CM

Homestyle or Buttermilk

KROGER
BISCUITS
6

9c

CHEF-WAY
OIL

2 1.11.

PIG.

BANQUET

C
D.117Te GREEN
BEANS

SHAMPOO

POTPIES

3En

pak
8 oz.
cans

8 oz.
pkgs.

HOME & FAMILY

2

KROGER

12 01
PKGS

$ 1 00

2 $1 09
2 ""$1 29
66
894
2 88'
LOAVES

10 CT
KG.

ROYAL YOUNG

1 02
P1KG

KROGER PlAIN

9
Cottage Cheese
Crescent Rolls
Crocker Barrel Cheese
IVA & Half
Cheese
Cookies
KROGER

all

13 02
PIGS

KROGER

12 OZ
PKGS

IMMURE

KRAFT SHARP

ig10113
1 Fuetici
"
(
Colby

rot
CAN

75C

PURINA
DOG CHOW

16 0211
PIG

KROGER FROZEN

1001 $ 1 69

PSG. 89'

plc

32 01
PUG

159

14 OZ $
PIG.
O

III OZ. 00'
PIG.

WAS NOW

LeSueur Peas

(s .

1½0Z.

WAS NOW
33'

COUNTRY TIME

Lemonade Mix.

.5202.5,QOP
PIS. Fo• 6•7 7

ASSORTED FRAGOANCIS

6.
01

itenuxit Solid
PURI MAZOLA

Corn Oil

61'
KG. 55'
oz
in
S275

1'1

manes
Ralston RyKrisp I

WNW CMAIN RTI

a 734

TIN MIR SNOITTINING

Richtex

4202

GREEN LABEL

In.

Karo Syrup
47C

CNOCOLATI CAWS
120Z.
PIG.

Nestle Morsels

WAS NOW

Comet Cleanser.

INTENSIVE CARE
BATH BEADS 11):1 •
Decongestant

Site, Fast Relief
Without Aspirin, Reg.

DRISTAN
TABLETS

TYLENOL
TABLETS

14 ct. $
119
btl.

73'
$2'

WNOU OR %Liao GREEN GIANT
2OZ.
'

594

59'
1702.
CAN 49'
PIG. 79`

Mushrooms....

Oil MONTE

534

Small Peas
STOVE TOP

$269
71"
$153

Stuffing Mix

71"
$299
2.$1
319'

ALUMINUM MAL

Reynold's Wrap
a STRIP
Bruce Yams

PA PIN

BIG TATI

Fabric Softener....W. s 1 49 $1 45

Mashed Potatoes

25 FT.

51'

2902.
CAN

85'
140Z.
97'

pay
Safflower Oil
A ROASTED COIN TASTE

Bugles Snacks

24 02
ITL
702.
11011

Grope Juice

PARKAY
MARGARINE

$329

$ 1 63

10 CT.

Pyrex Bleach

64 OI

in

LOCI'S NEAT NOMMEN OR

Pinto Boons

"Ulv

63'

Deviled Spam

751
$ 1 29

41
72c
$123
73c
si

69'

654

"
3 TIN 43'
75'

SRNS

Grapefruit Juice"Bli
170Z
CAM

WITT MCKIM RUDY TO WOAD
1601
CAM

596

PEG 0F2

48' 46'

301 TUBS

Frosting

1 29

MUMMY

Pie Crust Mix

1102.
Pis.

64 02
Sit

Chicken Broth
ankh%Y SMOOTH
Kraft Velveeta

1402
CAN

29'

2 IR
PIG

5249

,oz
PIG 88'

PILLSBURY SIG COUNTY

JUMBO PACS SCOTT

l Irg
Family Napkins '

79'

SWEET SUE

Biscuits

Mixed Fruit

POO A GLIM WASP

Formula 409

Cinnamon Rolls

CANS

UNT CONNIE

$159

WA s NOW
160
PEG

MAY CLEANER

PILLBSURY

87

K raft Soft

NOW
4601

Party Cups

NOW

LUIKINON NEAT

COWRY MI

MOM mars

75"

WAS NOW

nut
Lemonade Mix "pH 5239 $229
tom um mix
is oz
Country Time
S239 9235
$339

79'

PRIZE
BISCUITS

WAS NOW

Lemonade Mix...

WAS NOW
$145
1 49

Pillsbury

49"
83'

967

FROZEN
PIE SHELLS

SOLO

77c

COUNTRY

100 ct.
btl.

Ares's Reg. Six.2 Corot

find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store Plus, each week you'll find cost -cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, meats. and produce
GREEN GIANT MINI

407

VASELINE

You'll

NOW

1402
ITS

TOUR $1
o
COOKE

BANQUET FRO 2.EN

"GIS

II
Sugar

OZ. PEPPERONI OR 14,1 OZ. ?USAGE

19
Kroger Frozen Pizza
39
Man Pleoser Dinners
Corn Tots
OIS
$129
StillpvievIrCobblers
2 1;lurs:$1 09
Siiced Strawberries
G
Graham Cracker Pie Shells 1201. . 894
13' 2

12 01 $ 1 1 9
TUN

COST CUTTERS!

All Ti.Add Is Love

LIQUID

$1 99
48 01
BTL

Assorted Varieties Frozen

BAKERY

Hot Dog Buns
Country Style Rolls
Multigrain Bread
AppleTopped
Rolls
mTlve
Bear Claws
English Muffins

PEG.

I

PEPSI-7 UPDIET PEPSI-MT. DEW
DR. PEPPER

IROGIR

29

$1
1201

PURE VEGETABLE

I

2 GAL

/VW

2 WV

BAKER'S FLAVORED

FROZEN

25

CAN
I °C1
AN '4 7'

77c
$199

27'
$229
85c
79c
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Discount Stores
Our Catalog Order Plan can save you time, money and gasoline. Mow?
Simple! Just take one of our FREE 320-page Catalogs and shop through the
pages. Then place your order in the store or PHONE your selections in to
our friendly COP clerk. A pleasant way to Christmas Shop. Also, you can
depend on Fred's everyday LOW prices throughout the Catalog. You Stay
Ahead when you Shop the COP. You'll be glad you did!

master charge
THE iHTIMAMk CARD

HONORED

AM/FM/MPX RECEIVER
WITH CASSETTE RECORDER
rr

size recur
changer
• Tape outputs
, and auxiliary
4
inputs
• Walnut veneered cabinet!:
SEE PAGE 113
• Full

JULIETTE
,TYI1k CON /UP a•ClI16

2+2 DUAL
JAM CAR'
SPECIAL

MODEL 1100
VENTILATED RIB
SHOTGUN

Repots* 24747

ALSO AVAILABLE

Regular 50 44
COP PRICE

co.PRICE

$2386
SOUNDES1GN
WIDE-RANGE SPEAKERS
COP ORDER • 171143

SEE PAGE 242
OF CATALOG

SEE PAGE 115

• 22 feet of track - up /I over layout
• Includes 2 race -.ars and 2 lam cars
SEE PAGE 153
OF CATALOG

oo,3 'JRC)fill••33,5,

SEE PAGE 116

20" GIRLS'
CACTUS FLOWER
BICYCLE

AM/FM STEREO 8-TRACK
RECORDER & RECORD CHANGER

AM/FM STEREO WITH
RECORD CHANGER & 8-TRACK

• Arctic White finish
• Single speed Coaster brake
• 20" blackWall tires
• Unassembled

Regular 148 64,

Regular 128 39
COP PRICE

COP PRICE

1 97
3
$
,n 1 uri,1
• Versal.,
COP ORDER •
• Swings ,,u to 1 hour
MIN
• Carrying straps tOr 11'85001

SEE PAGE 318

GRACO PORT-A-CRIB

BOYS 20" RANGLER

$5682
WOMEN'S 26" SEA TRAILS$772
COP ORDER • 1402211

SEE PAGE 319

MEN'S 26" STRIDER140147 S75159
COP

SEE PAGE 320

ORDER •

SEE PAGE

SEE PAGE 114
OF CATALOG

COP ORDER • 140163

SEE PAGE 318

SEE PAGE 301

$3997

COP ORDER ••143••

PORT-A-CRIB MATTR•ESS
614416

• Unit complete with microphones
• Automatic system shut off
• Precision rotary control

• Matched air suspension speaker system
• Walnut veneered speaker cabinets
• Built in AFC

299

SEE PAGE 299

he 7

$537

COP ORDER

PADS $397
PORT-A-CRIB BUMPER 595474
SEE PAGE 295

COP ORDER •

Illf.

IiFIfIIFIC
GAME

ATARI'
TOUCH ME
GAME
• Otters three
different games

• Put the bottle in her_
mouth and she drinks
like a real baby
• A great Christmas gift

Si 396

in 1

• Digital display
scoreboard
• 4 siid: levels

For 2 '
ba11,, ga.

•
•

SEE PAGE 312

SEE PAGE 153
$3098

BABY THIS 'N THAT
SEE PAGE 315

ALSO AVAILABLE

COP ORDER •
154133

$11 47

SEE PAGE 312

SEE PAQE

cc:tr.-ORDER
COP

ORDERS 144004

coP 'DADE. • ,54-54

SEE PAGE 297

ar
RaluP
E7
l f1419C9
;

• Set of 6 knifes
• Hardwood block holder

3988

COP ORDER •
145571

• Complete 10-piece set
• Durable heavyweight Cii,1]
aluminum •
• Cook food the waterless wa,

Regular 15

SEE PAGE 152

COP PRICE

Almond

6 PLAYER CROQUET SET
761239

1

• Available in antique brass or black
polished brass • Sires to fit 3 openings
• Thick tempered glass panes

13- PORTABLE C- -1
—
COLOR TV
Regular 239 88
COP MICE

Positive detent tuning • Walnut color metal
cabinet • U L listed

HOT AIR
CORN POPPER
• Fewer can,,
• Pops 4 qts n rr
• Convenient butter COP ORDER •

SEE PAGE 2:1
Or CATAlOG

EKCO 5 PC-FLINT
CUTLERY SET
SEE PAGE 73

CURRIER & IVES
45-PC.IRONSTONE
SET

F

• Genuine America,
Ironstone
• Handsome printed
blue pattern
• Oven -proof
• Dishwasher safe
SEE PAGE 77

OTHER DINNERWARE SETS

"MARY ELLEN"
$2297
50 PC STAINLESS SET COP
ORDER •
SEE PAGE 78

SEE PAGE

70

$4077
SEE PAGE •

SEE PAGE 44
ALSO AVAILABLE

22977

Brown

BAY HARBOR 10 PC.
COOKWARE SET by Ekco

SEE PAGE 73
OF CATALOG

'HAMILTON
BEACH CM

Ail',LAN Er

$4983

ALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE

COP ORDER •

$2937

COP ORDER a 7222111 COP ORDER •2771105

SEE PAGE ii
OF CATALOG

317

tiffsG•

FYRE LINE
GLASS
FIRESCREENS

• Motorized web climbing action
• Working Spider-Beam flashlight
• Fnergy belt to power
,ccesSories

SEE PAGE

CENTURY DELUXE
PLAYARD

COLOR LITE
COOKWARE

ENERGIZED
SPIDER MAN

$886

ORDER • 694013

SEE PAGE 298

LIGHTED ZIG-ZAG JAM
SPEEDWAY

COP ORDER • 145517

COP

CENTURY GUARDIAN
PLAYARD

COP ORDER • 154775

ALSO AVAILABLE

natural
,e indoors Of Out
re , a',ce ," bly required
ALSO AVAILABLE

11136

SUSSEX 45-PC. IRONSTONE
SEE PAGE 77
SEE PAGE 76

$1598
r rip ORDER r 1221131

COP 0010ER•114113

FANTASY 45-PC. SET
COP ORDER • 714779

SUNSHINE 45-PC. SET
2147.

SEE PAGE 76

EACH SE T

)98

5Special
Christmas Hours
8:30 a.m-8:00 p.m.
Every Day
516 Main
Murray

COP ORDER •

Merry Christmasfrom Fred's Discount Stores!

